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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Tenure, Promotion, and Reappointment focuses on the legal
implications of reappointment, promotion, and tenure deci-
sions, with an emphasis on how understanding the relevant
legal principles can inform practice. Through the use of
scenarios and cases, we illustrate the conflict between insti-
tutional and individual rights and the potential legal prob-
lems associated with employment contracts, due process
requirements, academic freedom, employment discrimina-
tion, affirmative action, and peer review. Suggestions are
offered for minimizing litigation and protecting institutional
and individual rights. Following are some of the specific
questions addressed.

What has been the role of courts in reappointment,
promotion, or tenure decisions?
Institutions have a great deal of autonomy and discretion in
making reappointment, promotion, or tenure decisions.
Courts are reluctant to substitute their judgments for those of
academic professionals. Recent legislation permits the sub-
mission of employment-discrimination cases to juries, per-
haps making it likely that this reluctance may wane. At any
rate, courts are required to intervene in these matters when
the individual rights of faculty members are threatened. In
cases involving discrimination and the First Amendment.
courts seem to grant less deference to institutions than in
other types of cases.

What is tenure, and why is it the
subject of many faculty lawsuits?
Tenure was estabfished to protect facuk-, members'
academic freedom and to provide enough financial security
to attract able men and women to the profession. Courts
also have established that tenure, once acquired, is a proper-
ty interest protected by the Constitution when conferred by
public institutions. Although cases by faculty members
against colleges and universities involve reappointment,
promotion, and other issues, the most prominent cases deal
with tenure denial. While tenure has benefits for the institu-
tion and the faculty members, it also has financial conse-
quences for the institution, especially (hiring times of
retrenchment. Faculty members denied tenure suffer finan-
cial, professional, and emotional consequences. As a result,
lawsuits in this area are likely to increase.

'Allure. Promotion. and Reappointment iii



What constitutes the faculty employment contract?
The faculty contract of employment refers not only to the
letter of appointment but to other professional and institu-
tional policies governing reappointment, promotion, and
tenure decisions. Institutional policies are included in the
faculty handbook, while American Association of University
Professors policy statements, especially the 1940 Statement
of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure, contain
professional policies. Courts also have looked to institution-
al practices and customs and the oral, written, and implied
assurances of key administrators to determine the rights and
responsibilities of the parties when the language of the con-
tract is unclear, ambiguous, or inconsistent. Collective-bar-
gaining agreements are important types of contracts, and
they may govern how faculty members are reappointed,
promoted, or tenured. Federal labor law, which governs
private collective bargaining, excludes faculty members who
are considered "managers" and/or "supervisors," and thus
institutions may refuse to bargain with their representatives.
Faculty members are Imre likely to be considered "man-
agers" or "supervisors" at large, private research institutions.
Faculty members at public institutions also may be restricted
in the collective-bargaining ability under their states' labor
laws. Collective bargaining is an extremely complex and
unsettled area of law, and institutions should seek expert
legal and administrative assistance in dealing with such mat-
ters.

To what extent are untenured faculty members at
public institutions entitled to due process under the
Constitution?
The Constitution protects the pmperty interests of faculty
members at public institutions. Bef Ore such interests may he
denied or withhekl, public institutions must provkle their
faculty members with due process protection, including
adequate notice and a hearing. l'ntenured faculty members
at public institutions have due process rights h w the duration
of their contracts, but not after the contract expires unless
the contract or employment or state law 1111 k.s them with
a legitimate extx.ctation of continued employment. Sonic
faculty members may contend that they have acquired
tenure infmmally. Courts usually are unwilling to find that
faculty members have acquired tenure through infi trmal

it,
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means, especially if there are written and explicit policies
governing how tenure is acquired. All faculty members at
public institutions are entitled to due process protection
when their liberty interests are arguably infringed. Liberty
interests arise when institutions make charges or allegations
against faculty members that may damage their reputations
or impose a "stigma or other disability" preventing them
from obtaining other employment. In negative reappoint-
ment, promotion, or tenure decisions, liberty interests are
difficult to prove because the reasons for the denial rarely
are made public, a required condition for prevailing in such
a lawsuit.

How do courts balance institutional and
individual academic freedom rights?
Institutions have the freedom to decide on academic
grounds who may teach, what may be taught, how it shall
be taught, and who may be admitted to study. As a result.
courts are reluctant to become involved in academic matters
such as pedagogy, grading, and course offerings unless the
institutions decisions are intended to punish faculty mem-
bers for their speech. Courts will become involved in nega-
tive employment decisions at public institutions that are
motivated by the faculty members' exercise of their First
Amendment or academic freedom rights. These rights
include the freedom to comment on matters of public con-
cern, the freedom to speak and express oneself even if such
speech is considered offensive, and the freedom to engage
in certain activities such as testifying in court cases or engag-
ing in political or union activities.

How are faculty members protected from illegal
discrimination in reappointment, promotion, or
tenure decisions?
Although the Constitution and state laws prohibit discrimina-

m, the bulk of the employment-discrimination litigation
has involved a number of federal civil-rights laws, especially
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Federal civil-rights
laws pr1 )vidt. an easier burden of pnx if for faculty members
alleging illegal discrimination than dcws tile Constitution.
These laws also pn wide better guidance to institutions for
avoiding discrimination than many state laws. Given the
inherent subjectivity of the promotion and tenure process,
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what is considered fair or meritorious is difficult to deter-
mine and will vary from person to person. Furthermore,
some policies or practices adversely affect women and facul-
ty of color. As a result, employment-discrimination cases
have been increasing, and colleges and universities should
justify their reappointment, promotion, and tenure decisions
with clear data and careful documentation.

What are the legal boundaries of affirmative
action in faculty employment?
Affirmative action in the reappointment, promotion, and
tenure process seeks to accomplish three objectives: elimi-
nate the effects of an institution's own present or prior dis-
crimination against women and people of color; remedy
societal discrimination and increase the representation of
women and people of color in the faculty ranks; and pro-
mote racial and tender diversity on college campuses. Hut
as the current sc .ietal and political debate makes clear, fac-
ulty members who do not benefit from affirmative action
may believe that their individual rights have been violated
and that they have been the victims of reverse discrimina-
tion. Institutions of higher education niay believe that a
balance between the goals of affirmative action and claims
of reverse discrimination is impossible to attain.

Nevertheless, inAtutions have been able to justify affir-
mative action if they are attempting to remedy the effects of
their own discrimination. In addition. Title VII permits pri-
vate and public institutions to implement voluntary affirma-
tive-action plans if there is a "manifest imbalance" in the job
market, if the plans are only temporary, and if the interests
of faculty members not benefiting from affirmative action are
not unnecessarily "trammeled." Public institutions, however,
are subject to much stronger standards of justification on
constitutional grounds.

What rights do faculty members have to access
confidential peer-review materials?
Faculty members or the EEOC may be able to obtain access

reer-review materials to discover proc)f of discrimination.
Furthenth we, in scnne states, peer evaluations are made gen-
erally available to faculty members under employee "right
to know" or "sunshine" laws. Although faculty members
alleging discrimination have been given access to their and



others' personnel files, courts have been generally
concerned with the impact this disclosure has on the peer-
review process. As a result, courts continue to search for a
balance between the importance of confidentiality for the
peer-review system and the need to prohibit discrimination
in higher education.

The peer-review system likely will not suffer from disclo-
sure of confidential peer-review materials. Peer evaluations
based upon sound and fair reasoning will always withstand
challenges. Even though courts will compel disclosure in
some situations, the decision of whether to voluntarily
release peer-review materials to the faculty member is one
of institutional policy. Some institutions provide faculty
members with, at a minimum, 'a redacted (with identifying
information deleted, for example) copy.of the peer-review
materials, and recent data indicate that the peer-review sys-
tem is not greatly affected by disclosure of peer-review
materials.

To what extent are administrators and faculty
members involved in the peer-review process
liable for defamation and other tort claims?
Although faculty members and administrators involved in
the peer-review process can be sued for defamation and
other torts, they usually are protected from liability by state
law, or a qualified privilege'. Also, most institutions have
insurance covering this type of matter. Peer reviewers can
lose this protection if they act with malice or bad faith or
disclose the information to people who have no legitimate
interest in the matter. As kmg as they act honestly and fairly
and prc wide detailed examples for their conclusions, admin-
istrators and Faculty members involved in the peer-review
process generally are protected from liability.

What can we do to minimize the risk of litigation?
Administrators, faculty members, and institutional attorneys
shoukl function as a team in informing other administramrs
and faculty members about the legal implications of their
responsibilities. Legal audits shoukl he performed periodi-

'Qualified privileges against liability from defamation ;md other tons are
granted to peopk. making empktyment evaluatkms. pnwkled they acted
without malice or ill %%ill. The law grants these pris lieges when the interests
at stake warrant them.
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cally. These legal audits involve surveying each office and
function to ensure that policies and practices are in compli-
ance with legal principles. Furthermore, legal audits and
teamwork can serve as an early warning system that alerts
administrators, faculty members, and legal counsel of poten-
tial legal problems long before they lead to litigation.
Institutions should take steps to minimize the risks from
litigation. We recommend the following:

Institutions should involve legal counsel in determining
policy and procedures for reappointment, promotion, and
tenure decisions.
The reappointment, promotion, and tenure policies
should be explicit, unambiguous, and consistent, and
these policies should clearly articulate how tenure is to be
acquired.
Institutions should eliminate or minimize those practices
that are not specifically addressed in the institutions' writ-
ten policies.
Institutional officers and key administrators should he
informed that their actions and words can bind the insti-
tutions to a contract.
All units in the institution shoukl be governed by a single
reappointment, promotion, and tenure policy, though the
standards may differ among units.
The criteria for reappointment. promotkm, or tenure
should be specific enough to provide guidance to faculty
members.
Faculty members should be provided with as much infor-
mation as possible as they prepare for their reappoint-
ment, promotion, or tenure review.
Faculty members should be provided procedural safe-
guards before they are released from their contracts.
Instituticms should provide orientatkm and career devel-
opment for new faculty members.
Instituticms should devekT a process of annually evaluat-
ing faculty members.
The faculty member should be apprised of any perfor-
mance problem with enough time to improve.
!acuity members shoukl be prc wided with, at the very
least, a redacted copy of their performance evaluations
and peer-review materials.
Institutions should commit themselves to ending discrimi-



nation and to take whatever steps are necessary to
achieve this end.
Institutions should be conscious of the important legal,
political, and social interests associated with affirmative
action.
Individuals involved in the evaluation or review process
must be made aware of the fundamentals of employment-
discrimination law.
Institutions should establish grievance procedures that are
easy to use.
Institutions should onsider adopting binding arbitration
or another method of alternative dispute resolution.

Tenure. Promotion. and Reappointment i.v
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FOREWORD

The fear of every college president ca dean is to see the
newspaper headline: PROFESSOR AWARDED $3 MILLION
IN PERSONNEL SUIT. This fear seems to he justified
because personnel matters are the single largest area of liti-
gation for institutions. Institutions need to protect their
scarce resources from being redirected from the pursuit of
their academic missicm.

It should he understood that faculty do not sue their insti-
tutions on a whim. There are always reasons, real or imag-
ined, that cause an individual to enter into an adversarial
relati( mship with the organizatkm he or she (mce k)ined
voluntarily with the hopes of a productive lifetime career.
'Hie major causes of facuhy litigation are:

2'oor training: On the wlacle, key academic leaders.
In im academic vice presidents to department chairs, have
not been instructed (m the motives underlying most per-
sonnel disputes. As A consequence of this unknowing-
ness, these key institutional leaders may respond in
manner which puts the institution at risk.
Violation of written agreements: The first area of
concern to the courts is that once an agreement is inack..
it is faithfully executed. Most faculty disputes occur
because the institution has failed to uphold its agreement
with the individual. This agreement could he found as
part of the faculty contract or could he pan of the policies
that govern the institution, e.g.. faculty code or personnel
procedures.
Violation of basic rights: The sec(md area of concern
to the courts is that the rights of the individual he protect-
ed fr(mt the oppresskm of g(wernmental agencies or
impersonal organizations. These basic rights are detailed
in federal and state constitutions and in the \Jrious non-
discriminatkm federal regulati(ms.
Inconsistent enforcement of procedures: One con-
cept or nondiscrimination is that everyone is treated the
same. Therefore, policies and procedures that are
applied incimsistently are considered hy the courts to be

tinaccupioNc.
Faculty perception of being treated unfairly: l'oc,r
communicatkm and a sense of mit being appreciated mav
he all it takes to motivate a faculty memher to sue.
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Litigation of this type may be few in number, but it does
take up a significant percentage of the time spent by the
college counsel.

Academic leaders must develop policies and practices that
are sensitive to the changing needs of the institution. The
changes higher education has experienced in the knowledge
base, financial issues, expectations of students, and demands
by society have increased significantly during the past 20
years and are accelerating. Balancing the needs of rapid
change while protecting the rights and expectations of facul-
ty will take increasing skill.

In this report, Benjamin Baez, an instructor of higher
education at Syracuse University, and John A. Centra, profes-
sor and chairman of the Higher Education program at
Syracuse University. have developed a comprehensive view
of faculty legal issues concerning tenure, promotion and
reappointments. They address the primary areas of litiga-
tion: contracts; constitutional lawincluding due process
rights; freedom of speech and academic freedom considera-
tions; employment discrimination: affirmative action, includ-
ing diversity and individual rights: and peer review. Baez
and Centra have provided an analysis that will he extremely
useful for institutions to begin a comprehensive legal-educa-
tion program for their academic leadership.

When an institution establishes such a training program,
the benefits will include an awareness of the legal implica-
tions of individual acts, development of a sensitivity to the
need to consistently enfOrce the policies and procedures of
the institution, and development of a stronger relationship
between the actions of individuals to the overall mission of
the institution. The end result is the development of a cul-
ture that is more nurturing and supportive of faculty rights,
more consistent with the academic purpose of the institu-
tion, and more protective of individuals with less power and
influence. In short, a leadership that has a firmer foundation
regarding its legal rights and responsibilities and better able
to create a culture of trust that fosters an attitude of appreci-
ation rather than an attitude of mistrust protected.11y a shield
of litigation.
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INTRODUCTION: TENURE IN AMERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION

This report addresses the rights and limitations of faculty
members and institutions in reappointment, promotion, and
tenure decisions. Although colleges and universities have a
great deal of discretion and autonomy from court intervention
in employment matters, they also confront legal limitations.
The following sections explore broad questions with regard to
negative reappointment, promotion, and tenure decisions:

What rights and responsibilities do institutions and faculty
members have under the employment contract?
Are untenured faculty members entitled to constitutional
due process?
How are the academic freedoms of the institution and
faculty members balanced?
What protection do faculty members have against illegal
discrimination?
What rights do faculty members have to inspect peer-
review information?
What are the legal boundaries of affirmative action?
What can we learn from the exploration of these issues
that would help administrators and faculty members make
legal and fair decisions?

Tenure in American Higher Education
Although this report addresses the legal implications of reap-
pointment, promotion, and tenure decisions, tenure is the
crux of the discussion and the subject of many lawsuits
involving faculty members. Tenure in American higher edu-
cation has a long and varied history. As defined by the
American Association of University Professors, or AAUP,
1940 Statement ot Principles on Academic Freedom and
Tenure, which has been adopted by many, if not most, insti-
tutions and is relied upon by many state and federal courts,
tenure protects a faculty member's freedom to teach,
research, and engage in extramural activities, and it provides
sufficient economic security to make the academic profes-
sion attractive to able men and women (AAUP 1990).
Although tenure does not guarantee lifetime employment,
dismissal becomes very diffkult once a faculty member has
attained tenure.

Tenure has been criticized widely within higher education
as well as outside ( Wall Street journal, Oct. 10, 1994). As a
result, many in higher education argued that the teicore sys-

This report
addresses the
rights and
limitations of
faculty
members and
institutions in
reappointment,
promotion, and
tenure
decisions.
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tem should be reformed (Tradltenherg. JanuaryTebrualy
1996). The American Association for Iligher Education
began a two-year project examining tenure (chronicle 4
Higher Education, March 31, 1995). Of course, many profes-
sors and presidents defend the intent, if not the alleged
abuses, of the American tenure system (Cotter, January/
February 1996).

Tenure does not come without costs to an institution. In
addition to the risks that the tenured professor may become
an ineffective teacher, stop publishing. and be a poor citi-
z, i. there are other costs. Financially, the employing institu-
tion commits to a potential lifetime appointment that may
cost it approximately S2 million by the time the tenured
professor retires (Brown and Kurland 1993). In response to
these criticisms, opponents have called for an elimination or
modification of tenure. Some institutions have adopted alter-
natives to tenure by employing faculty members on term
contracts; others have modified their tenure system by enact-
ing nontenure track appointments, extended probatkmary
periods. suspension of the "up-or-out- rule, inlposition of
tenure quotas, and periodic evaluation of tenured Faculty
nlemhers (Chait and Ford 1982).

There are benefits for the institution and the faculty mem-
ber. The Faculty member is rewarded for his or her work
and gains job security. For the institution, the American
tenure system, with its -up-or-out- policy, does not allow
marginal professors. though popular, to linger on. Tenure
also is a trade-ofi for the IC)wer salaries paid to faculty mem-
hers compared with other professionals: certainly, the lack
of job security generally would require higher salaries
(Brown and Kurland 1993: Franke 1995). Given the knver
salaries, academic institutions are able to recruit quality pro-
fessors with the pnmtise of tenure.

But m()st imp(mantly, tenure pn)tects and enhances
academic freedom (Commisskm on Academic Tenure in
I ligher Education 1973; Olswang an(1 Lee 1981). Professors
can be assured of performing their responsibilities without
interference or fear of losing their jobs. Job security pro-
motes academic freed(an hy enc(mraging inniuvatk M1 d
commitment to long-term pmjects. Furtherniore, because
senior faculty members (10 not feel pn)fessionally threatened
hy bringing in men and women of ability, they maintain the
quality of the institution's faculty (Brown and Kurland 1993).



Tenure policies and procedures
Tenure is the central feature of academic staffing policies in
most colleges and universities; approximately 85 percent of
all colleges and universities have tenure systems (Mortimer,
Bagshaw, and Masland 1985). Some institutions, however
most of them junior and community colleges do not,
These institutions instead operate under some form of a
contract system.

Most institutions of higher education have rules and regu-
lations regarding the review of probationaty faculty. Faculty
members arc reviewed to determine whether they meet the
scholarly and instructional standards justifying tenure
awards. Such evaluation traditionally has been vested in the
faculty. This practice is consk,'ent with AAUP principles, and
the courts generally have viewed faculty as the most appro-
priate evaluators of academic merit (Olswang and Lee I 984).

The 1910 Statement of Principles, although almost univer-
sally endorsed and adoTted, does not prescribe institutional
practice; it merely offers guidance. As a result, promotion
and tenure policies and practices differ greatly from institu-
tion to institution and sometimes within institutional units
and departments. Every aspect of tenure may differ: the
definition; the criteria for awards; the length of the proba-
tionary period; categories of eligible faculty members; the
relatkmship between tenure and rank; the procedures fin
recommending; the procedures tOr appealing adverse deci-
sions; the role of faculty, administration, students, and pw-
erning boards in these decisions; and the methods of
evaluating teaching, scholarship. and service the nu ist
comnum criteria hm. promotion and tenure.

A study by the Commission on Academic Tenure in
I ligher Educatkm highlighted the variability in promotion
and tenure policies and practices (1973). This variability is
still true today. While most colleges and universities have
finmal tenure policies and procedures. 5( Mlle do not. Most
institutions pnwide explicit statements concerning the quali-
fications and criteria for reappiintment, pnimotion, an(1
tenure, although s(mte do not. Increasingly, ellOrts are Made
to assist the young laculty member in devek)ping ;0, teacher
and scholar, hut in some colleges and universities the young
faculty member still is given virtually no assistance or infor-
mation about his or her strengths or shortcomings until the
tenure decisk m is made. Institutkms may evaluate their fac-
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ulty member annually, every three years, or only once
(when the tenure decision is made).

Some colleges and universities limit the proportion of
tenured faculty in a given department, but most do not have
specific limitations. Often, the tenure decisions start with
and generally f011ow the recommendations of departmental
committees, hut at some institutions the departmental chair-
person or dean makes the effective recommendation, with
or without formal faculty consultation. At many institutions
the board of trustees makes the final decisions, although at
some colleges presidents or other principal academic offi-
cers have the ultimate authority to grant tenure. Many insti-
tutions also have grievance procedures that allow faculty
members to appeal unfavorable tenure decisions, although a
few colleges and universities do not.

Despite the variability, some commonahties exist. Usually,
fitculty members reach the tenure decision after some period
of probationary service that comnumly ranges from three to
seven years, averaging six years at universities and five and
one-half years at four-year colleges (Chait and Ford 1982).
The review process typically lasts for most of the academic
year and involves input from peer-review committees,
department heads, deans, and other administrators (Leap
1993). The faculty member is burdened with pawing his or
her worthiness; should the decision be negative, the faculty
member is given a one-year terminal contract. In institutions
that permit promotion before the tenure decision is made,
the faculty member denied promotion likely will not receive
tenure.

Peer-review committees, normally consisting of depart-
mental colleagues, typically mke the initial recommenda-
tion on reappointment, promotion, or tenure. Once these
committees have made their recommendations, the dossier is
forwarded to the department head and then the college
dean (in many cases, the department head sees the dossier
first). The recommendations of the committees, department
head, or dean usually are not binding but often are
followed. The dossier then is forwarded to the chief
academic officer ;trid then the college president. These
administrators, fc)r all practical purposes, hold the final
authority to grant or deny tenure because the governing
boards (which often have the legal authority) usually rubber
stamp these decisions (see Leap 1993; Whkker, Kronenfekl,
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and Strickland 1993). There have been instances, however,
in which a governing board has denied tenure despite the
recommendations of these administrators. For example, the
hoard of trustees for the University of Massachusetts System
recently denied tenure to three professors whose promo-
tions had been approved by campus and system officials. A
board subcommittee was concerned about the proportion of
tenured professors in the system (Chronicle of Higher
Education, Sept. 8, 1995).

The primary criteria for promotion and tenure decisions
are teaching effectiveness, research and publications, and
service to the public, profession, and the institutkm. But
how these criteria are measured and weighed varies from
institution to institution (Diamond 1994; Kogan, Moses, and
El-Khawas 1994; Leap 1993). Although institutions vary in
the methods they use to evaluate faculty, there has been a
significant increase in the use of student evaluations, and
more recently teaching portfolios, for summative evaluation
of faculty members (Centra 1993). The institutions also may
consider such institutional needs as financial constraints,
departmental growth or decline, and curricular or pr()gram
changes (Diamond 1994; Leap 1993). Faculty members usu-
ally are required to submit a dossier that illustrates and sum-
marizes their accomplishments. as well as other documents
(such as letters (if reference). Institutions also seek letters of
evaluations from scholars at other institutions (Leap 1993).

Given the financial constraints that most institutions
observe, many faculty members will not achieve tenure;
many will be hired on nontenure tracks and others will not
be granted tenure because of the already high percentage of
tenured faculty at many colleges and universities (Brooks
and German 1983; Chronicle of Higher Education, Sept. 8,
1995). Because of the benefits of tenure, the subjective
nature of the procedures and criteria, and the drastic conse-
quences of a negative pronk)ticm and tenure decision, facul-
ty members sometimes will choose to seek a judicial remedy
in a state or federal court. We are likely to see more faculty
members seeking remedy in the courts.

Tenure, furthermore. dc)es not guarantee lifetime empl()y-
ment. This also is true in public institutions in which tenure
attainment gives faculty members a "property interest- pro-
tected by the due process clause of the 14th Amendment.
Tenure only protects a faculty member from being dismissed
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without cause, although an institution is required to provide
faculty members with adequate notice and a hearing before
dismissal. Many courts have upheld dismissal of tenured
faculty members for, among other reasons, incompetence
( Riggin vs. Board cy'Thtstees of Ball State University 1986),
sexual or "unprofessional" misconduct (Kw! vs. Ball State
rniveKsit)' 1984), neglect of duties (King vs. University of
Minnesota 1985), financial exigency (Krotlayf vs. Goucher
College 1978), and program discontinuance (Jimenez t's.
Almodovar 1981).

Although many institutions do not have systematic
reviews of tenured faculty, some scholars have called for
periodic evaluation of tenured faculty members (Olswang
and Fantel 1980). Certain professional trends suggest that
tenured faculty members may be required to submit to more
strenuous review procedures: the demands fbr quality,
increased interest in periodic review of tenured faculty, elim-
ination of mandatory retirement, and the obligation to end
sexual harassment (Moll 1992). Furthermore, given the back-
lash against tenure and increased financial difficulties at
many colleges and universities, more institutions may begin
to question the perceived tradition of maintaining tenured
professors who do not perform adequately or engage in
unprofessk)nal conduct.

History of Tenure and Promotion
Tenure as.we know a today, with a set of due process rights
that go with its acquisition, did not exist prior to the 19-10s
(Metzger 1993a). In the 19th century. many institutions
appointed their faculty for one year, vacated their positions
at the end of the term, and reappointed only those who
passed the annual review (Metzger 1973). This practice was
most common in state-supported institutions and was justi-
fied by governing I), ,rds on the grounds that yearly appm-
priations mack' it difficult to commit to long-term appoint-
ments. Furthermore, if indefinite tenure existed at all, the
law treated it as temporary and extinguishable (Metzger
1973).

Since professors had indicated concern about their job
security and many of them sought freedom lOr their expres-
sions and beliefs, the AAUP, born in 1915, issued a declara-
tion of general principles on tenure and academic freedom
(Metzger 1973). The AAUP sought to accomplish two goals:
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the right to establish the faculty as the body hest able to
judge the qualifications of other faculty, and the use of cer-
tain procedures (such as written charges and a fitculty trial)
to make it more difficult for the institution to dismiss faculty
members capriciously.

Before the 1940s, some institutions gave tenure (that is,
continued appointment without explicit renewal) to faculty
members at the rank of full or associate professor, while
others did not give tenure at all. In institutions with tenure,
the lower floor was turned into a "proving ground from
which qualified persons could be lifted out of insecurity on
the elevator of promotion" (Metzger 1993a). Most of the
institutions, however, did not set a limit on the number of
times short-term appointments could be renewed, and so
some teachers could compile many years of service without
ever gaining tenure. The AAUP addressed some of these
concerns in 1940.

The 1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom
and Tenure was issued jointly by the AAUP and the
Association of American Colleges. Over the years. the 19.t0
Statement of Principles has been incorporated expressly or
by reference into many faculty handbooks, endorsed by
more than 100 national learned and professional associa-
tions, and relied upon by a number of courts; it is the gener-
al norm of academic practice in American higher education
(Van Alstyne 1993b).

The 1940 Statement of Principles emphasized job security.
By its use of the word "probationary" to describe the pre-
tenure service, it made it clear that this pre-tenure period
could not he used as a form of "cheap lal)or." The statement
also disengaged tenure from rank and tied it to years of
service, which was reckoned as all the years spent in the
profession. De facto tenure (or tenure accrued by nonformal
means rather than institutional say-so) thereby became pos-
sible (Metzger 1973). The 1940 Statement of Principles also
required that the dismissal of tenured professors could only
be accomplished by showing financial exigency or cause.

The 1940 Statement of Principles protected tenured facul-
ty members. The AAUP, in response to the dismissal of
untenured professors during the McCarthy era, called for the
proceclural protection of these faculty members (lin)wn and
Kurland 1993). The AMU' safeguards include hearings xvhen
violations of academic freedom are alleged and sufficient
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notice of nonreappointment so that a faculty member has
time to relocate or to seek reconsideration of the negative
decision.

Legal history of tenure and promotion
The courts in the early 1900s tended to view colleges and
universities as just another kind of corporation, and the early
academic-employment cases indicated extensive judicial
deference to academic decisionmakers as long as there was
a showing that the termination of appointments were in the
best interests of an institution (Olswang and Lee 1984). The
Supreme Court. however, moved toward recognizing
academic freedom (which was protected by tenure) as a
le imate constitutional value in Sweezy zs. New Hampshire
(19$-1. This decision overturned a contempt conviction of a
professor who refused to disclose what he discussed in a
class lecture (Van Alstyne 1993b). In livishian vs. Board qt.
Regents (1967). the Supreme Court eliminated all but the
most general loyalty oaths and recognized that academic
freedom is a -special concern- of the First Amendment. In
addition to freedom to engage in political speech. courts
also have recognized the freedom of faculty members to
engage in teaching and other classroom activities, as well as
the freedom to conduct research (Olswang and Lee 1984).

In later cases, the Supreme Court established tenure at
public institutions, once acquired, as a "property interest.-
protected by the due process clause of the 1-ith Amendment
(see Section Three). Tenure rights may be governed by the
employment contract or state law, but once acquired public
institutions must establish extremely good reasons (and pro-
vide proper procedural safeguards) before dismissing a
tenured faculty member.

Untenured faculty members, on the other hand. are not
protected by the Constitution after their contracts have
expired*. Their rights fm nonrenewal are primarily estab-
lished b) the employment contract, which may protect them
by providing grievance procedures and other safeguards.
Untenured faculty members also may have rights under state
law. Tenure plans at public institutions, for example, may be

_

Tnienured fat ult members arc protected 'slide tlwir (11111r,ION arc in
diet!. Ina minrencwal is not .1 tiepin ation ot property intviest t/Pwrilry.
Regolh vs Roth 19-2).
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governed by state law, and any decision contrary to these
plans may result in litigation and, in rare cases, the judicially
mandated tenure of these faculty members.

The AAUP definition of academic freedom and tenure
emphasizes the protection of individual professors against
the institution, whereas the constitutional definition seems to
emphasize the protection of the individual and the entire
university community against state intervention (Rabban
1993). The freedom to determine who may teach, what may
be taught, and how it shall be taught apparently covers the
appointment, promotion, tenure, and the elimination of
faculty, as well as curriculum issues, pedagogy, and student

.admissi(Ms (Rabban 1993).
The AAUP's definition of academic freedom is important

because courts have used it to establish the employment
rights of professors whose appointments have been tenni-
nated. When the institution has incorporated this definitkm
into faculty handbooks or other documents, courts have
determined that it is part of the employment contractstsee
Greene vs. Howard (.1niversitv 1969; Olswang and Lee 1984).
Even when institutions have not explicitly incorporated the
AAUP definition into their policy documents, courts may
hold that institutions are responsible for complying with
these principles, interpreting them as a kind of -industry
practice" (Olswang and Lee 1984).

The Nature of the Faculty-Institution Relationship
To grasp the kgal implications of reappointment. prcnnotion.
and tenure decisions, it is important to understand how
courts view the faculty-institution relationship. This relation-
ship is primarily defined by contract law, but certain issues
are resolved by labor law, empkwment-discrimination law,
and, in public institutions, constitutional law and public
employment statutes and regulations (Kap lin and Lee 1995).
Since the Constitution provides safeguards against state
action, private institutions rarely are subject to the constitu-
tional requirements imposed on public institutions (via the
14th Amendment, for example). Therefore, contract law
provides the primary basis for defining the rights of pri ale
institutions and their faculty.

'Wilt lc m0+1 qatc,-. tvt-at facttlt 11,tm.111tHlks :tsciwitratis..t cvv.
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The legal implications of promotion
and tenure decisions
Given the importance of promotion and tenure deciskms to
the institution and individual faculty members and the legal
history established, resorting to the courts for a remedy is
not unusual. Faculty-empl()yment decisions account for the
greatest proportion of litigation against colleges and univer-
sities (Lee 1985). This is not surprising. Financial constraints
in higher education have decreased the number of faculty
positions. The high number of tenured faculty and the finan-
cial costs associated with tenure have fiwced many institu-
tions to toughen the standards for granting promotion and
tenure, leading to more negative decisions in a tighter job
market. And employment-discrimination laws provide more
channels for challenging negative decisions (Lee 1985).

Though courts (Men defer to academic expertise in
empl()yment matters, an institution may not violate a faculty
member's civil, constitutkmal (at public institutions), or con-
tractual rights. Courts will look to the facts of a case to
determine whether the stated reasons for denying promotion
or tenure are impermissible or whether there was a substan-
tial departure from accepted "academic norms- (Rabban
1993). The role of the courts, however, is not to review and
correct mistakes but to ensure that the decisions are consis-
tent with legal requirements. As a result of this limited view,
most legal claims by individual faculty members have been
rejected (Rabban 1993).

Despite all the concern by administrators and faculty
members about the competence of judges to evaluate sub-
jective employment decisions, courts rarely question sub-
stantive decisions (Lee 1985). And when they have looked
into these decisions, they have focused on factors not
unique to academia namely. the timing of the decisions
and quantifiable data (Rabban 1993).

Nevertheless, courts sometimes have reviewed the sub-
stance of these decisk ms to determine whether faculty mem-
bers' rights were violated. This is especially true in
discriminatkm and First Amendment cases. In a number of
cases in which the reasons for a negative employment deci-
sic )11 have been considered weak or poc crly substantiated or
where the unanins nas decision of the fitculty committees
wits overturned by upper-level administrators, the courts



have found that the stated academic reasons were a pretext
for an illegal decision (Rabban 1993).

The Use of Scenarios
Because we believe that complex legal issues are best
understood when specific problems are at issue, this report
uses scenarios to guide the readers through the issues dis-
cussed in each section. For this reason, we also provide a
more extensive discussion of the facts of cases then one
might see in reports dealing with legal issues. These scenar-
ios are composites of actual cases and provide the readers
with realistic examples of how these legal issues might man-
ifest in practice. Each section begins with a scenario or two
and some questions about scenario(s). At the end of the
section and after we have discussed the relevant legal doc-
trines, we return to the scenario and provide possible
answers to these questions. Readers may choose to return to
the scenario) to refresh their memories before reading our
answers.

Sununary
Institutk ins have a great deal of autom)my and discretion in
making reappointment, pRimotion, or tenure decisams.
Courts are reluctant to substitute their judgments for those of
academic professionals. On the other hand, courts are
required to intervene in these matters when the individual
rights of faculty members are threatened. Although cases by
faculty members against colleges and universities involve
reappo >intment. promotion, and other issues. the most
important cases deal with tenure denial. Temire has many
benefits for institutions and faculty members, hut it also) has
financial consequences for the institution. The financial.
professional, and emo)tional consequences of a negative
tenure decision for faculty members likely will result in
many nage such lawsuits.
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THE FACULTY CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT

Consider these scenarios:
The faculty handbook at XYZ College, a private

institution, states that "full-time faculty members are
entitled to tenure at the end of their seventh year of
service, provided they have proven merit in teaching,
scholarship, and service." Faculty members must apply
for tenure in their sixth year, and the handbook
describes the process. Professor A, a male faculty
member in the English department, served as an
adjunct professor for two academic years teaching
three classes each semester before being appointed
assistant professor Aug. 1, 1990, on annual contracts.

On Aug. 1, 1994, Professor A was informed that as
of July 30, 1995, his services no longer would be
required. The college was not "dissatisfied" with
Professor A's performance, but it was experiencing
financial difficulties. As a result, it was eliminating
positions in a number of departments. Professor A
claimed that pursuant to the handbook, the completion
of his last year automatically gives him tenure. He also
contended that since he has served the college for six
full years, at the very least he should be permitted to
apply for tenure. The college argued that no faculty
member is "entitled" to tenure, and only full-time facul-
ty members are eligible to apply for tenure at the start
of their sixth year. Since Professor A was notified of
dismissal before his sixth year, he is not eligible for
tenure. The tenure policies do not address the issue of
adjunct professors. Professor A claimed that his depart-
ment chairperson indicated to him that his two years
as adjunct would be considered "full time."

In addition to Professor A's position, XYZ College
eliminated a number of other untenured faculty posi-
tions for financial reasons. Many faculty members dis-
agreed that the college was motivated by legitimate
financial reasons. Many of them also believed they had
little say about the elimination of faculty positions. As
a result, a number of tenured and untenured faculty
members met to discuss whether it would be appropri-
ate to form a union to bargain.collectively with the
college regai-ding when and hOw faculty should be
dismissed and other employment matters.
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On paper, the administration retains ultimate deci-
skm-inaking authority in all matters. The faculty at XYZ
College. however, have almost unfettered autonomy
about curriculum issues, admission and graduation
standards, and grading policies. The faculty also pro-
vide recommendations ahout hiring, promotion, and
tenure matters, and although the administration usually
accepts these recommendations. it has overturned their
recommendations in some cases. The administration
also seeks faculty input into many other decisions, and
faculty members often are represented in internal com-
mittees that make recommendations to the administra-
tion on many matters.
Does Professor A have tenure? At the very least, should

he be permitted to apply for tenure? Are the faculty mem-
bers able to bargain collectively with the college? These
questions will be addressed at the end of this section.

Traditionally, empk)yment relationships have been con-
sidered -at will." meaning that either party may terminate
the relationship at any time for any legal reason. In higher
education, however, the concept of -employment at will- is
not appropriate to describe the faculty-institution relation-
ship. Administrators and clerical and support staff members
may be "at will- employees, hut faculty members rarely are.
For one, tenure has made the faculty-institution relationship
distinct from that of other profession,. Tenure protects facul-
ty members from dismissal without cause. t ;ntenured faculty
members also are not "at will- employees. They usually have
term contracts typically for one year although these
contracts may be longer at some institutions. These faculty
members are protected from dismissal for any reason for the
duration of their contract periods.

But untenured faculty members have no rights after the
expiration of their c(nitracts. and both parties may end their
empl()ymen! relationship. for any reason, without subjecting
themselves to any legal obligations. Increasingly, untenured
faculty members are attempting to seek rights beyond the
terms ()I their contracts, usually asserting that verbal (that is,
(nal or written) assurances or promises. academic custom ot
practice, and.'(n institutional policy statements ensured them
continual employnwnt (I lustoles 1983). It is this issue (the
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attempt to extend their rights beyond the terms of the con-
tract) that is the focus of this section.

The contract of employment is the primary basis for
determining the rights and obligations of faculty members
and their institutions regarding reappointment, promotion,
or tenure decisions. The employment contract can include
the notice of appointment, institutional policy statements,
and other documents, including the 1940 Statement of
Principles. Since courts may look to all these materials to
resolve contractual disputes, administrators should exercise
care in drafting and implementing these documents. Failure
to carefully draft these materials may lead to expensive law-
suits, legal-remedies for the faculty member, and in some
rare cases the possibility of judicially imposed reappoint-
ment, promotion, or tenure of a faculty member. One of the
most complex and unsettled legal areas in contract law is
collective bargaining; administrators and faculty members
seeking to understand their rights and obligations under a
collective-bargaining agreement are advised to seek special
legal and administrative assistance.

1940 Statement of Principles and
Other AAUP Policy Statements
The 1940 Statement of Principles is extremely important in
the area of faculty employment. The statement has been
incorporated expressly or by reference into many faculty
handbooks (Van Alstyne 19931)). In many cases, where the
contract of employment was unclear or ambiguous, courts
have looked to the 1940 Statement of Principles as evidence
of academic cust(,m.

The 1940 Statement of Principles states that:

After the expiration qf a probationaty period, teachers or
int.estigators should have permanent or continuous
tenure, and their service should be terminated only fin.
adequate cause, except in the case qf retirement fir age.
or under extraordinaiy circumstances because offinan-
cial exigencies (AAUP 1990).

The 1910 Statement of Principles is directly responsible for
the "up or out" rule by providing that "acceptable academic
practice" requires that the po)bationaly period should not be
longer than seven years. including prior service at other
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institutions. This policy applies to all full-time faculty mem-
bers regardless of rank and credentials, and an institution's
attempt to increase the length of the probationary period
would run contrary to this policy. The probation period
ensures that institutions do not take advantage of faculty
members by keeping them in vulnerable positions indefi-
nitely. Some institutions, for example, increase the proba-
tionary period by placing new faculty members who have
not completed the terminal degree in a "pre-probationary"
status, not starting the "tenure clock" until the degree is
attained. In a strict sense, even this practice runs counter to
the 19,40 Statement of Principles.

Not all extensions, however, hurt faculty members. For
example, many institutions give faculty members the option
of claiming prior service at another institution toward the
probatimaly period: this may extend the probationary peri-
od, allowing these faculty members more time to attain
tenure. Also, some institutions have tenure policies that allow
any parent of a newborn extra time to earn tenure, although
women are particularly vulnerable to the "up-or-out" rule.
The current practice of proving oneself within six years has
forced many women to choose between their careers and
parenthood or to delay having children until their late thirties
or early forties (Chronicle qf INher Education, March 10.
1995). In some cases, women have lost their jobs because
they have chosen to have children during their probationary
period, minimizing their pR)ductivity.

Although available at many institutions. extensions granted
for rearing children are controversial to some critics.
Institutions that permit these extensions may find it more
difficult to refuse them to those who need to complete their
doctoral degrees or who were saddled with prior service else-
where (although many institutions do count some prior ser-
vice and (10 not force the faculty member to complete
another seven years). Some argue that extencions of the
seven-year probationary period, even when a faculty member
has served at another institutk)n, may undermine the tenure
system and weaken its protection of academic freedom (see
Brown and Kurland 1993). The AAIT realized that legitimate
needs exist justifying an extension of the probationaiy period
and modified its policy in 1978 by acknowledging that when
faculty members move to another institution, it may be in the
best interests of both parties to determine at the time of initial
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appointment whether to delay the tenure decision beyond the
seven-year period required by the 1940 Statement of
Principles (Brown and Kurland 1993).

Institutions that have incorporated the 1940 Statement of
Principles, or any other AAUP policy statement, into their
employment contracts or faculty handbooks have been
required to uphold its tenets. As mentioned previously, even
if an institution has not explicitly incorporated the 1940
Statement of Principles into its employment contracts, courts
sometimes have held institutions responsible for complying
with the statement, viewing it as evidence of "industry prac-
tice" based on widely held norms and beliefs (Olswang and
Lee 1984, p. 9). This does not mean, however, that faculty
members will always prevail in court. In Hill es. Talledega
College (1987), three faculty members appointed on one-
year contracts in August 1984 were informed by letter in
May 1985 that their services no longer would be required.
Each faculty member filed a separate lawsuit, alleging (hat
the college failed to apply the AAUP's Procedural Standards
in Faculty Dismissals Proceedings. which provides elaborate
procedt!ral standards that must he followed before a faculty
member can be dismissed. The court consolklated the three
cases because they essentially dealt with the same claims.
Without deciding whether this policy was, in fact, incorpo-
rated into the faculty contract of employment, the court
determined that the policy statement applied only to faculty
members "who were dismissed." The court held that these
faculty members. however, were not "dismissed"; instead,
their contract terms merely expired and they were owed no
further process than a notice of nonrenewalt.

The Contract of Employment
The contract of employment embodies the rights of the fac-
ulty i ember and his or her institution. These rights may be
conferred formally by the actual words of the contract and
informally by academic custom and usage. verbal
assurances, and the unwritten practices of the institution.

The terms of the contract
Courts consider the contract of employment as mntaining

'The faculty inemhers recened their salaries through the end of their mn-
tracts.
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the essential policies and practices of the institution as they
relate to tenure, promotion, or contract renewals
(Hendrickson 1991). Faculty employment contracts can
range from simple letters of appointments to elaborate col-
lective-bargaining agreements. The contract also may explic-
itly incorporate (or explicitly exclude) other institutional and
professional policy statements, and courts may read these
statements into the contract as evidence of academic prac-
tice (Kap lin 1985). These institutional and professional docu-
ments include the faculty handbook, other promotion and
tenure policy statements, and the 1940 Statement of
Principles. Occasionally, courts will look to the practices
customarily engaged in by the institution to interpret the
contract.

The terms of the contract, therefore, usually include the
actual language in the notice of appointment, the faculty
handbook or other institutional or professional documents,
academic custom and practice, and in sonie cases, the oral
and written assurances of certain key administrators. Insti-
tutions should ensure that these materials, customs, and
promises are clear, unambiguous, and fairly consistent with
each other.

The words of the contract
Courts first will look to the words of the contract (the letter
of appointment) to determine the rights and obligations of
the parties in resolving disputes about reappointment, pro-
motion, or tenure. If the language is clear, unambiguous,
and consistent, then courts will decide the case based upon
the contract. Occasionally, some terms in the contract con-
flict. In Ha/pin vs. LaSalle University (1994), two faculty
members sued the university claiming that their employment
contract stipulated employment for the remainder of their
lives, thus exempting them from the university's mandatory-
retirement program. Their contract stated that the university
was extending to each professor an "invitation to continue
as a member of the faculty for the remainder of his
academic life." But they received annual contracts. Later, the
institution adopted a retirement program, calling for manda-
tory retirement at age 70. When the faculty members
reached 70, they were notified that they had been retired.
The court determined that the facts, taken as a whole, indi-
cated that the professors were employed on term contracts.
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In effect, the faculty members had a series of renewable
one-year contracts and the age-70 retirement provision was
incorporated into these contracts. This is a good example of
a situation that could have been avoided if more care had
been used in drafting the contract. Furthermore, as of Jan. 1,
1994, federal law has made mandatory-retirement programs
illegal (see Section Four).

Academic custom and usage
When the language in the contract is ambiguous or there are
gaps in the contract, courts will look to academic usage and
custom to determine the rights and obligations of the institu-
tion and the faculty menther. This custom and usage is
embodied in institutional documents and practices and
external policy statements (such as the 1940 Statement of
Principles). In Greow is. Howard I ',tiro:city (1969), five
untenured faculty menthers had been dismissed after an
internal investigation indicated they had been involved in a
number of disruptive incidents on campus. The university
terminated their appointments as of the end of the academic
year. The faculty members chtimed they had a contractual
right to adequate notice and a hearing before their appoint-
ments were terminated. The court agreed with the faculty
members, holding that the practices customarily followed
required the university to provide the faculty members with
an opportunity to he heard. To determine what the universi-
ty's customary practices were, the court looked to the faculty
handbook, which was not specifically referenced in the con-
tracts, and on the assurances of administrators about the
COIIIITIOTI practices of the university in these types of situa-
tions.

To avoid such lawsuits, institutions should explicitly state
in writing the terms and conditions fm reappointment, pro-
motion, or tenure. In Marull I's. Baker (1980), a faculty
member at the I lniversity of Nfichigan was intOrmed in 1978
(his sixth year) that the next year would be his terminal
year. lie sued, alleging that it was the university's custom to
give him a tenure review in his sixth year. The court hekl
that under the university's then-current pc Aicy, implemented
in I 971, he had no right to a tenure review. I nder previous
custom, however, he would have been entitled to a tenure
review in his sixth year.

Since courts will look to internal and external documents
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for guidance in resolving reappointment, promotion, or
tenure disputes, administrators and fiiculty members should
exercise care when drafting these materials: if there is any
ambiguous language, it should be clarified. The contract also
should be explicit about which institutional policies and
practices are part of the employment contract.

Verbal assurances (oral or written)
In reviewing contracts of employment, courts examine the
expressed words of the contracts. Courts also have looked
to other materials as evidence of a contract, including oral or
written assurances by key administrators. This is particularly
troublesome for institutions, since many faculty members
probably can remember a comment or statement made to
them implying job security, promotion, or other issues
(1-Iustoles 1983). Because these assurances are difficult to
prove, courts are reluctant to consider verbal assurances or
promises as granting any rights not explicitly stated in a
contract. In Beckwith vs. /Mode Island School cf Design
(1979), a faculty member of graphic design claimed he had
been promised a three-year contract by his department
chairperson after completing a one-year trial period as an
adjunct professor. The court determined that the promise
had been tirade but held against the faculty member because
the chairperson did not have the authority to bind the insti-
tution to such a contract (Ifustoles 1983).

In Smi vs. Board of Trustees (f 113e University of Tennessee
(1975). however, a court held that verbal assurances were a
pan of the emphyment contract. Soni, a mathematics pro-
fessor, claimed he was denied due process (see Section
Three for a discussion of due process) when the university
failed to renew his contract without giving him adequate
notice or a hearing. Soni had been promised by the former
and new department heads that he would be considered for
a permanent position, but during a faculty meeting to dis-
cuss this issue it was pointed out that university regulations
prevented the permanent appointments of persons who are
not 1I.S. citizens. Soni was not a citizen. I le was informed by
the new head in 1968 that he would he appointed to associ-
ate professor but the issue of tenure would need to wait
until he became a 11.5. citizen. Soni also was included in the
university's pension plan. The current head also assured
Soni that he was "wanted" at the university and that his
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"prospects" were "good." Soni purchased a home in the area
and stopped looking for employment elsewhere.

In 1972, Soni was informed that his appointment would
be discontinued at the end of the academic year because his
performance had not been of the "quality" expected of those
to be granted tenure. In ruling that Soni legitimately relied
upon the written and oral assurances, the court was per-
suaded that the verbal promises and assurances gave Soni a
"reasonable expectation" of future and continued employ-
ment, entitling him to a due process hearing.

Soni illustrates that verbal assurances by the dean, depart-
ment head, or other key administrator may create contractu-
al rights and obligations; therefore, institutions should
explicitly indicate which official or administrator has the
authority to bind the institution to an employment contract
(Hustoles 1983; see also Beckwith vs. Rhode Island School qf
Design 1979). This defense, however, is not always accepted
by courts. In Lewis vs. Loivla qf Chicago (1986),
oral promises and letters given by the dean to Lewis, a pro-
fessor of medicine and chair of the pathology department at
the university's medical school, assured Lewis during recruit-
ment that he would be recommended for tenure within two
years. The dean forgot to submit Lewis' candidacy. just
before his third year, Lewis received notice that the follow-
ing year would he his final. The court found that the oral
and written promises of the dean were a part of the employ-
ment contract and bound the institution, though the formal
employment offer did not contain such promises.

Amending the contract
The contract of emplciyment can be amended at any time as
long as the institution and the faculty member agree.
Contract rights also can be waived in writing by the parties
or unintentionally by their actions (Kaplin and Lee 1995). In
Chung vs. Park ( 1975), a faculty member at Mansfield
College who as not reappointed after five years agreed to
have the matter resolved by arbitration, which held against
him. The faculty member then sued, alleging that the college
did not follow its procedures. The court held that the faculty
member and the institution had agreed to the arbitration and
therefore were hound by it (Kaplin and Lee 1995). Owing
notwithstanding, institutions and faculty members should
ensure that any amendments to their contracts are in writing.
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Oral assurances, however, generally will not amend the
terms of an employment contract. In Raker vs. Laf4yette
College (1986), an assistant professor under a two-year con-
tract claimed that the college breached his contract when he
was not reappointed after his final year. Baker claimed that
he was given oral assurances by the department head that
he could expect more than two years of employment. The
court held that oral terms cannot vary the terms of a written
contract, and so he Nvas not entitled to a contract renewal.
Had the assurances been written. Baker might have pre-
vailed.

Promotion and tenure criteria and procedures
Institutions have a great deal of discretion to decide how
and when faculty members have satisfied the requirements
for reappointment, promotion, or tenure. Courts usually will
not interfere with an institution's substantive determination
that a faculty member did not meet appropriate standards.
Nor will courts interfere with the institution's discretion to
establish what criteria will be used. For example, in Levi vs.
I :Wirt:city qf Texas at San Antonio (1988). a faculty member
was denied tenure for, among other reasons, a lenient grad-
ing policy. The court held that this criterion was reasonable
given the university's mission.

Courts are more likely to review the procedures than the
substance of such deciskms. But institutions also have wide
discretion in how they implement their procedures. In Olson
vs. lilabo State t 'niversity (1994), a faculty member had been
an electronics instructor for five one-year terms. In his fifth
year, he was recommended for tenure by his department
tenure committee, the chairperson, and the dean. While the
president was reviewing Olson's applicatkm, Olson was
reprimanded by the dean fin insubordination after initiating
an unauthorized evaluation of another employee in violation
of university policy. The dean also informed Olson that his
application would be reviewed again. Subsequently, the
president denied him tenure.
Olson claimed that he had done all that was required for
tenure and that he was entitled to tenure because he was
recommended by everyone except the presi(lent. The court
held that according to the faculty handboc)k, tenure can only
be conferred by the board of trustees. Since the president
rejected his application before the board considered the
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matter, Olson had no legitimate claim to tenure. Olson also
had claimed that contrary to the university's policies, the
dean violated his contractual rights by revisiting his applica-
tion. The court found no evidence that the clean actually
revisited Olson's application.

In Romer es. Hobart and William Smith Colleges (1994), a
court also refused to interfere in an institution's decision to
deny tenure, even when it may have violated its own proce-
dures. In this case, a former classics professor alleged that
his denial of tenure was based on an improper review
process. His department recommended tenure, but the col-
leges' promotion and tenure committee recommended
against tenure. The president agreed with the committee.
Romer claimed that the promoticm and tenure committee
was influenced by information it received regarding a nega-
tive relationship he had with a colleague and that the com-
mittee's consideration of this information violated the
procedures contained in the faculty handbook. The court
held that even if the institution deviated from its procedures,
its right to decide who shall receive tenure was not limited.
Any limitation on the institution's discretion, the court inch-
cated, must be expressly and explicitly stated in the contract.

. Despite the rulings in Olson and Romer, institutions
should follow their stated procedures. These procedures
should be uniform for all faculty members (Centra 1993).
Courts sometimes will rule in favor of faculty members
when institutions fail to abide by their standard procedures.
In Ganguli is. Unit'elNily qf Minnesota (1994), for example,
the court held that a denial of tenure was arbitrary and
capricious.

Ganguli was a faculty member of mathematics at the uni-
versity. While she was preparing for her tenure review, the
head of the department, who was charged with preparing her
case for the tenure pmcess, was wmoved from her case
because of a perception by the department faculty that his
behavior toward Ganguli was negative and judgmental. The
dean appointed the head of anc)ther department to prepare
her ctise for tenure review (usually members of the same
departnwnt were so appointed). The university also solicited
Inc)re than 40 external reviewers in Ganguli's case (the norm
wos six to 10), which mostly were positive. A majority of the
department and college faculties voted in favor of tenure and
promotion, and the pn)motiom and tenure committee voted
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3-to-1 in Ganguli's favor, with one abstention. The hea, )1"

her case recommended tenure to the dean, but his letter criti-
cized her research and publication record, despite the depart-
ment faculty's criticism of his analysis of Ganguli's case.

The dean recommended promotion and tenure to the
provost but noted that her case was "not the strongest.- The
provost believed that the no-votes and the abstention indi-
cated that Ganguli did not have a "compelling- case for
tenure, and he rejected her application. The university's
promotion and tenure regulations did not require a "com-
pelling- case, and they prohibited the consideration of
abstentions as negative votes. It was clear to the court that
the university did not abide by its own standards of proce-
dure in reviewing Ganguli's application for tenure. especially
in choosihg someone from outside of her department to
prepare her case, soliciting so many external reviewers,
requiring a "compelling- case for tenureind counting an
abstention as a negative vote. The court mandated a new
review. This case illustrates the importance of adhering to,
written policies.

The Employment Contract and State Law
Although tenure rights are primarily created by omtract,
state law also may create rights and obligations for public
institutions. In some cases, the state's law supersedes illstitti-
tional authority. In Faculty qf the City 1 ',tiro-sit). (!f Neu. York
Lau' Scbool at Oueens 0)11c,ge ns. Mutphy( I98()). the chan-
celk)r refused to forward to the lumrd of trustees the tenure
applications of two law-school faculty members w ho failed
to receive unanimous support from the tenure committee
The court held that state law established the board (if
trustees as haying exclusive authority to grant tenure and
therefore the chancellor did not have the autlu)rity to) with-
hold the applications.

Tenure rights may be created or re\ oked by state law. If
they are revoked, the institution may choose to ignore them
unless they have Wen promised in an employment contract.
Contractual rights, however, may not be revoked by state
law unless a contract explicitly provided for su(h a diange
(Kaplin and Lee 199i).

Part-Time Faculty Members and Adjunct Professors
The number of part-time faculty members and adjuncts is
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increasing in higher education for a number of reasons but
m inly because the employment of these faculty members is
considerably cheaper than that of full-time, tenure-track
faculty members (Gappa 1984; Kap lin and Lee 1995). These
faculty members have specific needs (see Gappa 1984;
Gappa and Leslie 1993). Institutions should pay particular
attention to how these faculty members are experiencing
their work environments. Often, they are not entitled to
tenure, promotion, or other benefits, so their legal standing
may be tenuous.

Although we will not directly discuss particular legal
issues involving part-time faculty members and adjunct pro-
fessors. a few words about them are important. The primaty
basis for the rights of part-thne faculty members and adjunct
professors is the employment contract, although state law
may govern in this area as well (Kap lin and Lee 1995). Any
rights extended to part-time faculty members should be
specified in the contract. The 1940 Statement of Principles
applies to full-time faculty members, not to adjuncts and
part-time faculty. But institutions may choose to grant part-
time faculty members the same rights. Thc advantages and
disadvantages of extending further rights to these faculty
members is beyond the scope of this report. If these faculty
members are to be treated differently, then administrators
should clearly understand the legal distinctions between
both sets of faculty members and they should consult with
the institution's attorney to ensure that the institutkm's poli-
des express any desired difference between the two sets of
faculty.

Tenure by Default
ourts recognize four methods of acquiring tenure (McKee

1980). Automatic tenure occurs when a faculty member
attains tenure by being reemployed after a specified period.
An example of this might be a policy that states that faculty
members shall have tenure after three years of acceptable
service. Tenure by grant is discretionary and requires some
official institutional act or recognition that the faculty m2m-
her has tenure (approval by the board of trustees, f:n- exam-
ple). De facto tenure is conferred by some reference to
institutional rules or practices, or the understanding of the
parties. This method of acquiring tenure may occur when a
faculty member is given extensive assurances that he or she
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had tenure, despite the existence of policies requiring some
official act. And tenure b.). defttult occurs when a faculty
member fulfills all of the eligibility requirements and is
employed beyond the probationary period (McKee 1980).
Automatic tenure and tenure by grant are explicitly estab-
lished by the institution, while de facto tenure and tenure by
default are judicially determined (McKee 1980). The discus-
sion in the previous sections primarily related to the rights
and obligations regarding automatic tenure and tenure by
grant. De facto tenure is based upon the constitutional prin-
ciples established by the Supreme Court in Perry vs.
Sindermann (1972) and will be discussed further in the next
section.

Tenure by default is based upon principles of contract
law. If an institution is silent as to the methml of acquiring
tenure, its faculty members may attain tenure by default.
And if the custom or pradice at an institution indicates oth-
erwise, faculty members may attain tenure by default despite
specific language stating that tenure must he officially grant-
ed by the president or the governing board.

Since tenure by default is based upon the employment
contract, the contract should he drafted carefully, and the
institution that does not wish to confer tenure in such a
manner will need to carefully adhere to its written standards
and pr()cedures. Since the employment contract may incor-
porate other institutional documents and policy statements,
these materials also should be carefully reviewed. McKee
pointed out that this is where institutions get into legal trou-
ble, for although the employment contra,:ts may be drafted
with care, institutional tenure policies may not be. These
policies usually are written collegially and reflect negotiation
and compromise; as a result, they may not he legally tight,
thereby leaving room for judicial interpretation.

Institutional practices also are important. Courts will use
academic custom and usage to help interpret a contract that
is silent or ambiguous about how tenure is acquired. Tenure
by default is premised on the notion that a faculty member
who is employed beyond the probationary period received
tenure because he or she wasn't discontinued earlier. If the
empl()yment contract is silent or ambiguous about what
constitutes a probationary period, courts may interpret the
probationary period to be that established by the 1940
Statement of' Principles, or seven years.
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In Bruno vs. Detroit Institute of Thchnology (1974), the
court held that reappointing a faculty member beyond the
probationary period may confer tenure, even if the institu-
tion's policies specifically indicate that tenure can only be
conferred by some affirmative act. Bruno had heen reap-
pointed from 1959 through 1966, when he wa:, discontin-
ued. The institution's tenure policy indicated that a faculty
member who, in the opinion of the president and deans, has
"acceptably performed" his or her duties for a period of
three consecutive years, "has been assigned the rank of
Associate or Full Professor, and has been tendered his fourth
or succeeding annual contract and has accepted same, shall
be considered to hold tenure" (p. 747). The institution
claimed that the term "shall he considered to hold tenure"
required an affirmative grant of tenure, and that administra-
tors had not determined that Bruno had "acceptably per-
formed" his duties. The court rejected both arguments,
holding that the reappointment of Bruno beyond the proba-
tionary period provided the necessary "affirmative act" and
the fact that he was continually reappointed indicated that
the institution believed him to he performing acceptably.

The Supreme Court also indicated in Peny vs. Sinder-
mann (1972) that institutional practice may provide a basis
for conferring tenure. Institutions are vulnerable to judicial
awz,:ds of tenure when their contracts are silent as to how
tenure is to be attained or where the actions of the adminis-
trators indicate that tenure was conferred to a particular
faculty member. For example, in Soni vs. Board (,f Thistees
of the (Tniversity qf Tennessee (1975), discussed previously,
the court held that promises made by the department head
and letters sent to the faculty member gave him a reason-
able expectation that he would be tenured, even though he
had not been formally granted tenure as required by institu-
tional policy.

If the institution does not wish to confer tenure in this
manner, its employment contracts and other policy state-
ments should clearly indicate that employment beyond the
prc)bationary period does not automatically confer tenure.
The institution that seeks to modify its policies should be
careful, however, to recognize that faculty members hired
under earlier rules may have to be reviewed under policies
in effect when they were hired. In Honore vs. Douglas

(1987), a faculty member at the Thurgood Marshall School of
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Law of Texas Southern University served for four years
before being granted three consecutive one-year leaves of
absence to serve in the Peace Corps. When he returned, the
university refused to grant him tenure and released him
three years later. When Honore first was hired, the university
automatically conferred tenure after seven years of service.
This policy was changed while he was away; tenure had to
be officially conferred by the board of regents. When
Honore was informed by the dean that he would not be
rehired at the end of the year, he claimed he had automatic
tenure under the old rules, and he sought confirmation of
this from the Rank and Tenure Committee (which unani-
mously recommended tenure). He was denied tenure by the
university and he sued, alleging a violation of clue process
rights. The trial court dismissed Honore's claims without
allowing him to prove his case to a jury. The appeals court
determined that sin,..e Honore was hired under an
automatic-tenure policy, taught for four years, was on autho-
rized leave for three years, and returned to work during his
eighth year, a jury could determine that he had a legitimate
claim to tenure.

Courts willingness to confer tenure by default is relatively
rare. Most courts still defer to institutional decisions. In Hill

Talleclega Colkge (1987), discussed previously, one of the
faculty members alleged that he was entitled to tenure
because he had been employed for 10 years at the college,
and according to the 1940 Statement of Principles he should
have tenure. The court noted that the 1940 Statement of
Principles does not require the granting of tenure after seven
years, but only states that tenure should be granted. Also.
the court determined that the faculty handbook clearly indi-
cated that tenure is granted by the board of trustees and that
the acquisiuon of tenure is not automatic after seven years.
he existence of conflicting policy statements in this and
other cases led to lawsuits that could have been avoided
had institutions ensured their policies were consistent.

"Tenure Density"
The financial cost of tenure and other policy considerations
have caused some institutions to place quotas on the num-
ber of faculty who may be tenured in a given department or
college (see Mortimer, Bagshaw, and Masland 1985). When
the number of tenured faculty reaches the maximum
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allowed percentage, then "tenure density" has occurred.
Courts generally will defer to institutions to determine what
criteria is to be used in tenure decisions, and this includes
tenure density.

In Coe vs. Board of Regents qf the University qf Wisconsin
(1987), a female faculty member in the sociology department
at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point was
recommended for tenure by the department tenure commit-
tee, even though the department was "over-tenured."
Institutional policy capped the number of tenured professors
at 80 percent of the total faculty in a given department. As a
result, the chancellor denied her tenure. Coe contended that
because tenure density is not an enumerated criterion under
Wisconsin law, the chancellor exceeded his authority in
considering it. Wisconsin law provided that tenure shall be
made in "accordance with the mission and needs of the
particular institution and its component parts.- The faculty
senate had approved the tenure policy, establishing tenure
density as a criterion in determining whether a faculty mem-
ber can be tenured. The court upheld the university's deci-
sion not to grant Coe tenure because state law authorized
the institution to make tenure decisions in light of its needs,
and the faculty determined that capping the number of
tenured faculty served those needs.

Another court upheld a tenure-density policy in Sola
Lafayette Colkge (198(). In this case, the college had a poli-
cy capping the number of tenured faculty in a given depart-
ment at two-thirds of the total faculty, unless there was an
"exceptional guideline-breaking candidate. Sola, an assis-
tant professor of psychology, was denied tenure by the
tenure committee (the vote was tied, resulting in a denial
under the college's rules). The department chairman had
recommended tenure to the committee, but he noted that a
stronger, male faculty member was coming up for tenure
and Sola's application shoukl not jeopardize this professor's
candidacy. Sola's appeal to the president was denied and
she sued the college alleging, among other issues, that the
tenure quota violated the academic freedom of the faculty
members to decide tenure issues. The court held that the
colkge may use a tenure quota as a critericm f()r determin-
ing who should be tenured, and that academic freedom
would be more threatened by the court's interference in
these internal matters.

Courts
generally will
defer to
institutions to
determine what
criteria is to be
used in tenure
decisions, and
this includes
tenure density.
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On an interesting note, So la was permitted to raise the
issue that language in the faculty handbook permitting affir-
mative action to be considered in employment decisions
could be construed as a contractual obligation. Specifically.
So la argued that since the college did not consider her gen-
der as a positive factor, it breached the employment con-
tract. The court determined that So la could present this to
the jury as a legitimate breach of contract claim. Affirmative
action will be discussed in more depth in Section Five, but n
is important to note here that colleges or universities may be
required to abide by language in institutional policy state-
ments promoting or authorizing the affirmative action.

Faculty members may be legally denied tenure because
an institution or the department is "over-tenured," and so
institutions may develop these policies to deal with financial
constraints. For example, three faculty members recently
were denied tenure by the board of trustees of the
University of Massachusetts System because 79 percent of
the faculty already had tenure (chronicle qf Higher
Education, Sept. 8, 1995). It appears that the only legal basis
for challenging these decisions is the employment contract if
it precludes using tenure density as a criterion for granting
tenure. Faculty members, however, are unlikely to succeed
in challenges to tenure-density policies. Court deference to
institutions in employment matters is very strong. If institu-
tions wish to establish tenure density as criterion in reap-
pointment, promotion, or tenure decisions and this is clear
or not precluded in the contract of employment, courts will
not interfere.

Financial Exigency and Program
Elimination or Reduction
Some institutions, faced with heavy budget reductions, may
he required to eliminate or reduce some faculty positions or
programs. Courts give great deference to an institution's
claims about its financial situation and its decisions during a
financial crisis (Johnson 1981; Olswang 1992). Institutions,
therefore, should always reserve the right to eliminate facul-
ty and programs because of financial exigency.

Faculty members negatively affected by these financial
decisions may sue the institution under a number of legal
claims, including denial of due process and breach of c(m-
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tract (Johnson 1981). The institution, however, may eliminate
tenured or untenured positions when it is in financial diffi-
culty, as long as the criteria are clear and not arbitrarily
applied (Olswang 1982). Tenured faculty members at public
institutions are entitled to due process before their positions
are eliminated, although tenure provides little protection
when an institution is under serious financial difficulty.
Many institutions adhere to AAUP guidelines regarding staff
reductions, which permit elimination of tenured positions,
although they require a finding of "bona fide" financial exi-
gency (AAUP 1990). Courts have looked to AAUP guidelines
when dealing with the elimination of tenured positions for
financial exigency (AAUP vs. Bloomfield College 1974).

Untenured faculty members, however, have little protec-
tion from contract nonrenewals. Courts will look to the
employment contract and other institutional policies and
practices to determine the rights and obligations of the par-
ties in these situations. In Knowles vs. Unity College (1981),
the college canceled its tenure policy in 1971 due to finan-
cial problems. Knowles, who had not achieved tenure
before the policy was repealed, was not reappointed and
was given no formal statement of the reasons. Knowles
sued, claiming that since the college had adopted AAUP
guidelines, he was entitled to tenure (he had been
employed from 1969 to 1978). The court held that since the
college did not have a tenure policy, he was not entitled to
tenure. The court noted, however, that the official statements
by the administration, and the AAUP guidelines, may have
given Knowles an implied contract, entitling him to a con-
tract renewal. If the contract guarantees particular notice
requirements, courts will enforce these provisions. In
Zimmerman vs. Minor College (1972), the court enforced a
contract provision giving faculty members who had served
for more than two years at least 12 months' notice before
being dismissed and held the institution liable for the faculty
member's annual salary.

The AM IP Standards for Notice of Nonreappointment
requires 12 months' notice in advance of dismissal for a
faculty member employed for more than two years ( AM lP
1990). This requirement is sound practice because it pro-
vides faculty members with an opportunity to challenge
chims of financial exigency and gives a faculty member
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opportunity to seek other employment. Furthermore, if the
contract is silent, courts may use the AAUP guidelines as
evidence of academic practice.

Courts are reluctant to question an institution's decisions
during a financial crisis. Administrators usually are permitted
to make these decisions without faculty approval, even if
faculty approval was sought in other matters. In Ahmadieh
et al. is. State Board of Agriculture (1988), for example,
tenured faculty members, whose positions were eliminated
as a result of a reorganization of academic programs at the
University of Southern Colorado, alleged that the governing
board's decision failed to follow certain handbook proce-
dures. Specifically, the faculty members alleged that all rec-
ommended program changes had to be approved by the
faculty senate. The court construed the language as only
applying to faculty-generated proposals. And the court held
that the board's authority over curriculum and program
development was limited only by state law, and the faculty
senate could not be vested with such authority under state
law.

In contract matters, the institution has a great deal of
discretion in determining its reappointment, promotion, or
tenure criteria. The institution may base its decisions upon
tenure quotas or the financial situation of the institution.
Institutions, however, should explicitly and unambiguously
state how tenure is to be conferred, what criteria wit be
used, and under what situations faculty members will be
dismissed. Furthermore, institutions should give faculty
members adequate notice of nonrenewal, and the notice
should indicate that the reason for nonreappointment is
financial exigency. This protects the faculty members repu-
tation, and in public institutions the threat to a faculty mem-
ber's reputation implicates "liberty interests'," necessitating
due process protection (Johnson 1981, p. 302).

Collective Bargaining
Collective-bargaining agreements (that is, faculty union con-
tracts) are common sources of contractual rights and obfiga-
tions for faculty members and institutions, but they present
some of the most complex legal issues. Collective bargaining
is one of the few areas in which institutknis must deal with

"1.iberty interests- are discussed more extensively in Section Three.
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"outsiders", for example, labor-relations boards, arbitrators,
and, of course, the courts (Kap lin and Lee 1995). Collective-
bargaining issues also force institutions to grapple with major
policy issues: To what extent do collective-bargaining agree-
ments force conflicts between administrative license and
faculty self-governance? Can traditiohal collective-bargaining
subjects such as seniority be reconciled with tenure and mer-
it? And how does the participation of the "outsiders" affect
institutional autonomy? (Kap lin 1985).

Collective bargaining is important for several reasons.
Most significantly, if the faculty at a particular institution is
unionized, then the institution may have to negotiate with it
for reappointment, promotion, or tenure policies and proce-
dures. In some states, almost all faculty members at public
institutions are unionized, and many faculty in private insti-
tutions also bargain collectively with their institutions.
Because there is more strength in numbers, collective bar-
gaining gives the faculty more power to negotiate with their
institutions about employment matters. Furthermore, at pri-
vate institutions, faculty members are allowed to strike if
they are unable to agree on some aspects of their contract.
Faculty at public institutions usually are prohibited from
striking, but there are other remedies available to them.

Administrators also may find collective bargaining advan-
tageous. Collective bargaining allows the faculty to negotiate
with the institution as one voice, rather than many.
Furthermore, problems may be channeled into a grievance
and arbitration procedure (as is often called for in these
types of contracts). The use of binding arbitration often is
cheaper than litigation.

Private collective bargaining is governed by federal legis-
lation: the National Labor Relations Act of 1935 (NLRA) as
subsequently amended. The National Labor Relations Board,
or NLRB, has jurisdiction over the certification of unions and
complaints of unfair labor practices, and it makes its deci-
sions on a case-by-case basis. The NLRB extended its juris-
diction to faculty members in 1971 in C.W. Post Center (il
Long Island University (Kap lin and Lee 1995).

Public collective bargaining is governed by state law, not
by the federal NLRA. Thirty-five states permit at least some
forms of collective bargaining in higher education. Often,
state law covers public employees in general and makes
little distinction for faculty members (Kap lin and Lee 1995).
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It is difficult to generalize about public collective bargaining
because the law varies between states, and there are few
administrative or judicial precedents. Many state labor-rela-
tions boards and courts, however, are guided by the federal
law principles and thus the issues discussed in this report
also may apply to public institutions.

Religious institutions and collective bargaining
The issue of whether religious institutions are subject to
NLRB jurisdiction is unsettled and as a result will not be
further addressed in this report. The Supreme Court ruled in
NLRB vs. Catholic Bishop of Chicago (1979) that Congress did
not intend for the NLRB to have jurisdiction over teachers in
a church-related school. This case, however, did not involve
higher education. The very few cases that have involved
NLRB jurisdiction over religious institutions have not
resolved this issue.

The collective-bargaining agreement
When faculty members decide they want to bargain collec-
tively, representatives can request that the institution bargain
with the faculty as a group (that is, with the union). An insti-
tution should wait until the union is certified by the NLRB or
state labor-relations board before bargaining with it because
it is illegal to exclusively bargain with a union that is not
supported by a majority of the faculty (Kaplin and Lee
1995). Once the union is certified as the bargaining agent of
the faculty, it is the exclusive bargaining agent for the faculty
no matter if other faculty members become union members,
are not willing to be represented, or agree with the terms of
the collective-bargaining agreement. In Neiman vs.
Kingshorough Communi(y College (1989), a faculty member
filed a breach-of-contract claim when he was not reappoint-
ed by the college. The collective-bargaining agreement
called for a three-step grievance process, hut the faculty
member refused to request binding arbitration, the third step
of the process. The court dismissed the faculty member's
lawsuit, holding that his sole remedy lay in the grievance
procedures called for by the collective-bargaining agree-
ment.

The institution and the unicm may new a iate on any sub-
ject, although some subjects are considered "mandatory,"
some "permissible," and others "prohibited." A mandatory
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subject must be negotiated (salaries, for example). A permis-
sible subject is one for which the parties may, but are not
required to, negotiate (faculty lounges, for example). Both
parties must agree to negotiate over permissible subjects. A
prohibited subject, of course, such as a fire-alarm system,
may not be negotiated.

Mandatory subjects must be negotiated and include
wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of employ-
ment. Failure to bargain in good faith (honestly and fairly)
about mandatory subjects is considered an unfair labor prac-
tice (Kap lin and Lee 1995). The question of whether the
terms for reappointment. promotion, or tenure are consid-
ered mandatory is difficult to answer. Some courts have held
that rules governing tenure (such as the criteria and way the
criteria are measured) are not mandatory subjects for negoti-
ation. For example, a New Jersey court held in Association

Newiersey State C:ollege Faculties 1.s. Dungan (1974 ) that
the authority to determine the tenure criteria had been dele-
gated to the board of education by state law, and thus
tenure criteria were not negotiable. Other courts have deter-
mined that tenure rules are negotiable.

In flackel i. Verinont State Colleges (1981), for example,
a Vermont court held that promotion and tenure issues are
negotiable under its state labor laws. Five faculty members
had been granted tenure by their college presidents. hut the
chancelkw of the Vermont State Colleges asked the board of
trustees to override the college presidents actions. The
board claimed that promotion and tenure could not he
negotiated and that it had authority over those matters. The
court determined that the collective-bargaining agreement
gave college presidents the power to make final determina-
tions in promotion and tenure cases.

Even in states in which tenure niles are not negotiable.
the faculty may be abk. to negotiate with their institutions
for the process to he used in making such decisions. In
Snitow vs. kutgers tWirersity (1986), a New jersey court held
that although the criteria for determining tenure are not
negotiable, the pn)cess to be k ilk med is. A faculty member
had been denied tenure and filed a grievance. The grievance
committee determined that the tenure committee acted arbi-
trarily by permitting a perm wi km iwn to he biased against
the faculty member's research to vote on her application.
Under the collective-bargaining agreetnent she had to
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exhaust all her administrative remedies before suing, but the
faculty member filed the lawsuit before the review process
was completed. The court held that the grievance process
was properly negotiated and dismissed her case because she
did not exhaust her administrative remedies before filing
litigation.

Eligibility offull-time faculty members
for collective bargaining
The NLRA and many state labor laws exclude "supervisors"
from their coverage, and courts have created a "managerial"
exclusion. The cases involving faculty members have
focused on the "managers" exclusion, not "supervisors." The
major issue tbr many institutions, therefore, is whether their
faculty members are "managers," thereby making them ineli-
gible to bargain as employees. Institutions may bargain with
faculty members considered "managers"; but they are not
required to under federal or state labor law, and any agree-
ment so negotiated is not enforceable in court by the institu-
tion or the union.

What are "managers"? Managers are those employees Nvho
are involved in developing and enforcing the employer's
policies. The rationale for excluding supervisors from NLRA
protection is that employers should be able to expect loyalty
from them. The judicially created exclusion of managers is
rationalized on the notion that managers have access to
businesses' confidential information. Courts have not
focused on whether faculty members should be considered
managers but whether they are. And courts have made these
determinations on a case-by-case basis. The Supreme Court,
in NLRB vs. Yeshiva Univemity (1980), addressed this issue,
probably causing more confusion and litigation and creating
much controversy in academia.

NLRB vs. Yeshiva University (1980)
In 1975, the faculty at Yeshiva University attempted to form
a union and sought certification from the NLRB. The univer-
sity opposed the petition on the grounds that the faculty
members were managerial or supervisory and therefore
exempt from NLRA coverage. The NLRB certified the union.
The university refused to bargain with the union, claiming
that the faculty members were heavily involved in institu-
tional governance and so it was not required to recognize
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the union. When the union filed an unfair labor practice
complaint against the university, the NLRB sued in federal
court to seek enforcement of its decision. The Supreme
Court, by a mere 5-4 majority indicating the great disagree-
ment within the court, held that Yeshiva's full-time faculty
members were "managerial" and excluded from NLRA pro-
tection.

The court defined managerial employees as those who
develop and enforce employer policies. The Yeshiva faculty,
the Supreme Court determined, were "unquestionably" man-
agerial because they exercised authority over academic mat-
ters (the offering and scheduling of courses, teaching of
courses, grading policies, and admission and graduation
standards, for example), administrative matters (they made
recommendations regarding the size of the university, the
tuition charged, and the location of the school), and faculty
employment matters (they made recommendations in all
hiring, tenure, sabbaticals, dismissals, and promotion cases).
The court noted that although the administration had the
final decision in these matters, the overwhelming majority of
recommendations were implemented.

The Supreme Court was not willing.to hold that faculty
members at all institutions were managerial. The court indi-
cated which institutions' faculty were permitted to bargain
collectively:

It is plain, for example, that prgfessors may not be exclud-
ed merely because thvy determine the content githeir own
courses. evahtate their own students, and supervise their
Own research. Mere thus may be institutions cy' higher
learning unlike Yeshiva where the faculty are entirely or
predominantly non-managerial. 77.)ere may also be/acuil-
ty members at Yeshil'a and like universities who properly
could be included in a bargaining unit. It ,nay be that a
rational line could be drawn between tenured and
untenured faculty members, depending on how a filculty
is structured and operates (pp. 866-7).

There were four dissenters in the case who disagreed with
the majority that these (or Perhaps all) faculty members
were inanagerial. Justice William Brennan, writing for the
dissenters, claimed that the administratkm retained the ulti-
mate decision-making authority at the university, not the
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faculty. Furthermore, he contended, the board has always
construed managerial to mean those employees who are
"true representatives of management.- Faculty members. On
the other hand, influence deciskm-making solely hecause of
their collective eNpertise. not because they are managers or
supervisors. They are not accountable to the administration
nor are their interests necessarily aligned. Brennan claimed
that to say that a faculty member's pr(Aesskmal competence
could depend on his or her loyalty to the administratkm is
"antithetical- to the concept of academic freed(mt.

The managerial exclusion, apparently, applies only to
those faculty at n't shiva-like- or "mature' universities. This
case seems to indicate that faculty members at research insti-
tutions may not he covered under the NLIZA. But even at
those institutions, it is unlikely that all faculty can he exclud-
ed from collective bargaining; part-time faculty members,
instructors, lecturers, visiting professors, and untenured pro-
fessors may be considered sufficiently nonmanagerial and
able to bargain collectively (Kap lin and Lee 1995 I.

Yeshiva and Public Collective Bamaining
While }i,shiva attempts to determine who may bargain col-
lectively in private higher education, it also impacts colk.c-
five bargaining in the public sector, in addition to pot( itiallv
deterring faculty members at public institutions fnint assum-
ing more active roles in institutional governance. the Yeshiva
decision is likely to affect Iniw states develop collective-
bargaining laws; and because state labor laws are similar to
the NLIZA, state courts and labcir-relat k ins boards may use
the decision to guide their interpretation of these laws
(Nagle 19941.

In Cniversio. qf Pittsburg!) ( 1990), a faculty union sought
to bargain collectively with the university, claiming that the
faculty were not managerial. and Pennsylvania's law sin mld
not be interpreted to consider them managers. Tlk. ersi-
ty claimed that the faculty were managerial under the
Yeshiva definition, and the state law shoukl he interpreted
consistently with Yeshiva. The faculty and the university had
agreed that the governance structure was similar to that of
Yeshiva University, and so the issue in this case was whether

'The Supreme Cutlil used this term hut khi.1 ill11 define it Ptcsimi.thk. Ii
pphe(t II) lafge research institutions in %thich Lica\ 11,Rt: mitt int MI% in
many ;treas.
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the faculty at the University of Pittsburgh could bargain col-
lectively. The hearing officer for the Pennsylvania Labor
Relations Board held that the Yobiva analysis was appmpri-
ate for determining the status of faculty at Pennsylvania
institutions. Stressing the faculty members' participation in
university gov-mance, the hearing officer determined that
the full-time faculty at the University of Pittsburgh were
managerial (see Nagle 1994).

The hearing officer's ruling was reversed by the full
board, which ruled that the faculty may unionize. But ironi-
cally, the faculty voted to reject union representation (Kap lin
and Lee 1995). The leshita decision applies to collective
bargaining at private institutions, an area covered by federal
law (that is, the NLRA). Public collective bargaining is gm-
erned by state law. The application of Yeshiva to collective
bargaining at public institutions has not been completely
successful. Some states permit its public employees, includ-
ing faculty members, to unionize. But the Yeshiva decision
has had an impact on public labor law. A few states amend-
ed their labor laws to more align them with the lesbira
holding (see Nagel 1994). And as we saw in the hearing
officer's ruling in University ifl'ittsbuigh (1990), state courts
and labor-relations boards may interpret their laws as
restricting the unionization of faculty members considered
managerial.

Are faculty members at private institutions
eligible for collective bargaining?
The answer to this question depends on whether the facult,.
members are so sufficiently involved in institutkmal gover-
nance so as to he termed managers. Full-time faculty mem-
bers at large research institutions are probably managers, but
this may not be necessarily so. The NLRB makes rulings on
whether faculty members are eligible for collective bargain-
ing on a case-by-case basis, which makes it difficult to gen-
eralize to all institutions. The case law, however, does
provide some (but not much) assistance to administrators. At
institutions in which the faculty has no input into policy
decisions, key administrators make most of the important
dedsions, and the faculty's recommendations are not consis-
tently accepted, the faculty is likely to be eligible to unkmize
(see BradPrd College 1982; NLRB vs. Florida Memorial
College 1987; NLRB vs. Stephens Institute 1980). In Loivtto
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Heights College vs. NLRB (1984), a court determined that
since the faculty role in institutional governance occurs
mainly through committees, they were not managerial. The
court noted that in light of the infrequent nature of commit-
tee work, the mixed membership of the committees, and the
layers of administrative approval required for many deci-
sions, faculty participation in institutional governance fell
"far short" of that contemplated by Yeshiva.

Faculties that have substantial decision-making authority
are likely to be considered managerial and therefore not
protected by federal or,state law. Administrators in these
cases may refuse to negotiate with their faculties' representa-
tives. As we saw in Yeshiva, a faculty that essentially con-
trols the curriculum, grading policies, course offerings and
scheduling, admission and graduation standards, hiring,
promotion, and tenure decisions and other important areas
is likely to fall within the judicially created managerial
exemption to the NLRA. In addition, if the administratkm
accepts the overwhelming majority of faculty recommenda-
tions, the managerial exemption may apply (see Duquesne
(niversity 1982; Ithaca College 1982; Thiel College 1982). The
NLR13, however, also has certified a faculty union, even
when the administration accepts the majority of the faculty's
recommendations (Lewis (!niversity 1982).

The NLRB's policy of not creating general standards for
when faculty members can be considered managerial and
thus unable to bargain collectively leaves administrators and
(aculty members with little guidance and few legal answers.
The decisk)ns appear contradictory, and the NLRB has not
taken into consideration the nature of faculty governance:
rather, the NLRB has chosen only to limit its analysis to the
criteria established in Yeshiva (Lee and Begin 1983).

Certain conditions seem to influence NLRB decisions:

I. The degree to which faculty recommendations are
accepted;

). The role of key administrators (deans and department
heads, for example) with regard to these recommenda-
tions; and

3. The language in the employment contract and other insti-
tutional IN flicy statements purporting to reserve the insti-
tution's managenlent to the administration or which gives
faculty significant governance authority and the degree to
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which the actual practice matches the words in these
documents (Lee and Begin 1983).

Since these conditions are controlled by the administration,
the issue of whether faculty members are managerial may
depend on the make-up of the administration and its beliefs
about faculty self-governance.

Apparently, the Yeshiva decision prevents unionization at
large research institutions (or Other "mature" institutions) in
which faculty governance is firmly established and its con-
trol over reappointment, promotion, or tenure decisions is
stable enough to survive changes in administrative person-
nel (Lee and Begin 1983). Faculty members and adrninistra-
tors at all institutions wishing to address collective-
bargaining issues, however, should consult with experienced
administrators, and most importantly, the expert advice of
attorneys specializing in academic labor law.

XYZ College Scenarios
Let us return to the scenarios described at the beginning of
the section. Clearly, if the college is experiencing financial
difficulties tenure would not protect Professor A. If Professor
A has tenure, he may be able to resume his position
(because the college only eliminated untenured positions) or
the college may have to prove that the financial difficulties
warranting the dismissal of a tenured faculty member were
bona fide. It appears, however, that Professor A's claim to
tenure probably was not valid. The handbook stated that
faculty members must prove merit in three areas before
tenure is conferred and also that faculty members imist
apply for tenure in their sixth year. This language indicated
that tenure is not to be conferred automatically after the
completion of a seventh year of service.

The main question here is whether Professor A should
have been eligible to apply for tenure. The answer depends
on how "full time" is defined. The handbook stated that only
full-time faculty members are eligible for tenure, and a
strong argument exists that Professor A had not been a full-
time faculty member for seven years. Courts likely will look
to other documents and institutional custom to determine
whether Professor A was "full lime" fiw the necessary period
of time. It is possible that Professor A may prove that the
college generally considers some adfuncts as "full time" in

...the issue of
whether faculty
members are
managerial
may depend on
the make-up of
the administra-
tion and its
beliefs about
faculty self-
governance.
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similar situations. The assurances by the department chair-
person also may he evidence of this custom as well.
Ordinarily, however, courts will look to the plain meaning of
the language in the employment contract, and this means
that Professor A was not a full-time faculty member for the
necessary period of time.

The issue of whether faculty members at XYZ College
may form a union is very complicated. Much of it depends
on whether they were managerial. The NLRB would consid-
er the extent to which they are involved in institutional gov-
ernance, how administrators deal with faculty input, and
whether the administration overwhelmingly accepts the fac-
ulty's l'ecommendations. It appears that the faculty had
extensive authority over academic matters (as was the case
in Yeshiva). Although it was not clear how often the admin-
istration overturns its recommendations in employment mat-
ters, the faculty had less autonomy in this area than in the
academic area. Its participation in committees can be viewed
in two ways: On one hand, the administration was involved
in the governance of institution through committees and its
input was often sought; on the other hand, its authority was
diminished by committee participation, which may have had
mixed membership and met infrequently. It was unclear
how the college viewed these committees and whether its
recc)mmendations were significantly accepted. The NLRB
and courts have dealt with faculty members eligibility for
collective bargaining on a case-by-case basis, making it diffi-
cult, at this point, to provide many general gukling princi-
ples in these matters.

Summary
'Hie faculty contract of employment includes the letter of
appointment and pn)fessional and institutional policies gov-
erning reappointment, promotion, or tenure decisions.
These policies often include the faculty handbook and a
number of AAUP policy statements, if referenced. But even
if these documents are not explicitly incorporated into the
contract of employment, courts may refer to them as evi-
dence of academic practice, custom, and usage, especially
when the contract is inconsistent or ambiguous. Admin-
istrators should recognize that the 1940 Statement of
Principles is incorporated into the employment contract by
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many institutions, and courts commonly refer to it in resolv-
ing tenure disputes.

Administrators should consider reviewing their policy
statements to ensure that they are explicit, unambiguous,
and consistent, and that they illustrate the desired rights and
obligations regarding rear pointment, promotion, or tenure
decisions. Careful attention also must be paid to those prac-
tices not specifically addressed in any written document.
Occasionally, a particular practice (customarily providing a
statement of reasons, even if not specifically called for in the
contract, for example) may be incorporated as part of the
employment contract. Furthermore, the promises and assur-
ances of key administrators can bind the institution to a
contractual obligation and so the institution should clearly
indicate and communicate which administrators can bind the
institution to an employment contract.

Collective-bargaining agreements may govern how faculty
members are reappointed, promoted, or tenured. Federal
labor law, which governs private collective bargaining, does
not cover faculty members who are considered managers.
Thus, the institution may refuse to bargain with its represen-
tatives. It appears that faculty members at large research
institutions may be considered managers. Faculty members
at public institutions are permitted to bargain solely based
on authority granted under state law. Some states permit
faculty members to unionize. Collective bargaining is an
extremely complex and unsettled area of law, and institu-
tions should seek expert legal and administrative assistance
in dealing with such matters.
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CONS TITUTIONAL RIGHTS IN EMPLOYMENT DECISIONS:
DUE PROCESS, FREE SPEECH, AND ACADEMIC FREEDOM

Consider these scenarios:
You recently were notified that you were denied
tenure at Eastern State University, a public research
institution, and that your services no longer would be
required as of the end of the next academic year. Your
department narrowly voted in favor of tenure, but the
dean, the vice president for academic affairs, and the
president rejected your application. The faculty hand-
book states clearly that the probation period is six
years, at the end of which the faculty member will
hay,: tenure or be awarded a one-year terminal con-
tract. The handbook also states tenure is not automat-
ic and that "tenure can only be conferred by the board
of trustees after a determination that the faculty mem-
ber has proven merit in teaching, research, and ser-
vice." The handbook adds further that the university
abides by and supports the 1940 Statement of
Principles. You have been employed at the university
for seven years, but three of those years were as an
instructor. Under university policy, instructors are not
eligible for tenure. You believe that since you have
been employed as a full-time teacher for longer than
six years, you should have tenure under the universi-
tys policy.

You also believe you were denied tenure in retalia-
tion for public criticisms you have made regarding the
university's investment in South Africa and its treatment
of women and people of color. The university claims
that your teaching skills are "poor,- and that you have
very few publications.
How do you think a court would rule regarding your

claim for tenure? Does the Constitution provide you with
any protection? I low would a court rule regarding your
claim that you were denied tenure in retaliation for your
criticisms of Eastern State University?

This section addresses the rights and responsibilities of
faculty members and institutions under the Constitution.
Faculty members at public institutions have been able lo
claim numerous rights under the Constitution. This sectkm
focuses on rights established by the First and 1.ith amend-
ments, specifically the rights of due process, free speech,
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and academic freedom as they relate to reappointment, pro-
motion, and tenure decisions. This discussion focuses solely
on public institutions, since private institutions are not sub-
ject to these particular constitutional protections. Never-
theless, administrators at private colleges and universities
should be aware that if they guarantee due process or
freedom-of-speech rights in their contracts, courts will
require that these institutions provide their faculty members
the same protection expected by the Constitution. In other
words, wurts will define due process and free speech just as
they would for constitutional reasons.

Due Process rights arise from the 14th Amendment and
apply to faculty members who have "property" or "liberty"
interests. The Constitution does not guarantee any property
or liberty interests; it only protects their being abridged
"without due process." Essentially, the 14th Amendment
prohibits the institution from depriving or denying a faculty
member his or her "property" and "liberty" interests without
first providing him or her with certain procedural safe-
guards. This section will address the legal parameters of
"property" and "liberty" interests.

Institutions also are prohibited from denying reappoint-
ment, promotion, or tenure to a faculty member because of
that faculty member's exercise of his or her freedom of
speech or exercise of academic freedom. The second half
of this section will focus on what constitutes freedom of
speech and academic freedom and the institution and faculty
member's rights and responsibilities regarding these
interests,

Due Process Rights
tinder the 14th Amendment no state shall "deprive any per-
son of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law."
Faculty members at public institutions are entitled to due
process if they have a property or liberty interest in their
employment. Courts have considered tenured faculty mem-
bers as having a "property interest" in their employment and
so they are entitled to certain due process rights before they
can be dismissed. Untenured faculty members do not have
a legitimate expectation of cc mtinuecl emplt winent unlike
tenured faculty members beyond the terms of their con-
tracts. In fact, they are not legally entitled to be informed of
the reasons for nonreappointment, although many institu-
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tions provide such information. These faculty members, on
the other hand, have a "property interest" in their employ-
ment while their contracts are in effect. For the duration of
their term contracts, they have legally enforceable agree-
ments. Untenured faculty members also may sometimes
hold de facto tenure, which entitles them to the protection
afforded by the due process clause of the 14th Amendment.

Untenured faculty members also are entitled to due
process rights if they can prove that they have a liberty
interest. A liberty interest is attained if the grounds for the
negative reappointment, promotion, or tenure decision
affects their good name or reputation in the academic com-
munity or imposes on them a "stigma" or "disability" that
prevents them from obtaining employment elsewhere. In
these situations, the faculty member would be entitled to
certain due process rights before the decision is finalized.

Due Process rights do not guarantee tenure, promotion,
or reappointment, but these rights ensure that faculty mem-
bers receive fair treatment. In the academic-employment
domain, these rights include a statement of the reasons for
nonrenewal, notice of the names and nature of the testimo-
ny of witnesses, an opportunity to he heard within a reason-
able amount of time, and a hearing before impartial
members of the institution who possess some academic
expertise (Hustoles 1992).

The Supreme Court established the criteria for whether
untenured faculty members in public institutions have due
process rights in Board of Regents of State Colleges vs. Roth
(1972) and Perry us. Sindermann (1972). Essentially, the
Supreme Court determined that untenured faculty members
are entitled to due process rights when they have a "proper-
ty interest," which is established by the contract of employ-
ment or state law; or a "liberty interest," which occurs when
charges made against them impose a "stigma" or "disability"
that prevents them from obtaining other employment.

Board of Regents of State Colleges vs. Roth (1972)
David Roth had been hired as an assistant professor of polit-
ical science at Wisconsin State University-Oshkosh fcir a
fixed term of one year. He was not rehired after his contract
had expired and given no reasons for the decision or an
appeal. A state law provided that faculty members were
eligible for tenure after four years of continued service.
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Roth sued, alleging that the university violated his 14th
Amendment right to due process. The Supreme Court ruled
that Roth did not have a right to a hearing or a statement of
reasons because he had neither a liberty nor property inter-
est. in his employment.

The court held that the 14th Amendment protects faculty
members' interests in "specific benefits." To have an interest
in a specific benefit, the court reasoned, faculty members
must be legally entitled to it; simply having an "abstract
need or desire for it" is not enough. Property interests, the
court indicated, are created and defined by existing rules or
understandings that originate from state law, contracts, or
the practices of the institution. In Roth's case, his employ-
ment was to terminate at the end of the academic year, and
renewal was not automatic. According to the court's reason-
ing, only tenured professors have property interests guaran-
teeing constitutional due process rights. Nontenured faculty
members, on the other hand, must look to employment
contracts for any procedural rights.

Liberty interests under the 14th Amendment also are guar-
anteed due process protection. These interests are created
when a public institution makes charges against a faculty
member that might seriously damage his or her reputation or
standing in the academic community or impose on the facul-
ty member a "stigma or other disability" that prevents him or
her from taking advantage of other employment opportuni-
ties. In Roth's case, the court held that he had not shown
that nonrenewal imposed such a stigma or disability, perhaps
failing to take into account the potential effect on his reputa-
tion as a result of a negative employment decision. The
court noted that had the board of regents prevented Roth
from seeking employment at other state universities, then he
might have been able to claim that the state deprived him of
a liberty interest without affording him due process.

Perry vs. Sindermann (1972)
Robert Sindermann had been empl()yed as a pr()lessor by
the Texas state college system for 10 consecutive years.
After teaching for two years at the Ilniversity of Texas and
fmr years at San Antonio Junior College, he became a pro-
fessor of government and social sciei ice at Odessa junior
College, where he remained empl<)yed for fciur c(msecutive
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years. While thus employed, he publicly disagreed with the
.board of regents on a number of issues. After the series of
10 one-year contracts, the board of regents decided not to
rehire him.

Like Roth, Sindermann was given neither an official rea-
son for the nonrenewal nor an opportunity for a hearing,
which he alkTed violated his right to due process. He also
alleged that he was released because of his political activi-
ties. The Supreme Court held that Sindermann had raised a
genuine claim to de facto tenure which, if proved, would
give him a property interest protected by the 14th Amend-
ment. Sindermann had claimed that the college had a de
facto tenure program, and he offered as proof the following
statement in the faculty handbook:

Odessa Co &we has no tenure system. The administration
cf the college wishes the faculty member to feel that he has
permanent tenure as long as his teaching services are
satislactory and as long as he displays a cooperative atti-
tude toward his co-u'orkers and his superiors, and as long
as be is happy in his work.

The court held that Sinclermann must be given an opportu-
nity to prove that he had a legitimate claim of entitlement to
continued employment in light of the policies and practices
of the institution. Institutional practices and policies can be
found in written contracts, the court indicated, but they also
may he implied. The court held that Sindermann, employed
for 10 years in the Texas higher-education system, might be
able to show from the circumstances of his employment and
other facts that there is an "unwritten common law" at his
institution that certain faculty members have the equivalent
of tenure.

Roth and Sindermann make it clear that the Constitution
does not create property or liberty interests; these interests
must derive from tort law (defamation, for example), contract
law (the actual words of the contract or the practices of the
institution, fc)r example), or state law. While faculty members
have the burden of proving that they have a property (tenure
or its equivalent) or liberty (that they have been (lelmed)
interest, once they do the institutions must establish valkl
grounds for dismissing them (Brown and Kurland 1993).
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Property interests
As indicated, faculty members have a "property interest" in
their employment, precipitating the need for due process, if
they have a "legitimate expectation of continued employ-
ment*." This legal principle is easy to understand in the
abstract, but it often is difficult to apply. Institutions do not
always know when their policies or practices give faculty
members a legitimate expectation of continued employment,
and courts have not consistently applied the Supreme
Court's decision. It is always prudent to put reappointment,
promotion, and tenure policies and procedures in writing,
and they should be adhered to. These materials also should
be clear, consistent, and available to all faculty members.

As noted, due process requirements apply only to public
institutions because they are subject to constitutional
requirements. But private institutions do well to follow
these guidelines in establishing their procedures because
when the institutions policies are fair, courts will uphold
their decisions, clue process procedures can help the institu-
tion avoid or correct mistakes, protect academic freedom,
foster faculty confidence, and resolve disputes in-house
rather than by courts (Kap lin 1985).

Tenure policies should be clear. In Olson vs. Idaho State
University (1994), also discussed in Section Two, an elec-
tronics instructor sued the university after he was denied
tenure, alleging a violation of his due process rights. Olson
had been employed in a series of five one-year contracts
and he became eligible for tenure in his fifth year. His
application was rejected by the president after he was rec-
ommended for tenure by the tenure committee, his depart-
ment chairperson, and the dean. Olson claimed he had a
property interest and thus continued employment because
he had done all that was required and he was recommend-
ed by everyone except the president. The court, in uphold-
ing the university's decision, looked to the faculty
handbook, which explicitly stated that tenure decisions must
he approved by the board of trustees. Since the president
rejected the recommendation of tenure and thereby with-
held it from the hoard, not all the steps required for tenure
were taken. As an untenured faculty member he was enti-

'Tenured faculty ineinhers have kgititnate expectation of ccintinued
emphiyment, of course. Untenured faculty inenthers have such expectations
while their contracts are in effect.
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tled to a year's notice of nonrenewal, which the university
provided.

As Olson illustrates, courts generally are unwilling to find
that untenured faculty members have a property interest in
continued employment if there are written procedures gov-
erning how tenure is acquired. Furthermore, courts rarely
will interfere in the institution's interpretation of the criteria
established for reappointment, promotion, or tenure. In
Cblburn vs. Trustees of Indiana University (1990), two facul-
ty members sued the university for denial of tenure, promo-
tion, and reappointment, alleging a violation of due process.
They were hired in 1979 and continuously reappointed until
1985. They claimed that they were entitled to tenure, or at
least reappointment, because they satisfied the written crite-
ria for promotion and tenure and that they understood that
reappointment would continue through the probationary
period if their performance was satisfactory'. They claimed
that reappointment decisions were fairly automatic for
employees in tenure-track positions. The court rejected
their arguments, holding that the written criteria are mere
guidelines rather than directives: as such, they do not sub-
stantially limit the institutions' discretion to determine who
should receive tenure or reappointment.

Although the faculty members in Colburn lost the case.
the court indicated that where the institution's custom or
practice made reappointment decisions automatic on satis-
factory performance. a property interest may exist even if
there are written policies governing these decisions.
Nevertheless, the court determined that the faculty member's
arguments w,re "weak." Generally, the court indicated, the
written criteria for promotion or tenure are subjective and
do not guarantee automatic renewals.

The court in Colburn indicated that an institution's vrit-
ten procedures do not limit its discretion. This principle
also was illustrated in Lovelace vs. Southeastern
Massachusetts University (1986). Lovelace's contract was not
renewed, and he was not provided with a hearing. Ile
sued, alleging that his due process rights were violated. I le
argued that the Board or Trustees 'I acuity Federatk)n Agree-
ment was incorporated by reference into his contract, and
this agreement guaranteed that he would not be denied
reappointment without "justification." The agreement speci-
fied the criteria for reappointment and tenure and stated that

....courts rarely
will interfere in
the institution's
interpretation
of the criteria
established for
reappointment,
promotion, or
tenure.
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in the "development of all recommendations for reappoint-
ment or nonreappointment justification of all recommenda-
tions must be included" (p. 421).

The university's policy also provided that although the
president makes the final decision in reappointment cases,
the board may review the decision and take further action.
The court held that the university's officials did not lose their
discretion to make decisions despite the language specifying
"justification." This language, the court indicted, merely
facilitated the president's decision by ensuring that he had
the opinion of the relevant constituents before making his
decisions; it did not imply any other rights.

Since the institution's written policies do not limit its dis-
cretion in employment matters, oral assurances are even less
likely to form the basis of property interests. In Lovelace,
the faculty member also alleged that after receiving notice of
his nonrenewal, he was informed by the president (through
the dean) that if his student evaluations improved he would
be renewed after the spring semester. His evaluations
improved, but he was not renewed. The court held that
where a college has written, formalized procedures for reap-
pointment, a faculty member cannot claim that he or she
somehow had acquired an expectation of employment
because of oral assurances. The president's words, the court
believed, only indicated that he would be the judge of
whether the faculty member show..xl sufficient improvement
warranting renewal.

Other courts have indicated that oral assurances, if
enough and combined with written ones, may give faculty
members a legitimate expectation of continued empk)yment.
In Soni I's. Board of Thtstees of tbe ('niversity of Tennessee
(1975), discussed previously, the court held that oral and
written assurances made to the faculty by the department
head gave the plaintiff a reasonable expectation that he
would he tenured, even though there was a formal tenure
process. Soni had been promised by the department chair-
person that he would be tenured if he became a U.S. citizen,
and he was assured that he was "wanted" and that his
"prospects were good." I le also was permitted to enroll in
the university's pension plan. The result of this case, how-
ever. was potbably based on the extent, and particular
nature, of the assurances. Mere oral pr(tinises, without
more, will not create "pr()perty interests."
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Soni notwithstanding, courts are extremely reluctant to
find that a faculty member has a legitimate claim of contin-
ued employment if written procedures governing tenure
exist. Assurances by key administrators or fluctuations from
institutional policies do not, generally, seem to convince
courts that untenured faculty members have property inter-
ests in their employment, thus requiring their institutions to
provide due process before nonrenewing their contracts.
Some courts are not even swayed when there is some evi-
dence that the negative decision may have been based upon
illegal factors. In King es. Board of Regents of 1.':niversity of
Wisconsin System (1990). a female faculty member hired as
an assistant professor in the School of Allied Health
Professions at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee sued
after unanimously being denied tenure. She alleged that she
was sexually harassed by the assistant dean of the School of
Allied Health Professions and the director of the occupation-
al-therapy program and that the reasons for the adverse
employment decision were gender discrimination and retali-
ation for her charges of sexual harassment. The court held
that as an untenured faculty member she did not have a
property interest in continued employment. Furthermore.
although the court found that she was verbally assaulted,
fondled, and physically attacked by the assistant dean, she
had to prove that the adverse employment decision was
based on discriminatoiy motivations such as sexual harass-
ment and retaliation for her exercise of constitutionally pro-
tected rights. The court did not find evidence that the
assistant dean had been involved in the tenure decisk in. and
there was no evidence of discritninatory motivation by the
director.

De facto tenure
The Supreme Court opened the dcior a- (le facto tenure
claims in Perty es. Sindermann (1972). Faculty members
may be able to claim that they have tenure or sonic form of
indefinite employment if they can establish that institutional
rules or understandings between themselves and their insti-
tutic ins have created a legitimate expectation to c(intinued
employment. Courts, however, generally are unwilling to
determine that faculty members have de facto tenure where
there are fOrnial, clear, and explicit tenure policies. and
the;:e policies are adhered to.
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In Omlor vs. Cleveland State University (1989). the court
rejected the faculty member's claim to de facto tenure
because the institution's policies clearly indicated that tenure
decisions must be approved by the board of trustees.
Omlor, a faculty member in the business college. was first
hired as a part-time instructor in 1969 and appointed to full-
time instructor in 1972. Tenure at the university was gov-
erned by a formal written policy which provided that tenure
would be granted by formal action of the board of trustees.

Since 1972. Omlor received a series of seven full-time
contracts. His contracts stated that the probationary period
should not exceed seven years and that failure to qualify for
tenure by the conclusion of the probationary period disqual-
ified a faculty memh?r from further employment at the uni-
versity. The first few contracts stated that his tenure status
would be determined by June 1978, but his later contracts
indicated that the decision would be made by January 1978.
1 ie was informed on May 26. 1978. that the next contract
would be terminal. Omlor had been considered for tenure
pursuant to the university's tenure policy. He was recom-
mended for tenure by the department chairperson and the
dean of the business college but rejected by the college's
tenure committee. The board of trustees voted against
tenure. Omlor claimed that he had attained de facto tenure
based on the series of contracts indicating that a decision
would be made by January 1978 and on the fact that he
worked for three years before he became eligible for tenure
(giving him more than seven years of service).

The court held that the weight of authority regarding de
facto tenure supported the university's contention that an
untenured faculty member has no entitlement to tenure on a
de facto basis, where the university has a formal tenure sys-
tem providing for the granting of tenure by the board of
trustees. Although tenure need not always be acquired
through formal procedures, the court stated, it must he
based on the mutually explicit understanding of the prac-
tices and customs of the institution. The three contracts
indicating that the tenure decision would be forthcoming on
or before Jan. 15, 1978. did not change Omlor's tenure rights
under the policy nor did his service prior to his appointment
to full-time status.

Perhaps another court might have held differently in
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Omlor by finding that any faculty member employed beyond
the probationary period is entitled to tenure by default (see
Beckwith vs. Rhode Island School of Design 1979).
Nevertheless, Omlor illustrates the reluctance of the courts to
bind an institution to a tenure appointment where the writ-
ten policies are explicit as to how tenure is acquired.

On the other hand, courts have not always been consis-
tent in their rulings on de facto tenure. In Jones vs.
University qf Central Oklahoma (1993), the court found that
an untenured faculty menther may have a legitimate claim to
continued employment despite the existence of a formal
tenure policy. Jones sued the university alleging that his
due process rights were violated when he was denied
tenure. The university argued that he was denied tenure
because he failed to satisfy the formalized 19-step process
used to evaluate tenure applications. Jones argued that the
university's past practices and repreSentations entitled him to
be evaluated under an informal and less strenuous "local
tenure" process, which considers longevity, does not require
a formal application, and "where tenure i awarded as a
matter of course."

The court held that a legitimate claim of "entitlement to
tenure" in the state is defined solely through the application
of state contract and employment law. If under contract or
employment law faculty members established an implied
right to continued employment through alleged unwritten
"local tenure- procedures. they have a property interest pro-
tected by the due process clause of the 14th Amendment,
even where there are written procedures governing tenure.
Jones, the court held, was entitled to prove that he had
attained tenure through unwritten "local tenure" procedures.
As the Supreme Court indicated in Peny vs. Sindermann, if
an action by the institution creates the expectation of
employment, the faculty member is entitled to due process
to determine whether he or she has tenure. Jones is an illus-
tration of what can happen when an institution fails to fol-
low Its written policies. Had the university clone so, it
would have prevailed.

The Jones ruling is an exception to courts' general refusal
to allow faculty members to prove de facto tenure where the
institutions have a formal tenure policy. hit as indicated
throughout this report, institutions that do not wish to
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become involved in such lawsuits should develop formal,
clear, explicit, and widely distributed tenure procedures and
follow them.

Liberty interests
Even though Roth and Sindermann indicated that certain
dismissals would implicate liberty interests (that is, when the
faculty member's reputation is threatened, affecting his or
her ability to obtain other positions), the Supreme Court has
made it difficult to establish such an interest in academic-
employment decisions. In Bishop vs. Wood (1976), a police
officer who had been discharged and orally informed of the
reasons in a private meeting sued, claiming a denial of due
process. Regarding liberty interests, the court held that
charges communicated in private to the employee cannot
form the basis for a deprivation of a liberty interest, even if
the charges are false. This decision is important in the
faculty-employment context, in that decisions, and the rea-
sons for them, rarely are made public.

Peer-review information generally is confidential, but
there are situations in which this kind of information may be
disclosed or made public (at public institutions subject to
"open records" laws, for example). In these situations, a
faculty member may be able to show that the charges made
against him or her implicated liberty interests, thus requiring
the institution to provide due process rights (an opportunity
to be heard or to challenge witnesses). Charges of dishon-
esty, immorality, or professional incompetence are examples
of "stigmas" preventing the faculty member from obtaining
other employment. Public institutions should he careful
about the reasons they give, to whom they communicate the
reasons, and the evidence on which they rely in reappoint-.
ment, promotion, or tenure decisions. They also should
provide a hearing or some opportunity to be heard on any
allegations that may damage a faculty member's reputation.

Some courts have refused to hold that the faculty mem-
ber's liberty interests were implicated in a negative empkw-
ment decision when no reasons are given. In Olson vs.
Naha State t 'niversity( 1994), discussed previously, the facul-
ty member also alleged that he was not granted tenure
because of charges of insubordination, and these charges
implicated his liberty interests, entitling him to a hearing
before he was dismissed. The court held that since no ma-



sons were given for the decision against him, Olson could
not claim that his liberty interests were violated. This deci-
sion is consistent with Bishop vs. Wood (1976), which held
that charges that are not made public cannot form the basis
for liberty-interests claims.

Although the university prevailed in Olson, it is wise to
provide reasons for the decision. And if the decision is based
upon potentially defamatory charges, the institution would be
in sound legal (and moral) standing if it provides the faculty
ii-tember with an opportunity to challenge the decision.
Providing faculty members with an opportunity to contest the
allegations may not avoid a lawsuit, but courts will look
favorably upon institutions that have fair procedures.

Freedom of Speech and Academic Freedom
Untenured faculty members have limited, if any, due process
rights in job renewals. This does not mean that they have
no other constitutional rights. Fa Culty members may not be
denied reappointment, promotion, or tenure as a punish-
ment for their exercise of First Amendment rights. And as
we will discuss in Section Four, faculty members at public
institutions also have a constitutional right not to be discrim-
inated against on the basis of race or gender or any other
illegal motive.

First Amendment rights include freedom of speech,
freedom of expression, and freedom of religion. Faculty
members are entitled to academic freedom, which encom-
passes all such freedoms. These freedoms become "consti-
tutional" at public institutions. The right to speak freely on
any matter goes by the name "academic freedom" when
exercised in the context of a faculty member's teaching,
research, or service duties. Academic freedom is not specifi-
cally mentioned in the First Amendment or anywhere eke in
the Constitution. The Supreme Court has held, however,
that academic freedom is "a special concern of the First
Amendment" (Kepshian vs. Board qf Regents 1967). Faculty
members and institutions have academic freedom rights, and
their rights may conflict on occasion. Institutions have an
academic freedom right to determine "who shall teach," and
faculty members have an academic freedom right not to be
punished for what they say or how they express themselves.
There are, of course, limits to these rights, and these limits
are the focus of this section.
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First Amendment rights apply at public institutions.
Many public and private institutions, however, have incorpo-
rated the AAUP's academic freedom principles into their
employment contracts. Faculty members' academic freedom
rights at private institutions, therefore, may be protected by
contract. There also has been a recent trend toward incor-
porating academic freedom principles in collective-bargain-
ing agreements or other organized labor activity (Olivas
1989). Furthermore, state law also may provide freedom-of-
speech or academic freedom rights to faculty members at
both private and public institutions.

History of legal recognition of academic freedom
The notion of academic freedom can he traced to 19th-
century Germany, where the concepts of lehrfreihell
(freedom of teaching) and lernfreibeit (freedom of learning)
were practiced. Even though courts rarely overturned
employment decisions, campus conflicts over evolutionary
science and populist economics helped the profession per-
suade governing boards not to punish faculty members for
their research findings and to grant tenure to protect
academic freedom (Metzger 1993h).

As a result of the McCarthy era, the legal basis of
academic freedom was expanded by constitutional law and
contract law (Metzger 1993b). The Supreme Court first
moved toward recognizing academic freedom as a constitu-
tional issue in Meyer z. Nebmska (1923), when the court
struck down a state law prohibiting foreign-language instruc-
tion in private schools (Van Alstyne 19931)). The concept of
judicially recognized academic freedom was further devel-
oped in Sweezy t's. Neu' Hampshire (1957). In Sweezy, the
cour«werturned the contempt conviction of Paul Sweezy,
who refused to disclose what he discussed in a class lecture
and his knowledge of communist-party activity in the state.
Although the court focused on whether Sweezy had been
denied due process, not academic freedom, the majority
opinion noted that teachers and students "must always
remain free to inquire, to study and to evaluate, to gain new
maturity and understanding; otherwise our civilization will
stagnate and die" (p. 250).

Justice Felix Frankforter, in a lamous concurring opinion,
defended academic freedom. Ile wrote that -when weighed
against the grave harm resulting from governmental intro-



sion into the intellectual life of a university." the govern-
ment's justification that it waited to prevent subversive
activities is inadequate (p. 261). The university, Frankfurter
noted, provided:

that atmosphere which is most conducive to speculation,
experiment and creation. It is an atmosphere in which
there prevail "the four essential freedoms" qf a unit,er-
sity to determinelbr itself on academic grounds who
muy teach, what may be taught, how it shall be taught,
and who may be admitted to study... (pp. 262-3).

The Supreme Court reinforced academic freedom's protec-
tion by the First Amendment in Keyishian vs. Board qf
Regents (1967), when the court struck down New York's
loyalty laws and regulations. Justice William Brennan wrote:

Our Nation is deeply committed to sqleguarding academic
freedoni, which is of transcendent value to all 0/us and
not merely to the teachers concerned. Mat freedom is
therefore a special concern ofthe First Amendment, which
does not tolerate laws that cast a pall of orthodoxy orter the
classroom (pp. 603).

Although Sweezy and Keyishian both involved individual
fliculty members, the language of the court refers to both
individual and institutional academic freedom. Two other
cases specifically give institutions academic freedom rights:
University of califbrnia Regents vs. Bakke (1978) .and Regents
of the University of Michigan vs. Ewing (1985). In Bakke, the
Supreme Court invalidated particular elements of the univer-
sity's affirmative-action admissions policy, but Powell wrote
that the university's concern about a diverse student body
invoh:vs a First Amendment intere:A. Institutions, therefige,
may use race as one factor in admissions decisions. His
defense of educational diversity was an acknowledgment
and defense of the academic freedmn of an institution (Poch
1993).

In Ewing, the Supreme Court upheld the university's
refusal to allow a student to retake a test he had failed and
the subsequent dismissal of the student from a university
program. The court held that when dealing with "academic
decisions, judges should show great respect fm prokssional
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judgment" (p. 225). In these cases, the Supreme Court jus-
tices supported institutional academic freedom and estab-
lished it as a value protected by the First Amendment.

Untenured faculty members and academic freedom
Acidemic freedom has been the subject of much discussion
and analysis (Poch 1993; Van Alstyne 1993a). It also is one
of the most sacred of the faculty members' rights.
Contemporary academic freedom issues include: artistic
expression through visual modes such as paintings, draw-
ings, photographs, motion pictures, plays, and sculptures;
political correctness; hate speech; and academic freedom in
church-related colleges and universities (Poch 1993). Higher
education institutions also have asserted an academic
freedom privilege to protect peer-review information from
disclosure. We will treat this matter in greater detail in
Section Six.

Although academic freedom has been discussed as a con-
stitutional right, the legal boundaries of academic freedom
also are shaped by the contract of employment; faculty
members possess whatever academic freedom is guaranteed
under their contracts (Kaplin and Lee 1995). Courts, howev-
er, will uphold academic freedom as a constitutional right
when the government attempts to control the content of the
university or faculty member's speech. Therefore, the facul-
ty member's rights against the institution are defined primari-
ly through contract law. The institution and faculty mem-
ber's rights against the government are defined primarily
through constitutional law. And because faculty members at
public institutionOare state employees, they, too, have First
Amendment rights that must be protected by their institu-
tions.

As discussed previously, many institutions incorporate the
1940 Statement of Principles in the faculty contract, and this
statement is considered the most important policy statement
on academic freedom. Even if the statement is not explicitly
incorporated into the contract, courts have referred to the
statement as evidence of academic custom and practice.
Institutions should determine whether, or to what extent,
they wish to incorpmate the statement into their contracts.
Any intent to exclude this document from the contract
should be explicitly and unambiguously indicated.

The 1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom
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and Tenure states that during the probationary period a
teacher should have the same level of academic freedom as
all other faculty members (AAUP 1990). Specifically, the
statement defines academic freedom as the freedom to
research and to publish the results of the research; the
freedom to discuss the faculty member's subject in the class-
room (but controversial matter should be relevant to the
subject); and the freedom to speak or write freely as a
citizen.

Individual faculty members and institutions have
academic freedom rights, and these rights sometimes may
conflict. Faculty members who ask courts to adjudicate
claims that their institutions have violated their academic
freedom may find that the institutions counter by asserting
that any judicial resolution of these claims amounts to state
intervention in institutional affairs, thereby violating the insti-
tutions academic freedom rights (Rabban 1993). All of
these cases, therefore, illustrate how courts balance these
conflicting rights.

The results of these cases usually depend on the type of
speech involved. The Outcome of a case, for example. may
depend on whether the speech is exercised in the classroom
or in the faculty member's private activities. A faculty mem-
ber may speak freely almt matters of public concern, but
what if the speech negatively affects the legitimate interests
of the institution? The remainder of this section addresses
these issues in greater detail.

Academic freedom in the classroom
Institutions have the greatest amount of discretion concern-
ing what occurs in the classroom, course content, and peda-
gogy, and courts are extremely reluctant to get involved in
those matters (Poch 1993). In addition, institutional discre-
tion to make curricular decisions, hire employees on the
"basis of their philosophical bent," eliminate or reduce pm-
grams, and elevate classmom performance has been protect-
ed on the basis of academic freedom (Metzger 19931), pp.
7-8).

In Lovelace vs. Southeastern Massachusetts University
(1986), discussed previously, the faculty member alleged
that he was not whired because he advocated strict
academic standards, and he refused to lower grading stan-
dards in his courses following several requests from admin-
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istrators that he do so. Although the court assumed that
Lovelace's refusal to lower grading standards was a motivat-
ing factor in the decision not to reappoint him, the court
held that a professor's grading policy was not unconditional-
ly protected by the Constitution. To hold that it was, the
court indicated, would constrict the university in defining
and performing its educational mission.

Therefore, it appears that institutions have an academic
freedom interest in determining what should be taught, how
it should be taught, and when it should be taught. One
reason for courts' reluctance to interfere in these matters has
to do with institutions' right to protect students from certain
types of speech. For example, institutions may protect stu-
dents from profanity and obscenity in the classroom.
Another reason lies with judges' beliefs that they do not
have the requisite professional expertise to substitute their
judgments for those of administrators, who are professional-
ly trained to make such judgments, and who have been
publicly entrusted with the responsibility of making these
types of decisions.

There are limits to institutions' ability to punish faculty
members for the content of their speech. Courts will not
uphold negative employment decisions that were motivated
by the faculty member's exercise of First Amendment rights.
Some speech, though arguably offensive, is protected and
cannot be censored easily. In Dube vs. State University of
New York (1990), the court determined that a faculty mem-
ber of African studies raised legitimate concerns when he
claimed he was denied promotion and tenure for teaching a
course in which he claimed that Nazism, Apartheid, and
Zionism were three forms of racism. The court determined
that his beliefs were protected by the First Amendment, and
a jury shoukl decide whether his dismissal was based on the
exercise of protected rights.

As illustrated in Dube, some speech, though offensive,
may be protected by the First Amendment. Institutions may
not punish a faculty member for exercising protected
speech. even if the speech is racist, disruptive, or otherwise
violates institutional values. In Levin vs. HarIeston (1991),
for example, a tenured professor in the philosophy depart-
ment at City College publicly stated that African-Americans
were less intelligent than whites and that African-Americans
could only succeed when academic standards were lowered.
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As a result of his controversial words, angry students dis-
rupted his classes, but the administration did not take action
against the disrupting students. After setting up a committee
to determine whether Levin's speech went beyond academic
freedom and became "conduct unbecoming a faculty mem-
ber," the administration decided to allow students who felt
uncomfortable in Levin's course to switch to a parallel sec-
tion. Between one-third and one-half of the students who
normally would have registered for Levin's course opted for
the parallel section during the next few semesters. Levin
sued City College and its officials because he believed this
move (the parallel section) singled him out on ideological,
not pedagogical, grounds in violation of his civil rights and
the First and 14th amendments.

The federal district court held that City College officials
had sought to punish Levin for his speech. The court pro-
hibited the college from taking any disciplinary action
against Levin or maintaining the parallel section. The court
also ordered the administration to take reasonable steps to
prevent the disruption of his classes. A federal appeals
court affirmed the lower court's decision on all matters
except that the college had to take reasonable steps to pre-
vent the disruption of Levin's classes (Levin vs. Harleston
1992).

In addition to a faculty member's beliefs, a professor's
evaluation of students' work also may be protected by the
First Amendment. In Parate vs. Isibor (1989), for example.
the appeals court reversed a lower court's dismissal of a
faculty member's claim that his First Amendment rights were
violated. Parate, an untenured associate professor in the
civil engineering department at Tennessee State University,
established a numerical grading scale for a course he taught.
Two students complained to Parate about their final grade,
and Parate agreed to change one student's grade but not the
other's.

The clean of the School of Engineering and Thchnology
instructed Parate to change his grading scale so both stu-
dents would receive a higher grade. Parate initially refused.
but after constant pressure from the dean and department
head he finally agreed. For the next couple of years, the
dean and department head challenged Parate's grading in
other courses, criticized his teaching methods, gave him
unfavorable performance evaluatk)ns, refused to reimburse
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him for authorized travel expenses, and impeded his
research efforts. In March 1985, Parate was informed by the
president that his contract would not be renewed for a
fourth year. Parate attempted reconciliation with the dean.
who informed him that his contract would be renewed but
"you must obey and never disobey your dean" (p. 825).

In Septenther 1985. a few students challenged the grades
they received in Parate's classes, disrupted his classes, and
threatened to complain to the dean. A couple of days later,
the dean and department head appeared in Parate's class
unannounced, disrupted his class, and berated him in front
of his students. At one point, they ordered him to "stop the
roll" and complete a problem on the blackboard without
addressing the students. The dean later relieved Parate of
his teaching duties. Parate sued, alleging, among other
issues, violations of his academic freedom under the First
Amendment.

Although the court emphasized the importance of judicial
deference in academic matters, it held that the assignment of
a letter grade could be considered a communicative act enti-
tled to constitutional protection, and an institution that
forces a faculty member to change a previously assigned
grade may violate the First Amendment. The court indicated
that administrators had the option of changing such a grade
through administrative channels. The behavior of the
administrators in this case also may have influenced the
court's decision.

Faculty members also have the right to engage in political
activities, anu ilh:y must prove that a negative reappoint-
ment, promotion, or tenure decision was motivated by the
faculty member's speech. In Cooper t's. Ross (1979), an
untenured assistant professor of history at the I Iniversity of
Arkansas was informed that he would not be reappointed
after he became a member of the Communist Party and after
he informed his classes that he taught from a Marxist point
of view. Although the university provided other reasons for
the nonreappointment, the court believed that the decision
was substantially motivated by the fact that the faculty mem-
ber was a Communist, and this type of association was pro-
tected by the First Amendment. The university failed to
show that the decision would have been the same irrespec-
tive of Cooper's exercise of his constitutional rights.
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Academic freedom in institutional or public affairs
When the faculty member's speech relates to public or insti-
tutional matters or concerns, courts have been less willing to
defer to the institution's judgment. The Supreme Court in
Pickering vs. Board of Education (1968) held that teachers
have a First Amendment right to comment on matters of
public concern, and the public institution must prcve that it
has compelling interest in prohibiting such speech. The
court held that public-school teachers have a First
Amendment right to speak out on matters of public interest
in connection with the operations of the public schools in
which they work, and only a legitimate state interest woukl
justify any prohibition of the teacher's speech.

Metzger argued that Pickering was both a victory for
academic freedom and a loss (19931)). On one hand,
Pickering held that faculty members' constitutional rights
must be protected. On the other hand, it also required that
faculty members prove that their speech is a matter of public
concern, and institutions would prevail if they are able to
show that the faculty members words impaired legitimate
interests such as the harmonious work relationships neces-
'sary to promote their educational missions, or they are dis-
ruptive (p. 7).

The issue for many courts, therefore, is whether the facul-
ty member's speech or expression relates to a public matter,
and speech classified as "public concern" is strongly protect-
ed. Certain racist speech may not be regarded as a matter of
legitimate public concern. For example, in Omlor vs.
Cleveland State University (1989), discussed previously, the
faculty member allegedly made a remark that a certain per-
son was "good guy, for a Jew. I like about 40 percent of the
Jewish people I meet." The court held that Omlor could not
claim these remarks were constitutionally protected because
the words were not "a matter of legitimate public concern,"
and even if the president considered his remark in his deci-
sion not to recommend tenure, the decision was proper.

The faculty member's political activities are a legitimate
matter of public concern and may not be used to deny reap-
pointment, promotion, or tenure. In Goss vs. San Jacinto
Junior College (1979), a faculty member claimed her contract
was not renewed because of her political and union activi-
ties, which were protected by the First Amendment. The
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college claimed that Goss was not rehired because of declin-
ing enrollments and poor work. The court held that there
was ample evidence that Goss had not been rehired because
of her political and union activities. Institutions that prove
evidence that the decision was made on legitimate academic
grounds (such as inadequate scholarship or poor teaching),
however, likely will prevail in these types of cases.

As Goss illustrated, courts are suspicious of institutional
actions that appear to coincide with the faculty member's
exercise of protected speech. In Roos vs. Smith (1993), an
untenured faculty member of education at Jackson State
University sued after not being reappointed for what she
claimed was a violation of her First Amendment rights.
Roos alleged that her contract was not renewed after she
testified on behalf of another white faculty member in a Title
VII race discrimination suit against the university (see
Section Four). She testified at that lawsuit, in essence, that
whites were unwelcome at Jackson State University. She
received notice of nonrenewal less than a month later.

The court held that as an untenured faculty member Roos
had no entitlement to continued employment at the universi-
ty, and so her contract need not have been renewed for any
reason or no reason at all unless the reason for that action
infringed upon her constitutionally protected rights. Her
testimony in the discrimination case was protected by the
First Amendment. Although the university claimed that to
receive accreditation of one of the school of education's
doctoral programs it needed to release Roos and hire a pro-
fessor with appropriate qualifications, the court determined
that the university's reasons were a pretext for illegally
infringing upon her First Amendment rights.

Faculty members at public institutions have a First
Amendment right to express themselves on matters of public
concern. Institutions, however, may restrict speech that
interferes with its educational objectives. This appears sim-
ple: in reality, balancing the right to speak on matters of
public concern with the institutions right to conduct their
missions is difficult. Furthermore, a recent Supreme Court
case implied that in disciplining faculty members for activi-
ties that are alleged to implicate First Amendment interests,
institutions may have to conduct reasonable investigations,
and faculty members may not be disciplined until the institu-
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tions have substantiated the allegations (see Waters vs.
Churchill 1994).

Academic freedom in private life
Faculty members enjoy the most protection in matters relat-
ing to their private lives. Courts are reluctant to uphokl
institutional restriction of faculty members speech in matters
involving their private lives. Faculty members do not lose
their rights as private citizens simply because they work in
public institutions. They may comment on public issues,
associate with whom they please, or otherwise express
themselves as private citizens. Courts have hekl for faculty
members who chose not to abide by an institution's groom-
ing regulations (see Hander vs. San Jacinto Junior College
1975); faculty members who held outside jobs (see Trister
vs. University qf Mississippi 1969): and faculty members who
spoke on controversial matters (see Jeffries vs. Ikirleston
1993'; Levin vs. Harleston 1991).

This right, however, is not absolute. The 19.10 Statement
of Principles, for example, requires that faculty members
should "at all times be accurate, slumld exercise appropriate
restraint, should show respect for the opinions or othecs.
and should make every effort to indicate that Ihe or she! is
not an institutional [spokesperson!" (AAUP 1990). insti-
tutions, therefore. may be able to frame a legal argument
that would allow them to restrict the private activities of
faculty members if they prove that these activities interfere
with the faculty members' teaching or other legitimate insti-
tutional interests (Kaplin and Lee 1995).

Eastern State University Scenario
Your claim to tenure is based upon statements made in the
faculty handbook, which is part of your omtract. Es-
sentially, the handbook indicates that after six years a faculty
memher either has tenure or is to he dismissed. The univer-

'Me Jeffries case has heen long and contro\ ersial. When the Co) College
or New York renuived Pnifessor Jellnes Irom ;1 depaumental r haumanship
for his controversial speech. the o tuns ruled in his LINO!" !Act. the
Supreme Court %acated 1.he lower c(itiits' rulings and sent the (am: hit k It,

reccmsidered. The appeals ciiiirt later hekl that the Institution did not
%lid:He the molesmir's First Amendment tights lie( ause ii as incitnated lc\
a reasonahle piedu tu in ol the putlessoi s disniptic in ()I the institution s
iperat ions.
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sity also incorporated into its contracts the 1940 Statement of
Principles, which states that any full-time faculty member
has tenure after seven years (see Section Two).

You have been employed full time for seven years.
Courts, however, are extremely reluctant to determine that
faculty members have tenure when there are explicit poli-
cies governing how tenure is acquired. The handbook
states that tenure is not automatic and that the board of
trustees must confer tenure. It is unlikely that you will pre-
vail in this matter because the board has not approved
tenure. Furthermore, your constitutional claims to due
process will not be vindicated if a court determines that you
do not have tenure or at least a "legitimate claim to contin-
ued employment." But even if a court believed your claims
are valid, the Constitution entitles you to due process. not
continuous employment. Eastern State llniversity need only
provide you with certain procedural rights, including a right
to an impartial hearing, which many institutions provide as
matter of course.

Your claims that the negative decision was motivated by
your criticisms of the university may be valid if you have
some evidence that this, in fact, is true. Was the decision to
deny you tenure nmde soon after your criticisms? Is there
other evidence that the institution was motivated by these
criticisms? If so, your First Amendment rights are at stake
because institutions may not punish faculty members for
speaking on matters of public concern, and your speech
would certainly qualify as one of "public concern." Also,
the university has contracted with youlo pnivide you
academic freedom rights (the l940 Statement of Principles).
Therefore. your public criticisms about institutional matters
not only are protected by the First Amendment but also by
your contract. The institution, however, still may be able to
prove that its decision was not motivated by your speech
but instead was based upon legitimate academic grounds
(inadequate teaching and research, lc it example). But if you
prove some evidence that Eastern State I niversity's reasons
for denying you tenure were a pretext. then you have a
valid claim.

Summary
The Ginstitution protects the property interests of faculty
members in public institutions. Property interests may not
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be infringed on before institutions provide faculty members
with due process, including adequate notice and a hearing.
Untenured faculty members, however, do not have the right
to due process after their contracts have expired unless the
contract of employment or state law provides them with a
legitimate expectation of continued employment. Courts
usually are unwilling to find that faculty members have
acquired tenure through informal means, especially if there
are written and explicit policies governing how tenure is
acquired.

All faculty members in public institutk;;Is are entitled to
due process if their liberty interests are compromised.
Liberty interests arise when institutions make charges or
allegations against faculty members that may damage their
reputations or impose a "stigma or other disability" prevern-
ing them from obtaining other employment. In negative
reappointment, promotion, or tenure decisions, liberty inter-
ests are difficult to prove because the reasons for the denial
are rarely made public a required condition for prevailing
in such a lawsuit.

Faculty members' academic freedom also is protected.
But courts are reluctant to become involved in strict
academic matters, such as pedagogy, grading, and course
offerings, unless the institutions' decisions are intended to
punish faculty members for their speech. Courts will
become involved in negative employment decisions that are
motivated by the faculty members' exercise of their First
Amendment rights. These rights include the freedom to
comment on matters of public or institutional ccmcern. the
freedom to speak and express oneself even if such
speech is considered offensive and the freedom to
engage in certain activities such as testifying in court cases
or engaging in political or union activities.

While these First Amendment cases involve public institu-
tions. and constiwtional rights do not apply at private col-
leges and universities, all administrators should pmvide
these rights because they ensure fairness and support
academic values, academic freedom rights, especially, pri-
marily are defined by the contract of employment. Courts
reviewing such contract claims against private institutions
may well base thdr decisions on reasoning established in
constitutional cases.
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EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION

Consider these scenarios:
Professor Y, an African-American, male faculty member
in the social science department of Private University,
has been denied tenure. The university makes the
following claims: Professor Y's scholarship is weak
(he has very few publications); his research interests
are inconsistent with the goal of the department; and
colleagues and students have claimed that he is "hard
to get along with." Professor Y makes the following
claims: lie has sufficient publications; he has heard
some of his colleagues make "racist" remarks against
him; he is the only African-American in his department
and no African-American has ever been tenured in his
department; and white professors have been tenured
with fewer publications. The department and universi-
ty tenure committees voted in his favor by a slight
margin, but the dean and the academic vice president
recommended against tenure.

Professor X. a white, female faculty member in the
School of Education at Public University, has been
denied promotion to full prokssor. Prokssor X has
published numerous articles and one book based on
her dissertation. The university claimed she was
denied promotion because she had not published a
second book. All full professors had published at least
two books (although some do not have as many arti-
cles as Professor X). Professor X makes the following
claims: She was informed by her department chair that
she need not publish a second book; she was
informed by her chair and several colleagues that her
numerous articles counted for "at least two books,"
since it may be more difficult for women to develop
the informal networks and professional and personal
relationships crucial for the publicaticm of any book,
the two-hook requirement "in (greet bars the vast
majority of women from full professorships." While
more than half of the School of Education is composed
of women faculty members, there are no female lull
pn)fessors.

What legal bases do Professors Y and X have for
their claims of discrimination? What would a court
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decide? Assuming that the professors initiate litigation
and win, what should be the remedy?

The reappointment, promotion, and tenure process can
be conducive to illegal discrimination. The criteria used
often are vaguely defined and subjectively applied, and fac-
ulty members subjected to negative employment decisions
usually are given very few reasons, except perhaps that their
teaching, scholarship, or service was generally inadequate.
Furthermore, these decisions often are made in closed meet-
ings, and evaluators both inside and outside the institution
are expected to keep their decisions confidential to encour-
age candor (Lalloue and Lee 1987; Leap 1993).

The primary difficulty in discrimination cases for faculty
members is that reappointment, promotion, and tenure deci-
sions almost always depend upon subjective attributes: cre-
ativity. rapport with colleagues and students, teaching ability,
and many other intangible qualities that are difficult to mea-
sure (Leap 1993). Courts often have had difficulty determin-
ing whether inadequate performance or illegal discrimination
caused the negative decision (Lalloue and Lee 1987), and
they usually are unwilling to second-guess the appropriate-
ness of Ole decision. In the majority of cases, courts will
review the promotion and tenure procedures but not the
substance of decisions, finding the latter within the discretion
of the academic professionals (1Iendrickson and Lee 1983).

Given its potential, there actually are very few reported
cases of flagrant incidents of gender or race discrimination.
There is, however, evidence of an antiminority and
antiwoman sentiment in academia (Leap 1993). Women and
faculty of color are seriously underrepresented anumg the
tenured faculty ranks. In 1992, for example, only 61
African-American professors held endowed chairs in colleges
and universities, and one-filth of these professorships were
',wated at the t niversity of North Carolina at Chapel I fill
(Leap 1993). Furthernane, wonlen and faculty of cokw often
have felt that they were never completely accepted in acade-
mia: 'Hwy often were n()t sought for collalx wation (n)
resealoch projects or curricular matters; they often wet e
excluded from informal department communications and
professional networking: and their research. unique teaching
methods, and service to the conimunity were not alwa;s
rewarded (Leap 1993):
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An increasing number of studies and literature reviews
have indicated that women and faculty of color experience
many challenges in academia. These works have empha-
sized the barriers to access and advancement (Johnsrud and
Des Jarlais 1994; Menges and Exum 1983; Moody 1988;
Reyes and Ha Icon 1991); strategies for recruitment and
retentkm (Blackwell 1988; Mickelson and Oliver 1991); job
satisfactign (Aguirre, Hernandez, and Martinez 1995); social-
ization (Pollard 1990; Tierney and Rhoads 1993): institutional
racism (Anderson 1988; Reyes and Ha Icon 1988); the char-
acter and structure of the academic profession as hindering
their success (E:..um et al. 1984); and the differences in the
experiences of faculty of color and white faculty (Johnsrud
1993). The general theme in these studies is that women
and faculty of color face many challenges, and to be pro-
moted and tenured they need more professional and per-
sonal support than they are receiving.

Because of serious underrepresentatkm; the barriers
faced; and the nature of the reappointment, promotion, and
tenure process, women and faculty of color increasingly are
alleging illegal discrimination as the basis for negative
employment decisions. Most faculty members alleging dis-
crimination have lost their cases because judges generally
have been unwilling to overturn the decisions made. But
recent amendments to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964. which prohibits race and gender discrimination, may
result in more victories for faculty members victimized by
discrimination. Title VII now allows juries (as well as
judges) to determine whether discrimination has occurred.
Lee pointed out that thi., change may have led to a number
of recent victories in discrimination cases probably because
juries are less likely than judges to defer to academic exper-
tise (1995). Understanding the issues involved in these cas-

, es is important because of the increase in this kind of
litigation, the recent changes to Title VII, and the enorithals
impact of these cases on every(me involved.

The Nature of Employment-Discrimination Litigation
Faculty members in einpl()yment-discriminatim cases are
more likely to prevail on procedural or jurisdictional issues
than on the merits (Lalloue and Lee 1987). The most com-
mon case involves single. white females skiing predominant-
ly white institutkms, hut very few of these w(mien have

Faculty
members in
employment-
discrimination
cases are more
likely to prevail
on procedural
or
jurisdictional
issues than on
the merits.
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prevailed. Class-action suits brought by women have been
more successful as are lawsuits by white faculty members
against historically black institutions. African-Americans and
other faculty of color almost always have lost thei cases
(Lalloue and Lee 1987)*.

Courts must necessarily examine the criteria actually used
to determine whether illegal discrimination has occurred.
and so they are less likely to automatically defer to academic
expertise than in other cases (Lee 1985). Despite this, courts
are reluctant to interfere in the internal affairs of colleges
and universitiest. Many courts have held that if the profes-
sional decision has an "adequate" factual basis for the con-
clusions reached, they will not substitute their judgments for
the views of the relevant professionals (Rabban 1993).

Courts have even upheld denials of reappointment, promo-
tion, or tenure to those individuals whose research interests
or temperanlents do not fit in with other faculty members
(Hendrickson and Lee 1983).

Courts generally have upheld academic decisions in
which the process has been lengthy or has more than one
level of review, even it' institutions have failed to follow their
own procedures (Lee 1985). hey will rarely inquire into
the accuracy or appropriateness of the criteria used to evalu-
ate faculty members (Lalloue and Lee 1987). Where courts
have evaluated the substance of decisions to determine
whether discrimination has occurred they have focused on
factors that are not unique to academia, such as the timing
of the decision and quantitative or comparativc data
(Rabban 1993).

When looking into the substance of a decision. courts
become suspicious of obviously weak, implausible, ambigu-
ous, and poorly substantiated reasons. Courts also may
become suspicious when a negative decision occurs despite
the unanimous recommendation of faculty committees
(Rabban 1993). In the few cases in which faculty members

'The study conducted by Lallotic and Lee (1987) involved cases that were
resohed on either procedural or substantive issues. This information does
mit include cases that were settled (an of court nor does it include those
(ases that were !I:solved ithin the institution.

him recent kgistation pelt-114(111g employment discrimination cases to inries
inav result in more decisions on the merits. judges are reluctant to interfere
in these decisions, but furies an not as likely to defer to acakInic expertise
in these !natters.
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ha ve prevailed, the peer-review decision usually was posi-
tive but was overturned at higher administrative levels
(Hendrickson and Lee 1983).

Consequences of Employment-Discrlinination Litigation
Employment-discrimination cases are extremely complex
and require a great amoent of resources. The trials tend to
be lengthy, sometimes covering weeks and producing thou-
sands of pages of transcripts (Lee 1985). The evidence pre-
sented in these cases has included the deliberations of
promotion and tenure committees and testimony from
administrators (chairpersons, deans, vice presidents, and
presidents), trustees, and outside evaluators. Faculty mem-
bers who have been tenured or promoted may have their
qualifications and abilities scrutinized publicly, as suing fac-
ulty members may need to prove that they were as able as
those who did attain tenure (see chronicle qt. Higher
Education, Feb. 3, 1995). Institutions often have been
required to present exhaustive evidence to establish that the
decision and procedures were fair. Even if the institution
prevails in the litigation, as often has been me case, the
time, money, and good will lost in the process takes its toll
on everyone (Lee 1985). The resources expended in pre-
venting lawsuits also is great; continuously adding procedur-
al or documentary requirements for decision-making can he
costly (Lalloue and Lee 1987).

These cases also may have political and emotional conse-
quences as well. For colleges and universities, these law-
suits provide a precedent (and perhaps incentive) for other
faculty members. Furthermore, the institutions also may
have to deal with negative media exposure, student protests
(if the teacher is popular), charges of bias, and faculty fac-
tiom (Leap 1993)

For administrau ws. there can be personal consequences.
They face the possibility of being nanwd codefendants in
employment-discrimination cases. The department chair is
particularly vulnerable as he or she may become the primary
defendant if the decision at the department level is negative
(Lalloue and Lee 1987). Chairs and ()tiler administrators
also may have difficulty in getting their instituti(ms to assist
them financially in defending the lawsuit, and some adminis-
trators receive little moral support (Lalloue and Lee 1987).

The faculty member also suffers consequences. In addi-
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tion to feeling hurt, a negative tenure decision may result in
job loss. Since a negative decision typically is viewed by the
academic community as a reflection of the individual's com-
petence. the faculty member often has difficulty obtaining
employment elsewhere*. Also, the faculty member may
have his or her performance publicly exposed to criticism
during the litigation. Since no one is perfect in all three
categoriesteaching, service, and scholarshipthe faculty
member may doubt his or her own abilities and the reasons
for filing the lawsuit. Furthermore, the financial and politi-
cal resources needed for these lengthy litigations also impos-
es a heavy burden on the faculty member (Lalloue and Lee
1987).

In their discussion of Lieberman vs. Gant (1979). Scott vs.
t 'niversity ql Delaware( 1978), and other cases. Lalloue and
Lee excellently illustrated the impact of employment-discrim-
ination litigation on evervone involved. Lieberman. a gen-
der-discrimination case against the University of Connecticut,
was long and complex, producing a transcript of nearly
10,000 pages and almost 400 exhibits and consuming 52
days of court time (the trial lasted more than two years).
The 18 defendants, numerous legal claims, large number of
witnesses, and the protracted illness of Lieberman's attorney
produced an extremely lengthy litigation that required sub-
stantial human and financial resources fr<m) Lieberman and
the University of Connecticut. Lieherman's personal conse-
quences were severe. She not only lost the case but was
financially ruined, forced to file bankruptcy to avoid legal-
fee claims, lost her health and profession. and could have
I()st her marriage.

The impact on the faculty member in Scott, a race-dis-
crimination case, also was great. This case challenged the
Ph.D. requirement and the decentralized decision-making
process as having a discriminatory impact upon African-
American faculty members. The personal toll on Scott was
extremely severe. Not only did he lose his case against the
l'niversity of Delaware, but he died of a heart attack two
days before his attorney argued his aprwal. La Notw and Lee

'This coukl have lwen one of the reasons for the suprenw Court decision in
IPlard ry' Regents vs ROI 119- 2). 1t Ali. or more accurately his attorney,
failed to slum the likely efTot of a negatwe employment do. ISK m on his
puitessional reputation I lad this been pnwed. 14,th wc mid have implicated
a "liberty interest.- whk h entitled him to due pnwess protection.
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indicated that Scott's loss at the trial level, the necessity of
leaving the university, his difficulty in obtaining employment
in a related field, and the loss of his second position after
one year because of layoffs probably combined to produce
his fatal heart attack, especially since he had a history of
hea7t disease.

The Legal Basis for Employment-Discrimination Lawsuits
Faculty members are protected from illegal discrimination by
a number of state and federal laws. Federal law has
assumed the greatest importance in discrimination cases
(Kap lin and Lee 1995). There are nine major federal
employment-discrimination laws and one major executive
order, applicable to colleges and universities, each with its
own comprehensive set of regulations and guidelines and
which provide more protectkm than the Constitutkm and
many state laws (Kap lin and Lee 1995).

Race discrimination in promcuion, tenure, and reappc)int-
ment is covered by Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
and Section 1981 of the Civil Rights Act of 1866. Gender
discrimination is covered by Title VII and Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972. Age discrimination is cov-
ered, in part, by the Age Discrimination in Employment Act
of 1967. Discrimination against people with disabilities is
covered by the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Discrimination on the basis
of religion is covered lw itle VII. Discrimination on the
basis of national origin is covered by Title VII. Dis-
crimination based upon national origin is covered by Title
VII (Kap lin and Lee 1995; Lalloue and Lee 1987).

Constitutional considerations
Faculty members at public institutions may be protected
from employment discriminatkm by the due p R wess and
equal-protection clauses- of the 1,1th Amendment. These
lawsuits, however, rarely are successful since the Supreme
Court ruled in Witsbing,ton tc. naris (1976) that empk)yees
must prme intentional discriminatkm to prevail on constitu-
tlimal gmunds. Po wing intentkmal discriinination is
extremely difficult given the confidential nature of the pro-
motion and tenure pnwess. I nder federal civil-riglus laws,
employees may prove discrimination by showing that insti-
tutkalal policies have a negative and "dispn)portk mate
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impact" on their particular class of employees (African-
Americans or women, for example). Disproportionate
impact is not a sufficient ground for proving discrimination
under the Constitution.

The Constitution plays a small role in employment-dis-
crimination cases. This is partly the result of a strict stan-
dard of proof. But the federal statutes have extended
constitutional protection against employment discrimination.
Furthermore, the 14th Amendment case does not give insti-
tutions the kind of guidance provided by detailed rules and
regulations of federal law, and faculty members do not have
the broad range of remedies (Kap lin 1985). Furthermore,
constitutional protection only applies to faculty members at
public institutions; faculty members at private colleges and
universities have no recourse under the Constitution even if
they are able to prove intentional discrimination.

The Constitution, howevr, assumes more importance in
areas not covered by the federal civil-rights laws (Kap lin and
Lee 1995). For example, discrimination against people
younger than 40 years, or homosexuals, is not covered by
the federal civil-rights laws (Kap lin and Lee 1995). If there
are no local or state laws prohibiting these types of discrimi-
nation, the Constitution may be the only recourse for indi-
viduals so victimized by public nstitutions. In these
situations, however, the alleged victims of discrimination will
have to prove that the discrimination was intewional.

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. § 2000e) is
the most important legislation in employment discrimination
and warrants the most extensive discussion in this report.
Title VII is the most frequently used legislation in employ-
ment-discrimination cases (Hendrickson and Lee 1983;
Kap lin and Lee 1995; Lee 1995). Congress was concerned
with discrimination in higher education (especially that of
women) when it amended Title VII to include private and
public institutions (Lalloue and Lee 1987). Title VII con-
cepts also parallel those under other federal civil-rights laws
(Kap lin 1985),

Title VII makes it illegal fin an institution to discriminate
against faculty members on the b;sis of their race, gender,
national origin, or religion, unless it is a necessary and
"bona fide occupati(mal qulc. fication" (Kap lin and Lee 1995,
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p. 199). This exception forms the legal basis for the practice
of religious institutions of hiring faculty tnembers of particu-
lar religious denonlinatkms.

To bring an action (sue) under Title VII, faculty members
must establish a prima jade, or "on its face,- claim: this
means there is enough evidence to convince a court that
discrimination may have occurred. A prima facie showing
involves four steps. First, the faculty ...ember must show
that he or she was a member of the protected class Title VII
covers. This is not difficult since anyone can he the victim
of race. gender, religious, or national-origin discrimination.
Second, the faculty member must show that he or she
sought, and had the appropriate qualifications fbr,
reappointment, promotion, and tenure that he or she had
the same qualifications as other successful candidates. Since
these decisions are based on N.ague and subjective criteria,
faculty members can show discrimination by proving that
their qualifications compared favorably with other successful
candidates in the department or that they received a favor-
able recommendation by the peer-review committees or
external evaluators (Leap 1993). Third, the faculty member
must show that he or she was not reappointed, promoted,
or tenured. Finally, the faculty member must prove that the
institution reappointed. promoted. or tenured, around the
same time, other faculty members possessing similar qualifi-
cations.

In establishing a prima facie claim. laculty members will
use evidence indicating that they compared favorably with
others who were reappo )inted. promotion. or tenured. The
criteria used in such c(miparisons include similarities in
quantity and quality of puhlications: teaching abilities: and
administrative responsibilities and committee work. The
comparative data. however, must he so comipelling as to
lead a cmirt to believe that discrimination has occurred
rather than an honest difference of opinion among profes-
sionals qualified to make such judgments (Leap 1993).

Once the faculty member has established a prima facie
claim, the institution must articulate some "legitimate busi-
ness reason- for denying reappointment. promotion. or
tenure. I Nually, the institution attempts to slum. institutk mal
financial pro)blems. the eliminatk m or scaling down of all
acalcmic program, tenure density, that the faculty member
did not meet the appnyriate criteria (teaching, service, or
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scholarship), or that the faculty member was incompatible
with the department personally (he or she does not work
well with others) or in terms of his or her research or teach-
ing specialty (Hendrickson and Lee 1983; Lalloue and Lee
1987; Leap 1993).

The faculty member then has the burden of proving that
the "legitimate business reason" articulated by the college
was actually a pretext and that the actual motivation for the
decision was discriminatory. Faculty members can show
pretext by attacking the institution's motive and substantiat-
ing others or by showing statistical or comparative evidence
that indicates that discrimination was the motivating Factor in
the decision (Hendrickson 1991). If the faculty member can
demonstrate to a court that the stated reasons for the nega-
tive decision were not the actual reasons, then the court
may infer that the institution illegally discriminated against
the faculty member (Leap 1993).

On the other hand, if the institution can show that its
faculty and administrators have used the stated criteria, fol-
lowed their procedures, documented their reasons, and
treated similar faculty members in the same way that the
suing faculty member was treated, then it generally prevails
in Title VII cases (Lalloue and Lee 1987). In Bina r.s.
Provicknice Cbllege(1994), a professor of Iraniin descent
sued the college alleging that the college was motivated by
ethnic discrimination when it denied him a tenured teaching
position. The court was persuaded that Bina was not dis-
criminated against because the committee minutes clearly
reflected objective appraisals of his qualifications.

Title VII claims first must be filed by the faculty member
with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, or
EEOC, within 180 days after the alleged discrimination has
occurred. In states that have an approved dvil-nghts
agency, the faculty members may have up to 300 days to File
a Title VII complaint (Leap 1993). For reapoointment, pro-
motio al, and tenure decisions, this means that the claims
must be filed very shortly after the faculty member is noti-
fied of the negative decision, even if the institution prmides
hint ur het with a terminal year and an internal grievance
proceeding (Kaolin 1985). These time limitations apply to
each act of alleged discrimination.

The continffing dndrinc. however, allows the
faculty member to have an entire pattern of discrimination
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heard, even when the time limit for certain acts has expired.
For example, in Sunshine vs. Long Island University (1994), a
court held that a faculty member's pre-1992 claims were
evidence of a continuing practice of discrimination against
female faculty members. For six years Sunshine had been
denied tenure by the academic vice president despite being
recommended for tenure by the department, the dean, and
the tenure committees.

Faculty members also must exhaust their administrative
remedies. including filing a claim with the EEOC, before
initiating a 1 itle VII action in court. In Moche vs. City
University qf Neu. lUrk ( 1992), the court dismissed a gender-
discrimination case because Moche had not filed a
complaint with the EEOC or a qualified state agency nor did
she obtain a "right to sue" letter from the EEOC. The EEOC
issues "right to sue" letters allowing complainants to seek
immediate legal recourse in court rather than waiting for the
EEOC to complete its investigation.

Title VII also requires that the faculty members mitigate
their damages. Faculty members may be required to seek
and obtain other comparable empl()yment to recover nume-
tary damages. In Ford vs. Nicks (1989), for example, the
court determined that Middle Tennessee State University
discriminated against Ford, a female faculty member in its
education and library science department. on the basis of
gender. Ford was offered a position at a technical college
70 miles away, which she turned down because the com-
mute was too far, and she did not actively seek an academic
position after that. The court held that Title VII required
that the faculty member look fiw and accept empkiyment
substantially equivalent to the job she lost. The court held
that since she and her husband had looked nationally for
positions and the technical college was close enough for the
couple to have moved halfWay between two cities to accom-
modate each other's wwk, immetaiv damages under Title
VII stopped accruing as of the date on wl licit she w(mld
have begun work at the technical college.

Categories of Title VII claims
Title VII claims fall into two major categories: disparate treat-
ment and dispanite impact. Faculty members allege dis-
parate treatment when race, gender, or some other illegal
motive affected the negative decision: disparate impact cases
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usually allege that reappc)intment. prt)motkin. and tenure
policies. practices. or criteria have an unfair. discriminatt,ry
impact on a certain class of people (Leap 1993: Kap lin
1985).

Disparate treatment. The elements ttf a dkparate-treatment
clahn were outlined by the Supreme Court in Me Owittell
Douglas Corp. vs. Green( 19-3). l)isparate-treatment cases
require proof that the discrimination was intentional.
Because intentional discrimination is difficult to 110
faculty members who hie such lawsuits rarely sll«.yed A

court will not necessarily find that discriminathm has
occurred simply because a college ()I university faded to
make "careful. well-reasoned peNonnel deckions or failed
to 1011ow prescribed procedures- (Leap l993. p. I ).

\\Omen and faculty of color nevertheless have pre\ ailed in
these cases when they have been able to prove that the\
were held to higher standards of performance than white
mks or that they did not receive appropriate C-Jrcer cc 11n-
seling and timely evaluation appraisals. while others, did In

some rare cases faculty members are al I pn e dire( II\
that they were denied reappointment. prtinagion, and
tenure because of collegial or administrator gender or l'atial
discrimination

The difficulty in Title VII cases is not in establishing a
prima facie claim but in pro% ing that the institution's stated
reasons were a pretext for discriminatit in. In In(
lanard niversitr 199(1) i female faculty membet at
larvard University's Graduate :school of Business

Administration twice was rejected for tenure. I )uring the
initial proceedings. Jackson requested that an indix Rita on
her suboamnittee he removed for having :1 bias .1g.1111.t
women. Iler request was denied. but the subcommittee
voted in her favor, with the indic idual she claimed was
biased voting for her but expressing reset-cations ah( nit het
w (wk. since (he yule ...a the laculic meeting was split. het
apptiintment was extended for three years. i)uring the set
ond proceedings, a slim majority nt the faculty oted het
la% or, but the dean dented her tenuic Jat kson alleged that
the dean (in referring to alfirmatic e Wit k ckl fat 111.1( ii

the government or the public wanted %cc mien iii i lit it thic

blisinCss ,,Choui, they would ha\ e nnpnse qui ita,. het ausw
Harvard would not actually promote wi cmen. t mit
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held that although Jackson made a prima facie claim of dis-
crimination, Harvard articulated a mmdiscriminatory reason
(deficient scholarship), and Jackson did not prove that the
rev-,m was pretextual. The court was persuaded that the
de, .n fact supported affirmative action and that the
allegedly biased person actually voted in her favor.

A court reached a different conclusion in Kothin es.
University qf Minnesota (1994). An appeals court found that
the institution's stated reasons for not reappointing a female
faculty member in the comparative literature department
were a pretext for discrimination. In 1988 the department
hired Korbin as a lecturer after her position at another pro-
gram was eliminated. Shortly after, the department
approved two new positions, a senior and a junior position.
Korbin applied for the junior position and was one of the 15
finalists, but the committee cluyie amaher candidate. When
the senior position coukl not be filled, the department
received permission to hire another junior faculty member.
The department chose a male candidate to fill the position,
and Korbin then initiated a gender-discriminatitm suit.

The district coun'held in favor of the university. The
appeals own overturned the decision, determining that the
university's reasons were pretextual. This court found that
the university's reasons changed over time. First it informed
Korbin that the male candidate was hired because of his
experience in critical theory and psychoanalysis, then
claimed that he was more qualified than Korbin because her
background in critical theory was too f(lcused on psycho-
analysis. The university claimed that Korbin's expertise in
psychoanalysis was not one of the areas it was attempting to
fill, yet the male candidate was assigned to the courses in
psychoanalysis and literature courses Korbin had devel-
oped. So clearly the university vacillated in its reasoning.

When women or faculty (, color are treated differently,
courts become suspicious.. In Kunda vs. Multlenbm Colle,r4e
(1978). the court determined that a female faculty member
in the physical-education department was discriminated
against on the basis on her gender. Kunda was denied pro-
motion and tenure and sued the college alleging that she
was treated differently than the males in her department.
The college contended that she was no)t promoted and
tenured because she did not have a master's degree. But
Kunda was able to show that unlike the males in her depart-

When women
or faculty of
color are
treated
differently,
courts become
suspicious.
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ment she was never counseled that a master's degree was
essential for tenure. The Kunda case is important for a
number of reasons, primarily because of the remedies the
court granted*. This case also recognized the importance of
peer review in promotion and tenure decisions the facul-
ty-review committees had agreed that Kunda was qualified
(Lalloue and Lee 1987). Courts, and especially juries, may
be convinced that discrimination has occurred when the
faculty member receives peer support at the departmental .

level and by external reviewers (Lee 1995). Kunda also
made it clear that although courts will defer to the expert
judgments of college officials, institutions of higher educa-
tion are not insulated from Title VII liability (Kap lin 1985).

Women or faculty of color who can prove that they were
held to a higher standard than white males are likely to pre-
vail. Sometimes, this is obvious. In Gutzwiller vs. Fenik

(1988), a female faculty member in the University of
Cincinnati's classics department was denied promotion and
tenure. At the time that Gutzwiller was hired, there were 12
faculty members in the department, and the only woman in
the department had been denied tenure. The department
head, Fenik, had informed Gutzwiller that her book based
upon her dissertation was not enough and that she should
pubhsh another hook independent of her dissertation. No
male member of the department needed to publish a second
book.

Gutzwiller asked the new department head for a leave in
order to publish her hook. but her request was denied. Her
request for a reduced load (to which she was entitled after
four years of service) was not granted until just before she
was to apply for promotion and tenure, which prevented
any possibility of publishing her book. The court deter-
mined that Gutzwiller had been discriminated against
because of gender. It based this decision upcm several find-
ings: No male member of the department was required to
publish a second book: she met or exceeded the number of
publications of every tenured memher except the committee
chair: the committee chair treated her unequally in the selec-
tkm of outside evaluators (only two) or the reviewers that
she selected were chosen, while men usually had all five of

'The court granted Kumla "conditional tentire-; in other words. she would
attain tenure \\lien she ol)taincd her master's degree.
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th1/4. selections chosen); the chair of the tenure committees
consistently provided negative interpretations to.generally
favorable evaluations of her scholarship; and the department
chair consistently had opposed her, affirmative action, and
women in tenured positions.

The Gutzwiller case not only provides an example of
obvious discrimination but also is an example of when indi-
vidual administrators can be found guilty of violating a facul-
ty member's civil rights. The court stated that the depart-
ment and committee chairs acted "recklessly" and with "cal-
lous disregard" for Gutzwiller's rights when they influenced
the decision to deny her tenure; they therefore could be
held liable for punitive damages under Section 1983, which
allows faculty members to sue public-school officials who
have violated their constitutional rights.

In Brown vs. Trustees of Boston University (1989), an
appeals court also found that the institution's stated reasons
for denying promotion and tenure to a female faculty mem-
ber in the College of Liberal Arts were pretextual, and that a
woman was held to a higher standard than males in her
department. Brown's application for promotion and tenure
listed a book on Jane Austen based upon her dissertation
(which was published by I larvard University Press and nom-
inated for an award), three book reviews, and a work in
progress about Oscar Wikle (for which she received a
S16,000 Mellon grant). The department committee voted
unanimously in favor of promotion and tenure, and the
dean agreed after expressing reservations about her scholar-
ship. The dean, however, suggested that a historian be
solicited to review her work and that she he granted a three-
year extension to finish her work on Wilde (this extension
was permitted under the collective-bargaining agreement
pnwided that the tenure committees and the candidate all
agree).

The universitvwkle committee voted 9-2 to grant Brown
promotion and tenure. The assistant provost, the provost,
and the president, expressing concern about the quality of
her book, recommended the three-year extension. All of the
committees and Brown rejected the extension. An ad hoc
committee voted 2-1 in favor of promotion and tenure. The
pnwost, however, reo)mmended against tenure because the
(A)nlinittee vote was not an unqualified endorsement. The
pre,,ident greed. Brown's Title VII lawsuit claimed that she
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had been subjected to a higher standard than males in the
department because no external historian was sought for
them; other males had been granted tenure with smaller
quantities of published works; the males also had books
based upon their dissertations; no male candidate in the
English department had a second published book; some of
the males granted tenure had not published any book; and
their tenure reviews Nvere not as strong as hers. The trial
court held in Brown's favor and ordered that she be reinstat-
ed and tenured. The appeals court agreed and held that a
faculty member's right to he free from discrimination pre-
vents the university's tenure process from being insulated
from judicial review. The appeals court indicated that infer-
ence of discrimination can he made by showing that the
university's stated reasons fOr denying promotion or tenure
were obviously weak or implausible or that the tenure stan-
dards were unequally applied.

The actims of key administrators in these types of' cases
also is informative. In Brown. the court permitted the facul-
ty member to include evidence of administrator bias. For
example. Br()Wri inm xluced comments lw the president
referring to her department as a "damn matriarchy" despite
the small proportion of women in the department. In
Sunshine is. Long Island ( 'uiversitr( 1991), a female faculty
ii-wmher in the political-sLience department was denied
tenure from 1987 to 1992 by the academic vice president
after her department, the dean, and the Faculty Personnel
Ornimittee all endorsed her application. Sunshine had been
informed in 1985 and 1986 that she woukl be granted tenure
once she obtained her Ph.D., which she did; then the
academic vice president infcirmed her that she would not be
tenured until she had additional publications. and Nyhen she
published more articles he still rejected her application. In
1992, 1 2 professors five males and seven females were
recommended lOr tenure by their departments and the facul-
ty. All of the males except a Hispanic were granted tenure.
and initially none of the women were. After a faculty
protest, one of the females was tenured. Tw o of the women
involved in the ponest, including Sunshine, were released.

During a meeting of the faculty, the academic vice presi-
dent allegedly made krg)wingly hilse and defamat(wy state-
ments about Sunshine's qualifications as a scluilar
Sunshine's lawsuit alleged that she had been the victim of
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gender discrimination and that she was released in retalia-
tion for her complaints about the treatment of women facul-
ty. The court held that she had sufficient evidence to
sustain an action for illegal discrimination because of the
department's weak record of granting tenure to women, and
males had been granted tenure despite fewer publications
than Sunshine. Sunshine also demonstrated enough evi .
dence to sustain a retaliation claim. She was released after
she filed an internal gfievance and was involved in the fac-
ulty protest. The academic vice president's allegedly defam-
atory remarks also helped to support the retaliation claim.

These examples all involve gender discrimination. Race-
discrimination claims are much more difficult to show. In
Scott vs. Olive/NUJ, qf Delaware ( 1978), an African-American
faculty member in the sociology department sued the uni-
versity alleging race discrimination when he was not reap-
pointed for a second three-year term. The university
contended that his teaching and scholarship were inade-
quate. The thrust of Sc()tes argument regarding the
disparate-treatment claim was that white faculty members
generally were renewed for additional periods and thus
afforded greater opportunity to qualify for tenure. The court
rejected his claim and determined that the decision of his
professional colleagues was based upon their belief that
Scott was not interested in pursuing the kind of scholarship.
research, and writing they believed important and that his
teaching was not effective all legitimate reasons for not
reappointing him.

Courts will find race discrimination in more obvious situa-
tions. In (lark es. Claremont Univet.sit,' Center( 1992), the
appeals court f(mnd that the university discriminated against
an African-American male faculty member in its education
department. Clark's departmental review was positive, but
the two senior members (the former and current department
chairmen who guided Clark thfimgh the tenure pr(wess
voted against him. The university tenure committee voted
against tenure by a -1-1 vote. Clark appealed to the presi-
dent. who investigated his racial-discrimination allegations
and f(mnd that at a depaninental meeting, a faculty member
who voted against clark had said, -I's white f()Iks have
rights, too."

The president, however. affirmed the committee's deci-
sion because of what he claimed was Clark's insufficient
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publication record and negative student evaluations. The
university appealed the trial court's decision in favor of
Clark, and the appeals court upheld the verdict. Although
each step of the review process purportedly resulted in a
different review of Clark's application, the court strongly
believed that the department's review was discriminatory
and it affected the subseqc,mt decisions especially since
negative evaluations had to be submitted to the subsequent
reviewers. The court also found that the chairperson misled
Clark concerning publication requirements and gave him a
discriminatory review; the faculty member making the
"racial" remark wrote a negative letter to the tenure commit-
tee: another faculty member's mention of Clark's race in a
tenure committee meeting was a subterfuge for discrimina-
tion (the faculty member claimed he was reminding the
tenure committee of its affirmative-action obligation);
Claremont had never granted tenure to a person of color:
external scholars had commented on the excellence of
Clark's work and the groundbreaking nature of Clark's book;
white professors were tenured with less substantial publish-
ing records: and Claremont had changed its unwritten publi-
cation standards to justify its denial of tenure to Clark. The
court also believed that the president's review ignored sub-
stantial evidence of discrimination and was merely a rubber
stamp of the tenure committee's decision.

Clark notwithstanding, racial-discrimination claims are
extremely difficult to prove unless the faculty lember is
white and the institution is historically black. For example,
in Cmig, vs. Alabama State l'nitmity( 1978), the court deter-
mined that the university had engaged in a pattern of dis-
crimination against white professors. And in lanting Ls.
Jackson Stale iversitv ( 1980), the court determined that a
white professor's discharge was motivated by his race. The
claims by historically black institutions that African-American
facuhy members provide better role models than white pro-
fessors have not been accepted by courts when the institu-
tions use race-conscious employment decisions (Kap lin and
Lee 1995). Why lawsuits by white professors against histori-
cally black institutions are more likely to succeed than law-
suits by faculty of color against predominantly white
institutions is a phenomenon that deserves more research.

Disparate impact. Disparate-impact claims are less com-
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mon in higher education (Kap lin and Lee 1995). The ele-
ments of a disparate-impact claim were outlined by the
Supreme Court in Griggs es. Duke Power Co. (1971), which
held that Title VII prohibits those practices that exclude or
otherwise discriminate against faculty members on the basis
of race, sex, religion, or national origin and that are unrelat-
ed to job performance or not justified by business necessity.
Later, the Supreme Court ruled that a challenged practice
need not be "essential" or "indispensable" to an employer's
interest for the practice to pass judicial scrutiny. The Civil
Rights Act of 1991 reversed this later Supreme Court ruling
and others which had limited the rights of persons filing
civil-rights lawsuits. Now, institutions Must show that the
practice is job-related and necessary.

The subjective nature of the promotion and tenure
process makes it difficult for faculty members to prove dis-
crimination. But the Supreme Court has permitted
challenges to subjective criteria. In Watson vs. hbrt Worth
Bank & Thust (1988), the Supreme Court determined that
employees can attack subjective decision-making practices
under the disparate-impact theory. This is important
because reappointment, promotion, and tenure decisions
often are based upon subjective performance standards
(Kaplin and Lee 1995).

In disparate-impact cases. faculty members often rely
upon statistics to show that a particular criterion has a non-
trivial disparity on their class of plaintiffs (statistics showing
that the Ph.D. requirements negatively impact the number of
faculty of color who may attain tenure, for example).
Institutions often argue in these cases that this evidence is
unreliable. The use of statistics in disparate-impact cases is
important, however, because it provides courts with indirect
evidence of discrimination and allows them to avoid dealing
with the merits of a negative decision (Leap 1995).

Once the faculty member establishes the nontrivial dispar-
ity. the institution must show there is a "business necessity"
for the challenged criteria (Swan 1990, p. 555). In Griggc
(1971), the Supreme Court held that the empk)yer may show
that a criterion having a disparate impact on a particular
class of people may be valid if there is a business necessity.
The criterion would be illegal if it is unrelated to job perfor-
mance. The faculty member then must show that the insti-
tution's stated reasons were a pretext for illegal discrim-
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ination. It is at this stage in disparate-treatment and -impact
cases that faculty members introduce comparative evidence
(Leap 1993). As noted, most faculty members have lost their
cases. A study published nine years ago indicated that only
one in five faculty members win their cases' (Lalloue and
Lee 198).

Courts occasionally have asked colleges and universities
to show that their required qualifications for promotion and
tenure are job-related if the qualifications exclude a dispro-
portionate number of women and persons of color (Lee
1985). In Scott tw. Delaware (1978). Scott filed both
disparate-treatment and -impact claims. His disparate-impact
claim involved a class-action suit alleging that the universi-
tv's doctoral-degree criterion had a discriminatory impact on
African-American faculty members and was not justified by
the legitimate needs of the university, and that the decentral-
ized and sub;-ctive decision-making process had the overall
effect of putti (1, African-American candidates at a disadvan-
tage.

Although the court ackmmledged that the Ph.D. require-
ment had a disproportionate impact on African-Americans,
the court held that it was justified by the legitimate interest
of the university in hiring and advancing faculty members
who are likely to be successful in adding knowledge to their
disciplines and effective in the teaching of graduate
students. The court held that Scott failed to suggest an alter-
native which would serve the interests of the university and
have a less adverse effect on African-Americans, nor did
Sc()It prove evidence that the decentralized and subjective
nature of the process discriminated against African-
Americans. The court beheved that the lack of a critical
mass of African-American faculty had more to do with self-
selection than discrimination, ricAing that all of the African-
Americans on staff with a doctorate and three or more years
of experience were tenured or near tenure. And no other
faculty member. African-American or white, had ever heen
denied a mid-term contract renewal or ever alleged racial
discrimination.

The Scutt case is important because it was the most seri-
ous attack on the Ph.D.. the "union card for admission to the

I ill's(' 114 it idkr Mk) )11,1(leidill 411 ,Ctlieiii(111... Cl/ t ,Pse, th.li
Lit tie% er littg.ited mt. 1 ieccut studies ini.hcattng %Nliether this still
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academic profession," and the requirement of which does
have a statistically negative impact on the number of
African-Americans and other underrepresented groups in the
faculty ranks (Lalloue and Lee 1987, p. 116). Scott also had
asked that one of three new faculty hires at all levels of the
university be African-American until they made up 12.5 per-
cent of the total faculty. The case, therefore, had the poten-
tial to bring compulsory affirmative-action requirements to
research universities.

Prevailing under a disparate-impact claim is extremely
difficult. In J. Cinpenteres. Board qf Regents. UnivoNity of
Wisconsin (1984), an African-American male faculty member
in the Afro-American studies department at the university's
Milwaukee campus sued under the disparate-treatment and
-impact theories. Because the department was new.
Carpenter was required to perform more responsibilities,
including curriculum and course development, and he
served as chairman for the academic year 1975-76.
Carpenter also performed heavy counseling and advising for
African-American students at the predominantly white cam-
pus, and he performed service in the community. These
activities some necessary because of the absence of
senior faculty at the new departnlent and others important
because of the special needs of African-American students
and his volunteer work curtailed his ability to spend time
on his scholarship.

Carpenter requested that two years of prior service he
eliminated from the tenure clock so that he could haVe more
time to spend on his research, hut this request was denied
purportedly because it was not permitted by the pmcedures.
Carpenter submitted his materials and the department and
college committees recommended tenure. The dean did not
support tenure because of Carpenter's deficiency in scholar-
sliip and research. As a result, tenure was denied and
Carpenter appealed to the top of the university system, tc,
the state's Equal Rights Division. the EEOC, and the Office
of Civil Rights of the Labor Department most concluding
that race was a lac tor in the tenure decision.

Carpenter sued, alk.ging the disparatc-tre:ament and
-impact theories of race discriminatit in. but the district court
held that Carpenter was not discriminated against under
either theory. I le appealed the disparate-impact hokling.
The appeals (ARM did mit find that African-Americans were
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disproportionately denied tenure. Carpenter tried to show
with nonstatistical, qualitative evidence that the tenure stan-
dards had a disparate impact on African-Americans because
of the many additional burdens in teaching and service
borne by African-American junior faculty. Carpenter also
alleged that the application of the seven-year rule created a
disparate impact on African-American faculty given the pres-
sures they faced. The court rejected all of his claims..
Disparate-impact claims, therefore, are very difficult to prove.

Remedies under Title VII
The Civil Rights Act of 1991 increased the potential financial
liability that institutions may face if found guilty of discrimi-
nation. Faculty members who are victims of illegal discrimi-
nation may receive compensation for lost wages, emotional
pain, suffering, inconvenience, mental anguish. loss of
employment, and other nonpecuniary losses. Faculty mem-
bers also may receive compensation for loss of a future
salary: this remedy may he recovered in lieu of reinstate-
ment if the faculty member is likely to face antagonism and
retaliation. Faculty members also may recover attorney's
fees, adjustment of benefits, and other cash awards.
Furthermore, the institution also may have to pay punitive
damages if it is found to have intentionally discriminated:
the cap on this amount. however, is S300,000 (Leap 1993).
Title VII also limits the recovery of back pay for a period of
two years (Hendrickson and Lee 1983). As mentioned previ-
ously, faculty members are required to mitigate their dam-
ages before they can recover fully under Title VII.

The most controversial awards for discrimination involve
reinstatement, promotion, and tenure. Courts rarely award
these remedies, stating that they are not qualified to deter-
mine whether faculty members would have attained them
but for the discrimination. When the discrimination is clear-
ly established, courts have determined that Title VII requires
that the faculty member be made whole, which means, in
certain cases, a requirement that the faculty member be
reinstated, pmmoted, or tenured. In Brown vs. Boston
I ?nilvrcity ( 1989), the appeals courts upheld the jury's award
of S200,000 for breach of c(mtract, the trial judge's award of
damages for enlotkmal distress, and teinstatement to the
position of associate professor with tenure.

"I'lw Kumla vs. Muhlenbelg Oillege ( 1978) case is mainly
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known for its unusual remedy. Kunda was awarded rein-
statement, back pay, promotion to associate professor, and
the opportunity to complete her master's degree within two
years, after which she would receive tenure. This case is, to
date, the only example of a judicial award of "conditional
tenure" (Lalloue and Lee 1987).

Despite Kunda, Brown, and other such cases, courts are
still reluctant to mandate tenure. Courts are more likely to
award loss of future salary and other monetary damages in
lieu of tenure. In Foi;-1 vs. Nicks (1989), the appeals court
upheld the faculty member's reinstatement but determined
that the district court abused its discretion in mandating
tenure, where the university's terMre system specifically
required approval by the hoard of trustees.

The awards in lieu of tenure, however, can be substantial.
In Clark vs. Claremont Univervity Center (1992), Clark was
awarded Si million in compensatory damages, $16,327 in
punitive damages. and attorney's fees of $419,833.13. The
appeals court upheld this award. In Rajender vs. Univercity
of Minnesota (1983), the final consent decree in this sex-
discrimination litigation resulted in an award for the faculty
member of $100,000, a quota for the hiring of women, and a
requirement that three special "masters" be appointed to
resolve all past or future sex-discrimination grievances
against the university (Leap 1993, p. 162).

Section 1981 and Section 1983
Section 1981 of the Civil Rights Act of 1866 prohibits dis-
crimination on the basis of race or national origin and has
been used by people of color and people who are not U.S.
citizens to challenge negative empk)yment decisions
(Hendrickson and Lee 1983). Unlike Title VII, Section 1981
does not impose any limit on compensatory or punitive
damages (Leap 1993). The standard of proof, hol,vever, is
the same as with the 14th Amendment: 'I'o prevail under
Sectk)n 1981 the faculty member must show that the institu-
tion intentionally discriminated against his or her race or
citizenship (Kaplin).

Section 1983 of' the Civil Rights Act of 1871 prohibits any
person acting "under color" of any state or local law ftom
depriving any individual of his or her constitutional and
legal rights. Section 1983 also requires proof of intentional
disci iminatk in, and many public officials are afforded immu-
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nity unless the actions were blatantly and intentionally ille-
gal a very difficult standard to overcome. Since discrimi-
nation is usually well-hidden, it is extremely difficult to
prevail under these laws. As a result, few cases are brought
under these civil-rights statutes. lb prevail under sections
1981 or 1983, the discrimination must be so indiscreet or the
discriminatory actions somehow must be recorded highly
unlikely situations (Lalloue and Lee 1987).

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits
gender-based discrimination in educational institutions
receiving federal financial aid, and it is administered by the
Office of Civil Rights of the Education Department. The
regulations are similar to those promulgated by the EEOC
(Kaplin 1985). The standards for proving discrimination
under Title IX are similar to those of Title VII; faculty mem-
bers may prove disparate treatment or impact. If alleging
disparate treatment, faculty members must pn we intentional
discrimination (Kaplin and Lee 1995).

Nlost of the litigation involving Title IX has dealt with the
scope of coverage of the law; few cases have addressed
specific discriminatory actions. Nevertheless, Title IX is an
important statute for facuhy members who may he victim-
ized by gender discrimination for a number of reasons.
First. Title IX allows faculty members direct access to a
court, while Title VII requires them to pursue administrative
emedies through the EEOC before initiating a lawsuit

( I lendrickm in 1991). Second. Title IX permits faculty mem-
bers to receive uncapped compensatory and punitive dam-
ages. while Title VII limits the amount of damages one may
recover. Finally, Title IX borrows the statute of limitations
from state law. while Title VII has a very short time frame in
which claims must be filed Icaplin and I.ee 1995). The use
of Title IX for suits based on gender discrimination, there-
fore, is likely to increase.

Age Discrimination
The Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 196-, or
AIWA, prohibits age discrimination apinst people who are
at least it) years old. As of Jan. I. 199-i, no faculty memher
may he forced to retire at any age. although voluntary retire-
ment plans arc valid (Leap 1993). The ADEA standards are
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similar to those of Titk... VII. The facuhy member must offer
a prima facie showing of age discrimination, at which point
the c(dlege must show that age is a -bona fide occupational
qualification ncvessary to the nonnal operation of the partic-
ular business.' or that the decision was not based upon age
tkaplin 1985, pp. 111-2).

The standards for prevailing under the ADEA are just as
stringent as those under Title VII. In Fishier z.s. Ashievi

M.:bilk-al College ( 1993), a faculty member of
electrical engineering technology who had served the col-
lege f(ir 26 years on a series of one-year contracts was not
reappointed. 'lhe department had instituted a new curricu-
lum. deemphasizing sotne existing teaching concepts and
at Ming (niter concepts. Fisher had trouble with the new
respoinsibilities and ontinued teaching the outmoded con-
(epts, and when confrt mted on otu, occasion challenged the
department head to a listfight in front of students. Ile was
transferred out of the department and later informed that he
would not he rehired. I k. was 61 years old, and the college
filled his position with someoik. who was 36 years old.

Fisher filed a suit alleging age discrimination under the
AIWA. illtRidlit'ing 11', evidence the depaitment head's com-
ments that he needed -new blood" because Fisher was -out-
dated.- .too old.- -behind the times,- and the like. The
court detennined that the department head's minments did
not pro\ e that he intended to fire Fisher and replace him
" ()tinger Ix'rson. Such statements are indicative of
hias, but they are unlawful only if acted upon. he court
lick! that it is not unlawhil to require older employees to
remain ( urrent in 'their jobs and to fire them if they fail to d0
s() The MA:A dt K.", not prohibit a ounger perstm fnan
teplacmg an okk.r one nor does it require that faculty mem-
l,ers IR. released only kw good reasons. It only requires that
die tat ult members not be discharged because of their age.

In another example illustrating die difficulty of prevailing
inder the Al )1:A..10.in (iuudship was denied tenure in the

1 m ersit of Richmond's education department purp(wtedly
lIeLatise ol the quality of her research and scholarship
Gui,dquip /. I nw('rsur q'Richmond1991). \X'hen she was

In't tutute supervisor noted on her file, -Goodship
\\ ill lie 61 at ' !ink' = nuirally obligated to tenure do

e want this?- Goodship received positive performance
le\\ s lo tin 1988 thn mgli 1992 hut was cautioned in 1996

The court held
that it is not
unlawful to
require older
employees to
remain current
in their fobs
and to fire
them if they
fail to do so.

Yemen' l'runi(Ilym. (Mil Reappointment 95.
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by the dean of faculty that she needed to get her research
published. She had two articles published, but she received
many negative comments regarding the quality of her schol-
arship and research. Three of her department peers recom-
mended tenure, and one did not. The tenure committee
unanimously recommended against tenure, as did the dean,
provost, and president.

During the time of Goodship's review, the university was
fostering an early-retirement program which Goodship con-
tended was evidence that the university promoted a "youth
culture," and she submitted affidavits regarding negative
comments made, and pressures exerted, against older facul-
ty. The court held that she did not satisfy the fourth ele-
ment of a prima facie claim. She was a member of a
protected group; she was denied tenure; she was perform-
ing in a satisfactory manner: but she did not prove that the
university replaced her with a younger person. The court,
however, indicated that even if she had established a prima
facie claim, the university successfully showed that the
tenure denial was due to her deficient scholarship and
research. The comments placed in her file were made when
she was hired, and she did not indicate that she was ill-
treated in the interim. The early-retirement program. with-
out anything more, is not evidence of discrimination. he
court indicated that such a plan actually gives older employ-
ees an option not available to younger ones.

Discrimination Based on Physical Disabilities
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Section 504) and the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, or ADA, prohibit
discrimination against-qualified people with disabilities. A
qualified person with a disability is one who, with reason-
able accommodatic)n, can perR)rm the essential functions of
the job. The acts also require that institutions make reason-
able accommodations to known physical or mental disabili-
ties unless thi;-; would impose an undi le hardship (Kaplin
1985). The ADA expands the rights guaranteed by Section
SO4 and imposes more obligations on institutions (11ill 1992).
B()Ill laws are patterned after Title VII and Title IX.

Nlore attention in higher education has been paid to
cases involving students with disabilities. And although
there are cases involving employees, cases involving faculty
members with disabilities are rare (Leap 1993).
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Nevertheless, the number of people with disabilities is
increasing, and the higher-education community is becom-
ing more aware of their needs and legal rights (Rothstein
1991). Colleges and universities should be prepared for this
increase in disabled people. Rothstein recommends that
institutions adopt policies clearly defining "disability" and
describing what constitutes illegal discrimination in hiring,
promotion, and retention (1991). In addition, people who
coordinate services for the disabled and who ensure compli-
ance with Section 504 and the ADA should be appointed.
Furthermore. the higher-education community needs to be
educated about the needs of people with disabilities, their
rights, and how to make facilities and programs barrier-free.

Religion Discrimination
Title VII prohibits discrin lination on the basis of religion.
The bona fide occupational qualification, or BFOQ, excep-
tion, however. permits colleges to employ faculty members
of a "particular religion" if the institution is "owned, support-
ed, controlled, or managed by a particular religion or the
institution's curriculum is directed toward a propagaticm of a
particular religion" (Kap lin 1985, p. 138). In Pim, vs. Loyola
Unite Isity qfCbicago (1986), the university's policy of
reserving certain tenure-track positions in its philosophy
department for Jesuits was upheld as a BFOQ for its teach-
ing philosophy (Kaplin and Lee 1990).

The primacy of the First Amendment over Title VII was
illustrated in E.E.O.C. vs. catholic (/niversity ofAMerica
(1994). In this case, a nun who had been denied tenure in
the canon law department bnnight a Title VII actkm against
the university alleging gender discrimination. The court
held that the First Amendment precluded the district court
from deciding the employment-discrimination action. The
canon law department had a special status within the uni-
versity as one of three ecclesiastical departments. The
Vatican retained ultimate authority over the department and
approved all tenured faculty members. The Establishment
clause of the First Amendment pothibits the pwernment
from entangling itself in an institution's religious affairs. As
a result, the district court is precluded from deciding the
Title VII case. According to the court, judicial evaluation of
the quality of this nun's scholarship in the canon law depart-
ment and prolonged monitoring and investigation by HOC
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would have constituted excessive entanglement with
religion.

Professor Y and Professor X Scenarios
Let us now consider the scenarios that began this section.
Professor Y likely would base his disparate-treatment claim
on Title V1I's prohibition against race discrimination. If he
can substantiate his claims, Professor Y likely would estab-
lish a prima fade claim: fie is an African-American; he prob-
ably satisfies the paper qualifications (degree, experience,
etc.); he was denied tenure; and other faculty members were
tenured with similar or less qualifications. Private Univer-
sity, however, may be able to show a "legitimate business
reas(m" for the denial. A court probably woukl not question
the university's publicatkms or research criteria or how they
are applied; courts likely would o insider the application of
these criteria within the discretion of academic professionals.

And Private University's deciskm, based upon the claim
that Professor Y is "hard to get along with," it proved with
statements from students and ct)Ileagues, probably woukl be
considered valid or at least negate the claims of bias. If
Professor 1' can establish, as the faculty member did in
Clark, that the "racist" remarks impacted the decision against
him (that is, that the department vote would have been
stronger) and that the subsequent reviewers were motivated
by discrimination or were influenced by the discriminatory
decisk ms of the department committee, then he may he able
to show that the university's reasons were pretextual.
Furthermore, he may be able to introduce statistics and omit-
parative data showing that no African-American has ever
been tenured or that white faculty members have been
tenured with less qualifications. If Professor 1' shoukl pre-
vail. Title VII would permit the court to order the university
to grant him tenure although a court is more likely to award
him monetary damages.

PrOfessot X also woukl be able to make a disparate-treat-
ment claim under 'I'itle VII, bla there is enough informatkm
indicating that she also may have a disparate-impact claim
against Public I 'niversity. Furthermore, she also may have
disparate-treatment and -impact claims under Title IX and
perhaps constituti(mal claims as well (because it is a public
institutkm). To prevail on omstitufkmal gmunds, Pr(iessor
X would have to prove intentional discrimination, whk-h



would be difficult. Professor X likely would estabhsh a pri-
ma facie showing: She is female. with appropriate qualifica-
tions. who has been denied promotion, while men with
similar or fewer qualifications were promoted.

The university can show a legitimate reason for the
denial: namely, that Professor X did not have the ne,:essary
publications. She may be able to show that she was treated
differently than the males in her department (that she was
misled as to what she needed to (10 to be promoted). This
is what happened in Runda. Should Professor X prevail,
the court may order the university to proin)te her; promo-
tion to full professor may not be as drastic a remedy as
tenure. The disparate-impact claim is based upon her argu-
ments that a second ho(ik requirement disproportionately
impacts women. But a second book requirement may be
"legitimate.- and courts are extremely reluctant to substitute
their judgments (if what is an appropnate qualificatkm for an
institution. Furthernnwe. PR)fessor X may not be able to
establish an alternative that would satisfy the institution's
need to have qualified full pRifessows and be less discrimina-
tory toward women.

Summary
Employment-discrimination cases are increasing. Ni)t only
are women and faculty of color increasingly filing such law-
suits, but white males also increasingly are alleging race
discrimination for negative reappointment. pRmlotion. and
tenure decisions. As a result, it is important for faculty and
administrators to he familiar with employment-discriminatkm
issues.

Although the Constitutkm and state laws prohibit
discrimination, the bulk of the empl()yment-discrimination
litigation has involved a number of federal civil-rights laws.
especially Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 196.1. Federal
civil-rights laws impose a lighter buRlen of proof on f;iculty
members alleging illegal discrimination than does the
Constitution. These laws also provide better guidance lor
institutions for avoiding discrimination.

The best advice for avoiding these types of lawsuits is to
treat ceryone fain\ and to judge rat uhy members on then
merits. This ad ice is too simple, of course. Given the
inherent subjeon ity of the promotion and tenure process.
what is considered fair or meritorious is difficult to deter-
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mine and will vary from person to person. Furthermore.
some policies or practices adversely affect women and facul-
ty of color; these should be reviewed to ensure that they are
necessary and that better alternatives do not exist to protect
the individual rights of all faculty members while still ensur-
ing a diverse and qualified faculty. Regardless of whether
these reviews are made, colleges and universities should
justify their reappointment, promotion, and tenure decisions
with clear data and careful documentation (Hendrickson and
Lee 1983).
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION, DIVERSITY, AND INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS

Consider this scenario:
Southern State University has implemented an affirma-
tive-action plan in an effort to eliminate the effects of
its prior race and gender discrimination. University
officials believe that general societal discrimination has
led to low representation of faculty members who are
women or people of color. But more importantly for
the university, its own past discrimination has led to a
serious underrepresentation of women and people of
color in its faculty ranks, so the university has had a
difficult time attractiry; and retaining such faculty mem-
bers. In addition to directing its various schools and
colleges to consider positively the gentler, race, and
ethnic background of faculty candidates, the university
also rewards schools and colleges that can increase the
number of qualified tenured faculty members who are
women and people of color. Specifically, the university
uses money, space, and internal grants as incentives to
increase the diversity of its faculty. Furthermore, the
central administration has set aside a portion of its bud-
get for tenured faculty lines for departments that want
to retain an "outstanding" traditkmally underrepresent-
ed cand idate but do not have the necessary resources.

What legal bases does Southern State University have to
justify its affirmative-action plan? Would this plan hold up in
court?

Few topics are as controversial in this society today as
attumative action Affirmative action has been referred to as
"a time bomb primed to detonate in the middle of the
American political marketplace" (Roberts 1995, p. 32).
Politicians are running campaigns threatening to eliminate
any pnigrams promoting gender and racial preferences, and
this issue or more accurately. the rhetoric over this issue

may determine the outcome of important elections.
including that for the presidency of the I foiled States.
Courts also increasingly are hearing cases challenging affir-
mative-action plans. This attack on affirmative action proba-
111 is due to a slow-growing e.")nomy. stagnant middlc-ckiss
M( utiles, and empk)yer downsizing all of which make
the decisic in of' who gets hired. promoted, and fired much
moi e
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Higher education has not been spared from this contro-
versy (see Cahn 1993: (hrmide qf lit;gber Education. April
28, 1995). The perception is strong that white faculty mem-
bers are being discriminated against as a result of affirmative
action. The reality, however, is that the percentage of
women faculty and faculty of cokg lags fitr behind that of
white males. The 1995 edition of the Unmade of Iligber
Education Almanac lists the percentage of full-time female
faculty members at 27.9 percent. African-Americans. Asians,
lispanics, and Native Americans made up. respectively .1.9,

5.3. 2.5. and O. percent of all full-time faculty members.
The old adage that "numbers can lie- does not seem to
apply here. It is apparent to all that women and faculty of
col,'r are seriously underrepresented in the faculty ranks of
American institutions of higher education.

Most affirmative-action plans favor women, African-
Americans, Asian-Americans. Latinos, and Native Americans.
but each group benefits differently at different institutions.
For example, Mexican-Americans may benefit more than
Asian-Americans at V'estern institutk ins than they might at
Eastern institutions because there is a larger number of
Asian-Americans at these institutions, or Asian-Americans are
perceived as not needing preferential treatment (see (han
and Wang 1991). Opponents of any program that benefits
any particular group contend that all racial and gender pref.-
erences should be made illegal. They argue that innocent
people (often referring to whit(_' males) should not have to
pay for the "sins- of others. Affirmative action in faculty
employment is controversial because it potentially poses a

conflict between two important American and higher educa-
tkm values: that all candidates deserve an equal opportunity
to he hired, pnmuited, and tenured, and that hard work and
merit not race. gender. religion, or any other characteris-
tic !Or which they have no control should determine
which candidates succeed.

In higher educatkm, recent demographic and ethical
trends have made the racial and gender diversity of the fac-
ulty an imponant goal. By increasing diversity, often accom-
plished thnmgh affirmativc-actkm po)grams, colleges and
universities sometimes have been accused of violating the
individual rights of some faculty members. And although
courts and legislatures often have been involved in these
disputes. institutions of higher education must learn how to
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balance the need for diversity with the protection of individ-
ual rights without clear guidance from courts or legislatures.

While courts have upheld preferential treatment for peo-
ple of color and women in some situations, they often have
ckme so with reservations and conflicting guidance. Given
the importance of this issue in higher education. faculty
members and college administrators should have some
sense of the legal implications of affirmative action. Readers
should understand. however, that given the inconsistency of
the couns. and the social and political climate in this coun-
try, any discussion of the legal implications of affirmative
action must he tenuous at best.

Arguments For and Against Affirmative Action
Proponents of affirmative actk in have defined it as a
-response to a history of discriminatory attitudes and actkms
against nonwhite people that prevented them from realizing
opportunities that were available to whites, even when the
nonwhites had equal or superior qualifications- (see
Washington and flarvey 1989, p. 9). This definition takes
into consideration the historical reality of discrimination in
its definition. Opponents may see the issue more simply:
They have defined affirmative actkm as -giving special treat-
ment to some candidates cm the basis of their membership
in a target group- (see Nlarkie 1993. p. 2-6). An institution's
affirmative-actkm pr()gram will give some gomps preferen-
tial treatment in reappointment. promotion. and tenure deci-
sions. but the reasons fOr doing so are to eliminate the
effects of the institution's own or societal discrimination.

Affirmative actkin has been justified as a step toward a
more just society (Francis 1993) and has had wide support
in academia (see "AAUP Re-Endorses Affirmative Action-
199;; (:ahn 1993: Washington and I farvey 1989: West 1993).
Affirmative action also has been criticized as leading to
-reverse discrimination- and heavily opposed (see Markie
1993; Sowell 1990; Steele IWO). The oppositk in seems be
growing today, and some ciAleges and universities ate
reccmsidering their affirmative-actk in policies. For example,
the regents of the University of California voted on July 2(1.
199'S. to end affirmative action in admissions and hiring,
apparently in response to political pressure (Chronicle qf
ligher Education, Aug. I. 19951.

Prop(ments of affirmative action contend that the lack of
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a diverse faculty undermines important institutional goals.
Affirmative action which increases the hiring and promotion
of a diverse faculty is important because these faculty mem-
bers bring to the campus new perspectives based upon their
experiences and backgrounds; they provide role models for
students; they prepare students of color to assume leader-
ship roles; they support scholarship dealing with race and
gender issues; and they challenge the notion that women
and faculty of color are not competent (Washington and
Harvey 1989).

Students who are women and members of racial and
ethnic minorities, whose numbers have increased at many
colleges and universities, especially henefit from a diverse
faculty. Some of these.students have not encountered a
person of color in a faculty position. Before these students
move int() leadership positkms, it can be argued, they must
encounter and interact with women and faculty of color in
order to challenge the "myth about the intellectual and cul-
tural inferiority of minority groups" (Washington and Harvey
1989, p. 3). To increase the number of women and faculty
of color in academia, diverse role models and mentors are
needed t() encourage and support their entering the
academic profession.

\\omen and faculty of color have made many gains in
academia hut still face discrimination. Although antidiscrimi-
nation laws are intended to protect them from illegal dis-
crimination, these laws often are not enough to prevent it
(see wisinington and I Iarvey 1980. West 1993). The nature
of the reappointment, promotion, and tenure process makes
it exceptionally difficult to prove discrimination. And even
if a faculty member is able to obtain enough financial, legal,
and moral assistance to pursue a discrimination lawsuit,
courts generally (Iefer to the institution's expertise in these
empk)yment matters. Antidiscrimination law may be slow.
costly, and piecemeal and thus inadequate to the challenge
of ending discrimination (Clague 1987). Affirmative action,
therefore. corrects for discriminatory practices in the promo-
tion and tenure process because these practkes usually are
subtle and difficult to eradicate (Francis 1993).

Opponents of affirmative action contend that it is unethi-
cal because it involves doing an injustice to qualified candi-
dates who are MA promoted or tenured to make way for an
affirmative-action candidate of equal or lesser qualifications;
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in effect, nonaffirmative-action candidates must meet a high-
er standard to gain tenure (Markie 1993). Affirmative action,
it may be argued, supports "victims" of past discrimination
by discriminating against others. Opponents would contend
that reappointment, promotion, and tenure decisions should
be based upon merit, not on the basis of a faculty member's
race or gender.

Other opponents of affirmative action have contended
that it does not benefit women and people of color in the
long run. Instead, affirmative action imposes on them a
sense of inferiority (Steele 1990) or makes them feel self-
hatred and guilt (Rodriguez 1982). Academia values merit
above all else, and women and people of color may be
perceived as not being qualified to hold faculty positions.
Affirmative action, which means to correct past discrimina-
tion, may also stigmatize the people it means to benefit'.
Banks contended that affirmative action has been linked to a
lowering of standards. Women and people of color, no
matter how exemplary their training and credentials, "are
vulnerable to insinuations that merit was not the main factor
in their appointment" (1984, p. 333). He argued that no
matter how valuable affirmative action may be, it may be the
cause of white hostility and resentment toward people of
color and women, thereby resulting in subtle stigmatization.

Faculty members who are not the beneficiaries of affirma-
tive-action programs may believe they are the victims of
"reverse discrimination. These faculty members are more
likely to challenge affirmative-action plans in court, alleging
violations of their civil or constitutional rights. Colleges and
universities, especially those not required by a court to
implement affirmative-action plans, must balance the need
for a diverse faculty with the individual rights of faculty
members who are not members of the benefiting groups.
This balance involves legal as well as moral id political
ramifications.

This report does not dwell on the moral, philosophical. or
policy implicatkms of affirmative action. Instead, it focuses
on the legal implicatkms. Specifically, affirmative action
involves two complex legal questions: To what extent are
institutions of higher education legally entitled to use ra( ial

'Some may argue that rat IsIll and sexiNni. not alfirmathc actiotl. migmattz('
po)pk. c)f color.
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or gender preferences in reappointment, promotion, and
tenure decisions; and what are the limits to the use of gen-
der or racial preferences in the reappointment, promotion,
and tenure process (Kap lin and Lee 1995)?

The Legal Status of Affirmative Action
The legal status of affirmative action is difficult to gauge
today. Congress and a number of state legislatures may
make affirmative action illegal in many situations or at least
sharply limit its legality in public empl()yment. The
Supreme Court justices have been sharply divided and
inconsistent in these cases. Furthermore, changes in the
composition of the Supreme Court in the nineties are likely
to result in different holdings (Kap lin and Lee 1995).
Readers should he aware. therefore. that any discussion of
the legal principles of affirmative actkm is subject to become
dated as soon as it is written. Nevertheless, affirmative
action in certain situations is legal and until (or if) it is made
illegal or seriously undermined by the courts or legislatures,
an understanding of its principles is important.

In general, the federal government has provided the
impetus for affirmative action. Through Title VII and exec-
utive orders 11.216 and 11375. the federal government has
attempted to prohibit discrimination and to eliminate the
discriminatory effects of the past. Executive orders 11246
and 11375 have been the major focus of federal affirma-
tive-action initiatives by prohibiting discrimination based
upon race, color, religion, gender. and national origin, and
requiring federal contractors and subcontractors to develop
affirmative-action plans. Institutions also are subject to
affirmative-action requirements regarding people with dis-
abilities, disabled veterans. and Vietnam veterans under
Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act and the Vietnam Era
Veteran's Readjustment Assistance Act of 197i (Kap lin and
1.ee 1995).

Affirnmtive action was initiated in higher education by the
passage of the Equal Employment Opponunk Act of 1972,
which inlposed guklelines lir the recruiting and
hiring of faculty and staff as a oniditkm f(ir receiving federal

ial support (Washington and Ilarvey 198)). Federal
law and initiatives also have provided the impetus for affir-
mative-actkm poigrams in higher education. A recent
Supreme Court ruling. however, may endanger a number of
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federal affirmative-action programs. The Supreme Court
recently held in Adarand Construclom, Inc. vs. Pena ( 1995)
that governmental affirmative-action programs must be
proved to promote "compelling" governmental ends and be
"narrowly tailored" to meet those ends* a very difficult
standard. Although this ruling dealt directly with federal
contracts programs and did not deal with affirmative-
action plans at colleges and universities it may affect the
requirements of affirmative-action programs imposed on
colleges and universities by a number of federal civil-rights
laws (see (hronicle Higher Education, June 23. 1995).
But affirmative-action initiatives may be in jeopardy at public
institutions as well. The Supreme Court refused to grant a
University of Maryland appeal of an adverse federal appeals
court decision holding that a scholarship for African-
Americans violated the 14th Amendment (Podbereskr rw.
Kiru'an 1995). These cases, the holding in Adamndand its
refusal to hear the I7niversity of Maryland case, indicate lum.
the current justices on the Supreme Court feel about affirma-
tive.action.

Today. Inmvver, affirmative-actkm pr<Trams are legally
permitted sometimes required to overcome the effects
of an institution's own present or past discrimination, and
they are less justified when no present or past discrimination
is shown (Kaplin and Lee 1995). Affirmative action is not
required unless a court has ordered an institution to eradi-
cate the effc2cts of its own discrimination. The issue
becomes less clear when institutions voluntarily implement
aTirmative-acticm plans to eliminate the efiects of societal
discrimination or because of an imbalance in the number or
percentage of w(nnen and people of colca. in the labor mar-
ket and in faculty positions.

Affirmative Action and Title VII
Title V11 does not require an institution of higher education
to give preferential treatment to wc mien or people of color
merely because their numbers are low in the faculty ranks.
But courts sometimes have required hiring preferences or
goals if the reason fot the li)w representatii m is due to an

vIlie (Aunt lickl th.tt .111 gmetntnental .111inn.ttive-action program. ill he
tinalvzed using the constitutit m.11 -.Alit I "Comm II mat\ /mg

y. ",thict It:quire, -Compelling governmental ti1'ete,1%.'
Itti Sillu v lue -turtovI tallow& to meet Mow mien.,
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institution's own discriminatory practices (Kap lin and Lee
1995). Furthermore, Title VII does not require institutions to
point to their own past discriminatory practices to establish
voluntary affirmative-action plans for the reappointment,
promotion. and tenure of women and people of color. An
institution may justify its affirmative-action program on a
"manifest imbalance- in the workforce (Clague 1987. p. 250).

Voluntary affirmative-action plans by private colleges and
universities are permitted under Title VII. In Weber rs.
Kaiser Aluminum Co. (19-'9), the Supreme Court reviewed
and upheld a company's plan providing admission to a new
skills-training program on the basis of one African-American
for every white worker until the proportion of African-
Americans in the field reached their proportion in the labor
force. A white worker denied admission to the training
program claimed that he was the victim of reverse discrimi-
nation because he had more seniority than the African-
Americans selected. The Supreme Court held that Title VII
does not prohibit employers and unions in the prinue sector
from voluntarily developing affirmative-action plans to end
a "man ilest ntcial imbalance in "traditimudly segregated
job categories.-

Kaplin and Lee pointed out several critical factors affect-
ing the outcome in Weber (these factors must he satisfied to
justify affirmative action in private higher education):

1. There was a "manifest racial imbalance- in the job cate-
gories for which the training program had been estab-
lished:

). The job category had been traditionall segregated. ai.d
rampant discriminatkm in the past had contributed to the
present imbalance:

3. The plan did not "unnecessarily trammel- the interests of
white empl()yees (it did n( it bar white empl()yees fr(im
admission to the program): and

i. It was a temporary measure designed to bring African-
American representation up to that of the area's work-
lOrce (1995, p. 258).

For public institutions, the issue is less clear. They are sub-
ject to constitutional restrictions and so are required to over-
cc mile the more difficult legal test of "strict scrutiny" in order
to establish affirmative-action plans. Nevertheless, public

los
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institutions apparently also may be able to establish volun-
tary affirmative-action plans under Title VII to attract and
advance women and people of color in their faculty ranks.
In Johnson rs. 7rampor1atim Agency (1987), the Supreme
Court upheld an affirmative-action plan intended to increase
the number of women and racial minorities in jobs in which
they traditionally were underrepresented. A male employee
challenged the promotion of a woman with lesser qualifica-
tions. The court applied its reasoning in Weber to review
the affirmative actkm in the public sector: There was a
"manifest imbalance- in the job category; the plan had not
"unnecessarily trammeled- the rights of male employees
(they did nin have a right to promotion, and they retained
their prior employmera status): and the plan was temporary
( it attained, rather than maintained, a balanced workfi)rvel.

Clagtie indicated that the jobnswt case settled several
issues for employers, including institutions of higher educa-
tion.

Titk. VII suppcms voluntary affirmative-actkm plans at
public and private institutions;

2. Preferences may extend to promotion and tenure as well
as hiring.

3 The instituthms may treat race and gender as "plus- fac-
tors in pnimotion and tenure decisions because there is a
-eimspkihms imbalance- in this traditkmally segregated
job category:
Fxclusive faculty hiring lines for women and people of
cok sir likely are unlawful;

S. Quotas, fixed munhers. or fixed percentages probably are
unlawful;

ii Affirinative-action plans must be temporary means of
«mthating the effects of discrimination to attain rather
than maintain race and gender balances (1987).

IICher and jobitcou notwithstanding, the Supreme Court has
been sharply divided on the issue of' voluntary affirmative-
action plans, and (olleges and universities shoukl mn auto-
matically assume that all of these plans will be upheld in
«flirt tppaientl% . mlleges and universities that can demon-
strate a serliki. Underrepresentation of women and people

iolor in their facult ranks and that can demonstrate a
"manifest imlmlance- in the propimion of qualified wcnnen
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and people of color in the labor market and on their facul-
ties may be able to develop affirmative-action plans to rerne-
dy this situation (Kap lin and Lee 1995).

The Supreme Court cases uphokling such affirmative-
action plans, however. have indicated that the proper criteri-
on for proving "manifest imbalance" in professional
occupations requiring specific skills is the proportion of
qualified candidates in the appropriate labor market. As a
result, institutions of higher education may find it very diffi-
cult to demonstrate this imbalance because of the small
number of people of color who have doctoral degrees and
the small number of women who have doctoral degrees in
certain fields (Kap lin and Lee 1995).

In Enri,qht vs. calyarnia State Vitiversity (1989), an affir-
mative-action plan calling for gender-conscious hiring was
upheld under Title VII. The court deteniiined that the dis-
parity between women who have doctoral degrees in sociol
ogy and the proportion of women in the department was a
"manifest imbalance," and that the proportion of women in
the population (50 percent) and the pmportion of women
with Ph.D.s in sociology (34 percent) made sociology a "tra-
ditionally segregated" field (Kap lin and Lee 1995. p. 270).
The court also was persuaded that the plan was a temporary
measure, had used goals (not quotas), and that the male
who was not hired was not entitled to the position.

In a Title VII case, the faculty member charging reverse
discrimination may have to prove that the position is not
within a -traditkinally segregated job category," and this
necessarily involves a historical analysis (Clague 1987, p.
25,t). People of color ire underrepresented at most institu-
tions of higher education (except historically black institu-
tions) and in most fields. Women are underrepresented at
many institutions and in many fields. Vbmen and people of
color are especially underrepresented in the tenured faculty
ranks. Are faculty positions a "traditk many segregated job
categiwy"? At many, but certainly not all, institutions, the
faculty traditionally have been segregated. Courts have not
made it clear whether faculty positi( ins, for affirmative-action
purposes, should be subdivided by mnk, discipline, or b,.
institutional type (o)mmunity colleges, state universities. or
research institutk ins, for example) lClague 1987l.

Affirmative-action plans that "unnecessarily trammel"
anyone's interests are not likely to be upheld, even if volun-
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tary, temporary, and intended to remedy a "manifest imbal-
ance" in the profession. Although reappointment, promo-
tion, and tenure decisions usually are made on the basis of
individual merit and faculty members are not, in theory,
competing with each other, situations exist in which a posi-
tive decision for one faculty member results in a negative
decision for another (for example, where the department is
very small or is experiencing budget problems. or in situa-
tions in which there is a limit on the percentage of tenured
faculty members in a given department). In these situations.
institutions must be aware of the potential legal ramifications
of their decisions. Since faculty vacancies (or special
appointments such as department-chair positions) become
available infrequently and on an irregular basis, a decision
that the opening should be filled by a woman or person of
color may lead to a reverse-discrimination lawsuit by a white
male, who effectively may have been "barred" from the
position (Kaplin and Lee 1995).

Court-ordered affirmative-action po)grams are on the
most stable legal ground. Such affirmative-action plans have
been required of institutions that have been found to have
discriminated against women or people of colcw. For exam-
ple, in Palmer is. Distrkt Board of Thtstees c,f St. Petersburg
junior College ( 1984), a federal court upheld an affirmative-
action plan calling for race-conscious hiring goals because
Florida's higher-education system had been found to have
discriminated in the past. An African-American male had
been selected for a teaching position instead of Palmer, a
white male who had been in the position on a temporary
basis. Palmer alleged race and age discrimination but did
not challenge the affirmative-acti(m plan. Applying the
Weivr test, the court determined that Palmer's interests were
not ''unnecessarily trammeled" because he was not -reap-
pointed." lf, instead, he had been "discharged." the c(iiirt
may have ruled otherwise (Kaplin and I.ee 1995, pp. 2(0-
70).

Affirmative action and tbe Constitution
Constitutional limits on affirmative action stein Irian the Fith
Amendment's Fqual Protectim Clause and apply to public
institutions. Even if federal or state law permits race or gen-
der preferences in faculty empkcyment, the Equal Protection
Clause likely woukl prohibit them unless the public institu-
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tion is found to have discriminated in the past (Clague 1987:
Kap lin and Lee 1995). It is unlikely that the Constitution
permits any affirmative-action program that is based on race
or gender preferences absent a showing of past or present
discrimination.

Although affirmative-action plans may be legally permit-
ted to eliminate the effects of present or past discrimination,
the Supreme Court also has implied that some racial prefer-
ences may be justified on academic freedom grounds
(Clague 1987; Van Alstyne 1993b). In University of
C.:alifornia Regents vs. Bakke (1978). the Supreme Court
invalidated on constitutional grounds the University of
California at Davis' affirmative-action program that delegated
a certain number of seats in the medical school to students
of color. justice Powell, however, wrote an opinion in
which four other justices agreed permitting institutions to
use race as a positive factor in admission decisions. Powell
indicated that the Constitutkm would permit an institution to
strive for a diverse student body. By implication, the
Constitution also would permit an affirmative-action plan
that increases the diversity of an institution's faculty. Powell
stated that the University of California:

in arguing that its universities must be accorded the right
to select those students who will contribute the most to the
robust exchange of ideas ... invokes a countervailing con-
stitutional interest, that qf the First Amendment (p. 313).

Affirmative-action programs giving gender or race prefer-
ences in the reappointment. promotion, and tenure of
women and people of color probably are constitutionally
valid if they are intended to remedy past discrimination. A
majority of Supreme Onirt justices have approved affirma-
tive-action plans intended as remedies for past discrimina-
tion in International Association ofFirelighterx vs. cio.
Cleveland (198() and Local 28 of Sheet Metal Win-kers'
Internatimal Association tw. BEOC ( 1986). International
Assocktlion of Firefighters involved a consent decree calling
IOr race-conscious promotions, and Sheet illetal Irotkers
involved acces to union membership and its training pro-
grams. In United Stales vs. Paradise ( 1987), the Supreme
Court also upltekl a court order requiring that 50 percent of
pronlotions to corporal within the Alabama State Troopers
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be awarded to African-American candidates because they
had been systematically excluded over the years, and there
had been resistance to court orders (Kap lin and Lee 1995).

Another case illustrating the legal system's approval of
racial preferences to remedy past discrimination is Videntine
us. Smith (1981). A white female faculty member challenged
Arkansas State University's affirmative-action plan after a
teaching position she had sought was given to an African-
American candidate. She had applied for a position from
which she previously had resigned and was the top candi-
date. But the university, acting on an affirmative-action plan
implemented to desegregate the state higher-education sys-
tem, placed two African-American candidates ahead of her
and hired one of them. Valentine sued, alleging that the
affirmative-action plan violated the Equal Protection Clause.
The court disagreed, holding that racial preferences may be
used to remedy the effects of past discrimination.

In upholding the affirmative-action plan the court held
that:

1. The affirmative-action plan was designed to attain a bal-
ance in the workforce;

2. It lasted only so long as necessary to achieve its goals;
3. Unqualified applicants were not hired; and
4. It did not bar whites from the positions and did not

"unnecessarily trammel- their interests (Kap lin and Lee
1995).

\Although Vleantine vas a constitutional case, the reasoning
by the cow i paralle

)

ed that of the court in Weber, a Title VII
case. The court in Valentine also was persuaded that gener-
al societal discriminaticm led to the underrepresentation in
the racial makeup of the faculty (Kaplin and Lee 1995).

In City of Rkhinond vs. I.A. Croson (1989), however, the
Supreme Court made it much more difficult for an institution
to justify affirmative action under the Equal Protection
Clause, and it rejected the argunlent that general societal
discriminatkm justified explicit race quotas. The court inval-
idated a pn)gram that set aside public construction contracts
for minority subcontramrs, holding that the Equal
Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment required a "strict
scrutiny" test for legally justifying race preferences. Under
this standard, the program must be shown to serve a -corn-
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pelling governmental interest" and it imist be "narrowly
tailored" to meet that interest. This standard of proof is
extremely difficult to satisfy, and probably only egregious
past discrimination would justify any plan that sets aside a
certain number or percentage of positions for women and
traditionally underrepresented faculty members. Recently.
the Supreme Court made it clear that "strict scrutiny" will
'apply for governmental affirmative-action programs (see
Adamnd Constructors, Inc. vs. Pena 1995).

Most of the cases previously discussed dealt with hiring.
pr()inotions, or advancements. When affirmative-actkm
plans are used in layoffs. the courts have been much less
willing to uphold them (Kaplin and Lee 1995) or they will
require a demanding standard of justification (Clague 1987).
In 1r):twnl lc, f,ckcvn Mard &Inc-alum (1986). the
Supreme Court held that an affirmative-action plan contain-
ing a retention/layoff provision for public-school teachers of
color vichted the Equal Protection Clause. The court was
concerned that this plan attempted to match the percentage
of teachers of color to the percentage of students of color.
but it did not invalidate all affirmative-ktion layoff plans.

Courts no longer will be likely to accept on constitutional
grounds a justification based upon general societal discrimi-
natkm. Title VII affirmative-actkm cases, therefore, are more
likely to succeed in higher education because they permit a

showing of "manifest imbalance." And this is more likely to
happen at private institutions. Publk. institutions are subject
to constitutional obligations, and plaintiffs lik,Ay will frame
their arguments in constitutional, not Title VII, terms
making it much more difficult for public institutions to
defend their programs.

Nor will courts likely accept affirmative-action plans
based upon a need to increase role models for students,
especially students of color. This argument was rejected in
tryga n t (Clague 1987). An argument frvmed in terms of
faculty integration (as a result of desegregation). however.
has not been explicitly rejected by the Supreme Court. In
W.igant, the school Nyard attempted to frame its argument
in terms of school desegregation rather than employment-
discrimination law by characterizing its plan as a "commit-
ment to an effective system of integrated education" (p.
21()). Thk argument could have focused the c(airt on
1.3mwn vs. Mani glMucatiml Thpeka (195.i) and other
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desegregation cases rather than employment-discrimination
principles. But the court refused to view this case as a
school-desegregation case, leaving Open the possibility that
such a justification may later validate certain affirmative-
action plans. This is unlikely, however, given some of the
current justices' suspicion toward (or even opposition to)
affirmative-action programs.

To survive the "strict scrutiny" test for race- or gender-
conscious policies in reappointment, promotion, and tenure
decisions, the Equal Protectkm Clause would require public
institutions to prove past discrimination and that the institu-
tion has attempted to remedy the discrimination without
race- or gender-conscious policies (Kap lin and Lee 1995).
Absent a showing of past discrimination, public institutions
are not likely to justitY an affirmative-action plan intended to
increase the number of underrepresented faculty members.

ide VII, on the other hand, makes it easier for private
institutions to justify affirmative-action plans in reappoint-
ment, promotion, and tenure policies, especially if they have
a history of past discrimination*. The use of quotas, howev-
er, probably is unlawful. Although Weber permitted the use
of quotas by private employers, the Supreme Court in
Johnson and Croson indicated that quotas may be illegal on
constitutional and Title VII grounds (K.:11)1in and Lee 1995).
Institutions that use race or gender as a "plus" factor may be
able to satisfy the Title VII test more easily. Affirmative-
action plans, nevertheless, should be reviewed to ensure
that no one's interests are "unnecessarily trammeled.' (under
Title VII) or that they can survive a "strict scrutiny" test
(under the Constitutk)n) lp. 2651.

Affirmative action and the faculty
contract of employment
Most of this discussion of affirmative action has fOcused on
challenges by faculty members alleging reverse discrimina-
tion. Women and people of color may, however, use the
language in the contract of employment to require institu-
tions to use race or gender preferences in reappointment,
promotion, or tenure decisions. In Goothnan s. Hoard
Trustees of (,Oinniunity Colleqe District 525(1981), a court

'This ould apply to publir insututtons only if the claims ale Iik'd under
Title v11 highly unlikely. given recent Stiprenie Cour( decisions making it
more difficult for public entities to lustify iiffinuative-action
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held that an employee may prove that the college's affirma-
tive-action program was incorporated in the employment
contract, and her failure to receive a promotion was a
breach of that contract. Goodman had applied for the posi-
tion of assistant dean of admissions and records, but instead
a younger male was appointed to the position. And in So la
vs. Lafigette College (1986). discussed in Section Two, a
court held that the college's failure to consider So la's gender
may form the basis for a breach of contract claim.

Institutions should ensure that their institutional docu-
ments actually reflect their intentions. In Scelsa vs. City
l'iliversity of iVeu York (1992), the university was prevented
from relocating its Calendra Italian American Institute and
reassigning its director. The director sued under Title VII,
claiming that the university's affirmative-action plan. devel-
oped two decades earlier, had designated Italian-Americans
an underrepresented group among its faculty. and the insti-
tution had done little to benefit this group (Kaplin and Lee
1995). The court granted an injunction (a court order pre-
venting the institution from acting as it intended), holding
that the university failed to follow its voluntarily adopted
affirmative-action plan. Institutions, therefore. should peri-
odically review their policies to ensure that they are protect-
ing (and benefiting) the intended groups.

Southern State University Scenario
Let us return to the Southern State University scenario.
Southern State University's affirmative-action program may
be legally justified under Title VII and the Equal Protection
Clause if the university can show that it indeed is attempting
to remedy the effects of its prior discriminatkm, and that it
does not use quotas. In addition, the affirmation plan does
not require the ponnotion or tenure of underrepresented
faculty; it merely rewards those schools that promote or
tenure those underrepresented faculty members who are
qualified. No white male is being replaced or rejected,
although departments that have limits on the percentage of
tenured faculty members may he subject to discrimination
claims if they base their decisions solely upon race.

Title VII also might permit a justification based on the
underrepresentation of woinen and people of color on its
faculty if the university can show a "manifest imbalance" in



the job market. The proper comparison for determining this
imbalance is the percentage of qualified women and people
of color in the appropriate job market. This standard might
prove extremely difficult for the university since only a small
percentage of people of color have the necessary doctorate,
and women with Ph.D.s are underrepresented in many
fields. But a lawsuit challenging this plan likely would be
filed on constitutional grounds, necessitating the application
of the "strict scrutiny" test. The Equal Protection Clause
probably would not permit an argument based upon a
"manifest imbalance." Faculty lines reserved for a woman or
person of color may not survive a challenge of reverse dis-
crimination because in effect white males would be barred
from qualifying for these positions. Regardless of NN hether
Southern State University's affirmative action is legal. it
might be criticized. internally and externally, on moral,
philosophical, and political grounds.

The Diversity Dilemma: Balancing
Institutional and Individual Rights
Affirmative action in the reappointment, promotion, and
tenure process seeks to accomplish three goals: Eliminate
the effects of an institution's own present or prior discrimi-
nation against women and people of color: remedy societal
discrimination and increase the representatkm of women
and people of color in the faculty ranks: and promote racial
and gender diversity on college campuses. But as the cur-
rent debate makes clear, faculty members who do not bene-
fit from affirmative action may believe their individual rights
have been violated and that they have been the victims of
"reverse discrimination." Institutions of higher education
may believe that a balance between the wilds of affirmative
action and claims of reverse discrimination is impossible to
attain, although they should strive to do so.

Courts probably will expect that institutions admit to past
discrimination to justify affirmative-actkm plans. This causes
a dilemma for institutions. On the one hand, if institutkms
confess to past discrimination, they risk litigation from
women and people of color for discriminating against them,
even if they seek to remedy the situation. If they do not
take affirmative actkm to eliminate the effects of past dis-
crimination, they also may be subject to a lawsuit from
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women and people of color (see Clague 19871. On the
other hand, individuals who are not benefited from their
affirmative-action plans also may sue the institutions, claim-
ing reverse discrimination.

Nevertheless, institutions have been able to justify affir-
mative action if they are attempting to remedy the effects of
their own discrimination. In addition. Title VII permits pri-
vate and public institutions to implement voluntary affirma-
tive-action plans if there is a "manifest imbalance" in the job
market; if the pktns are only temporary; and if the interests
of faculty members not subject to affirmative action are not
"trammeled." Public institutions, however, are subject to
much stronger standards of justification on constitutional
grounds. In today's societal and political climate, the legali-
ty of affirmative-action programs are in question, pailicularly
in that these programs were meant to be temporary.

Affirmative action has moral, philosophical, political.
financial, and legal implications. We have provided informa-
tion about the legal implications. This information, howev-
er. must be considered tentative since any definitive
discusskm of the legal implicatkms of affirmative action is
impossible. Furtherrnore. institutions of higher education
ultimately must deal with the other implications themselves.
taking into account the collective needs and conscience of
all of its constituents.
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THE LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF PEER REVIEW

Consider this scenario:
You believe you have been the victim of gender dis-
crimination in your institution's decision not to pro-
mote you to full pmfessor. You think that some of the
members on the promotion and tenure committee
were biased against members of your gender, and you
want to know how they voted. You consider filing a
claim with the HOC alleging a Title \II violation.
How likely is it that vou will obtain the information
that you seek?

In this section, we discuss some of the legal issues associ-
ated with peer review, specifically the disclosure of confi-
dential Nsn,-review materials: the liability of administrators
and faculty members involved in evaluating candidates for
reappointment. promt tion. or tenure: and the use of student
evaluations and other evaluation tools by peer-review COM-
minces.

Colleges and universities rely on the judgments of internal
and external peers to assess the quality of a faculty mem-
bees scholarship. teaching, and service and to recommend
whether reappointment, promotion, or tenure should be
granted (Kaplin and Lee 1995). Until recently faculty mem-
bers usually were not given access to these evaluations, and
evaluators were assured of confidentiality. In fact, some
evaluators refused to provide candid evaluations unless they
were promised confidentiality. During the last 10 wars,
institutions have been compelled by courts to disclose peer-
review materials in the processing of discrimination com-
plaints (Brown and Kurland 1993). Faculty members and
administrators involved in the evaluation of unsuccessful
candidates for reappointment, promotion, or tenure have
been asked to provide depositions. answer intern)gatories,
or surrender informatkm within their control (Kaplin and
Lee 1995).

In 1990, the Supreme Court rejected a claim to an institu-
tional privilege from disclosure of confidential peer-review
materials. Prior to 1990, the federal and state courts had
been divkled regarding this issue. Today, courts generally
agree that faculty members charging discriminatkm can have
access to all documentation in their files and perhaps in
other faculty members files as well if the information is

In 1990, the
Supreme Court
rejected a
claim to an
institutional
privilege from
disclosure of
confidential
peer-review
materials.
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relevant to their complaints (Brown and Kurland 1993). The
AAUP also has called for disclosure of this material.

In any litigation, each party is allowed to prepare for trial
by obtaining information about the other party's case. This
information-gathering process is called "discovery."
Through discovery, each party can obtain information
through depositions, written interrogatories. production of
documents, physical or mental examinations, and the like.
In a federal discrimination lawsuit, the faculty member alleg-
ing discrimination can discover any "nonprivileged" material
that is relevemt to the charges, and this may include peer-
review materials. The courts and the Federal Rules.of
Evidence, which govern discovery in federal litigation, do
not t'avor privileges that keep information confideritial. But
courts have the authority to recognize privileges on a case-
by-case basis (Baglione 1987).

In Title VII cases, the EEOC may be investigating the
matter as well. The EEOC's discovery rights are broader
than those of individual faculty members. This is because
Congress wanted the EEOC to have extensive access to evi-
dence to eradicate employment discrimination (Barrow
1990). Courts also have construed the relevancy require-
ment very broadly in EEOC investigations. thereby allowing
access to a great deal of peer-review materials which might
prmide evidence of discrimination (Baglione 1987). If an
institution refuses to disclose the peer-review materials. the
EEOC has the authority to issue a subpoena and to sue the
institution in federal court to enforce the subpoena (Barrow
1990).

Arguments For and Against
Disclosure of Peer-Review Materials
Faculty members challenging a negative empk)yment deci-
sion and the EEOC investigating charges of discrimination
must rely on access to confidential peer-review materials,
prompting institutions to argue that this information must be
privileged against disclosure to ensure the integrity of the
peer-review system ( Baglione 1987). lnsiitutions often claim
that maintaining the confidentiality of peer-review evalua-
tions is essential because the pr()motion and tenure pmcess
needs candid evaluations from reviewers, and this can only
Ix. accomplished when evaluators are assured of confiden-
tiality.
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In addition to maintaining the integrity of the peer-review
system, institutions have requested a qualified privilege to
keep peer-review materials confidential on the grounds that
liberal discovery rules allow faculty members or the EEOC to
demand production of too many documents relating to reap-
pointment, promotion, or tenure evaluations, and this pro-
duction will have disruptive and burdensome effects on
institutions (Bag lione 1987). Furthermore, when a faculty
member seeks access to the personnel files of other faculty
members for comparison, the disclosure may cause "bad
blood" in the department, embarrassment to others, and
damage the reputations of faculty members not involved in
the lawsuit (see Chronicle qf Higher Education, Feb. 3,
1995).

Colleges and universities also have claimed a privilege
protecting the confidentiality of peer-review materials on
constitutional grounds. Institutions have argued that the
peer-review system serves important academic freedom
interests. The Supreme Court recognized the First
Amendment right of institutional academic freedom in
Sweezy ts. New Hampshire (1957) and Keyishian vs. Board
of Regents ( 1967). Academic freedom includes the right of
colleges and universities to decide, on academic grounds,
who may teach. The process of deciding who may teach
necessarily requires the reappointment, promotion, or tenure
process, and to maintain the integrity of this process, confi-
dentiality is needed to ensure that evaluators are candid
(Olswang and Lee 1992; School Law Reporter, December
1994). Confidential peer review, therefore, serves important
academic freedom interests.

There also are arguments in favor of disclosing peer-
review materials. Faculty members who believe they have
bee, discriminated against are able to determine whether
they have a legal claim if they have access to this informa-
tion. Also, evaluators should be held accountable to the
institution and to the faculty members involved by disclosing
their evaluations (see Coates 1995). Faculty members also
should have the same rights as many emplciyees in rumacad-
emic public organizations, who have the right in a number
or states to inspect their personnel records (sec Olswang
and Lee 1992). Furthermore, disckising this information to
the faculty member on request actually may avoid potential
lawsuits, since the faculty member may find that the reasons
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for the negative decision are valid. Finally, disclosure f this
information forces evaluators to be honest and forthright
(Coates 1995). and encourages them to base their decisions
upon specific examples to avoid the possibility of being
charged with discrimination.

So Me scholars also have questioned the need (or an
academic freedom privilege (see DeLano 1987). These
scholars have contended that the academic freedom to
decide who may teach means only that institutions may
determine who may teach CM academic grounds. A deci-
skm based upon discrimination or MC that censors free
speech is not entitled to constitutional protection, and the
only way to determine whether the institution's decision is
1)ased upon academic grounds is to examine the materials
used to make the decisions. A privilege keeping peer-
review materials confidential may give colleges and universi-
ties more than the freedom to decide who may teach: it also
gives them the freedom to base their decisions upon any
grounds, including discrimination or political or religious
affiliation and (Aher illegal grounds.

Despite the arguments in favor (If protecting pecfrreview
materials frimt being discl()sed to faculty members challeng-
ing negative reappointment, promotion. or tenure decisions,
the current judicial trend allows faculty members access to
this information. especially in employment-discrimination
litigatkm.

Peer Review and the Courts A Short History
In 1990, the Supreme Court decided that at least as far the
EEOC was concerned institutions of higher education could
not claim a privilege of confidentiality in discrimination cas-
es. In l'nn.ercity I'ennsvIrania i. E.E.O.C. (1990), the
Supreme Court upheld the EEOC's subpoena of various
peer-review materials. Prior to this case, courts were divid-
ed on the issue of whether academic institutions enjoyed a
privilege protecting confidential peer evaluations from dis-
closure. "I lie Supreme Court made it clear that such a privi-
lege could not be available to frustrate the ELOCs obligation
to eradicate discrimination in faculty employment. Today.
courts seem fairly consistent in giving access to peer-review
materia IN in cases alleging discrimination (ilendrickson
1)91).

lietbre the 1 'nfrersily of Pen nsyhmia case, federal courts
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de:lit with requests for disclosure of peer-review materials
hy faculty metnbers or the FEOC in three ways: They grant-
ed ;i qualified privilege protecting such materials; they bal-
allied the academic freedom and educational-excellence
interests against the need to fairly investigate charges of
(list rinlination; or they rejected anv institutional argument in
1:1( n* of dtsLlosure. Following is a summary Of some of the
inn( II i. a l's tlejlinn ith this issue.

The first major case dealing with the disclosure of peer-
re fe materials v(as In Rf.4 Duman (1981), which rejected
NIA h pri \ ilege ln this ( ase. James Dinnan, a member of
the (A illege 331 FdLlcatiun's Pi-4)1111)0(m Review Committee at
the I m\ersit\ ()I ( ict Irgia. refused to answer questions
nig:tiding him he lifted on a pf(nnotion application.
)inn.ui appealed his con\ k lion, claiming an academic
ruedom privilege' The (:ourt of Appeals for the Fifth

held that ni such privilege existed stating that
.((,uleink fieedt tin. though imp(mant, cannot cause ifther
interests C eradk ming emplifyment discrimination or freedom
(if speech. fiir example) to he frustrated.

In Gnti. t is 1iHard e!/' ligher Mucaliun. City q..Vew York
1082t. the Omni (II Appeals for the Second Circuit held that

the (lei. isk in of w hether to disclose confidential peer-re\ iew
matenals requires a balancing of competing interests. An
Alm ui Amerk:111 instill( tor at LaGuardia Community
(:pileges business di\ ision denied promotion to assistant
plithis.a,r 4 ill se\ eral )(.(.asions asked Ilk court to compel
twi 3 inellibeis 4 41 the personnel cc finillittee (One of whom
\ as the hair ot his department) to disclose how they voted
in his ( ase I tile faculty inemhers claimed an academic
I [cud. 4111 pro, liege) (a inceined that Gray would not he able
to pio\ 3. intentk mal discrimination without knowing how
these Luultv members voted. the court adopted the AAllYs
sidinion of a lulan( ing test, taking into mnsideration factors
nu hiding \\ holler the candidate reed\ ed a meaningful
statement of reason, from the peer-review committee and
\\ as at lorded pioricr intramural grievance procedures. The

11111 I Wile\ this solution strunk an appropriate haknice
between a( adenik freedom and an indi\ kluok right ill fair

01 III, Illtht ti .1 \ 11" hill' liii 1%11 Ii tilt Ill' 11111,Cli
I. hi, 1,, cut 111,.

I., ttuoild cutt. 00-(Lis iii cillent
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consideration on the other. In this case, the court tipped the
balance toward discoveiy.

Although the court in Gray held in favor of disclosure, it
indicated that if the institution provided an unsuccessful
tenure candidate with a meaningful statement of reasons,
that factor would weigh heavily in balancing whether to
protect the committee members' votes and other peer-
review materials from disclosure. In E.E.O.C. vs. University
of Notre Dame Du Lac (1983), the Court of Appeals for the
Seventh Circuit took a stronger stance in protecting peer-
review material from disclosure by holding that colleges and
universities had a qualified privilege against disclosure of
peer-review materials. The EEOC had attempted to obtain
peer-review materials in a race-discrimination claim. The
court stressed the importance of confidentiality in the peer-
review process and held that before producing the files to
the EEOC, the university should be permitted to redact all
identifying information, and the release of further informa-
tion must be based on a finding of "compelling need."

The Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, however,
rejected the qualified-privilege argument and the balancing
test. In E.E.O.C. vs. Franklin mul Marchall College(1985),
the EEOC sought enforcement of a subpoena for a number
of documents in a national-origin discrimination claim,
including tenure-recommendation forms prepared by faculty
members; annual evaluations; letters of reference; evalua-
tions of the faculty member's publications by outside
experts; and all notes, letters, memoranda, and materials
considered (luring the tenure decision. The court, acknowl-
edging the potential burden on the peer-review process,
held in favor of the EEOC, noting that since Congress did
not exempt academic institutions from Title \ill's prohibition
against discrimination, they were subject to EEOC investiga-
tions.

Courts appeared to move away from granting a qualified
privilege against discl()sure of peer-review materials. In
facksmi vs. Harvard University(1986)*, the court held the
faculty member was not entitled to discover the identities of
evaluators without showing a "particularized need" sufficient
to overcome the university's qualified academic freedom

'This case finally was cleckled in 1990 and was discussed in Section Four.
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privilege, nor was she entitled to discover information
regarding the selection of students and nonfaculty employ-
ees or the tenure decisions of faculty members at other
schools in the university. The court held, however, that she
was entitled to additional information not found in the affir-
mative-action reports, the information r, ardin:4 tenure can-
didates for the past 10 years, including the tenure files of
men granted tenure during that period (with the names
redacted), and the records of complaints by business-school
faculty members.

The Jackson court acknowledged the existence of the
qualified privilege, hut such a privilege was rejected by a
New Jersey Court in Dixon vs. Rutgers (1987). Dixon, an
African-American female assistant professor in the College of
Arts and Sciences, xvas denied tenure because of what she
claimed was gender discrimination. Dixon requested infor-
mation contained in her promotion and tenure file. The
court held that academic freedom privilege did not protect
the confidentiality of material contained in promotion pack-
ets of faculty members of the state university in the face of a
gender-discrimination challenge. In Orbovich vs. Macalesier
college (1988), a court ordered the disclosure of the compar-
ative evidence (the personnel files of other faculty members)
because that evidence is relevant in a case alleging gender
discrimination and rejected the college's argument that the
production of this material was too burdensome, holding
that the college must prove that the burden was "unreason-
able." Nevertheless, the court recognized the confidential
nature of the personnel files and issued a protective order
that barred further disclosure without court approval.

As these cases indicate, the federal courts were not in
agreement regarding the disclosure of peer-review materials.
Some scholars argued that the lack of harmony among the
courts created problems for academic' decisionmakers who
lacked the security of assured confidentiality before making
candid appraisals (see Partain 1987). This lack of agreement
and the ensuing confusion for the institutions, faculty mem-
bers alleging discrimination, and the EEOC led the Supreme
Court to accept the appeal of I:Him:city qf Pennsylvania,
which had been ordered by the lower federal courts to turn
over peer-review materials to the EEOC in a complaint alkg-
ing gender and national-origin discrimination.

Tenure, Promotion, and Reappointment /25
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University of Pennsylvania vs. E.E.O.0 (1990)
In University qt. Pennsylvania, the university asked the
Supreme Court to hold that academic institutions had a qual-
ified privilege against disclosure of confidential peer-review
materials. Although the privilege was specifically requested
in Title VII cases, it probably also would apply to other situ-
ations in which faculty members were denied reappoint-
ment, promotion, or tenure. including violations of academic
freedom, breach of contract, and other such litigation (see
Rabban 1993)..

In 1985, the University of Pennsylvania denied tenure to
Rosalie Tung. an associate professor in the Wharton School
of Business. Tung filed a Title VII discrimination claim with
the HOC, alleging gender and national-origin discrimina-
tion. She stated in her charge that she had been sexually
harassed by her department chairman and that after she
insisted their relationship remain professional, he submitted
a negative letter to the university's personnel committee.
She also claimed that her qualifications were -equal to or
better than" those of five named male faculty members who
had received more favorable treatment. Tung noted that
faculty members in her department had recommended her
for tenure: that she had been given no reason for the deci-
sion against her; and that she had discovered that the per-
sonnel committee attempted to justify its decision "on the
ground that the Wharton School is not interested in China-
related research," which she claimed meant that the school
did not want a "Chinese-American, Oriental woman in their
school" (p.

The HOC undertook an investigation into the charge and
requested a variety of information from the university.
When the university refused to provide some of the infmma-
non. the EEOC issued a subpoena seeking, among other
elements. Tung's tenure-review file and the tenure files of
the five male faculty members identified in the charge. The
university contended that certain items in the subpoena
were "confklential peer-review information," specifically,
ccnifidential letters written by Tung's evaluators; the chair-
person's letter of evaluation; documents reflecting the inter-
nal deliberations of the tenure conunittees; and comparable
portions of the tenure-review files of the five males. When
the university refused to comply with the subpoena. the
HOC sued to enforce its subpoena. The lower federal
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courts ordered the university to comply with the subpoena,
and the Supreme Court accepted the university's appeal.

The university contended that the EEOC should he
required to seek a judicial finding of "particularized necessi-
ty," beyond a showing of mere relevance, before the peer-
review materials are disclosed (essentially what the court in
University qf Notre Dame Do Lac119831 had decided). To
support this request, the university raised essentially two
claims. First, it urged the court to recognize a qualified
common-law privilege against disclosure of confidential
peer-review materials. This assertion was grounded in the
Federal Rules of Evidence permitting courts to recognize
privileges on a case-by-case basis. The university claimed
that this privilege was necessary to protect the integrity of
the peer-review process, which in turn is central to the
proper functioning of colleges and universities. The
Supreme Court refused to recognize such a privilege
because Congress had considered these concerns but did
not provide the privilege. By extending Title VII to institu-
tions of higher educatkm and providing broad EEOC sub-
poena powers, the court reasoned. Congress did not see fit
to create a privilege for peer-review materials. Furthermore,
to enable the EEOC to make informed decisions at each
stage of the enforcement process, Title VII confers a broad
right of access to relevant peer-review materials. At the
same time, Title VII had provisions preventing the EEOC
from making confidenfial materials public. The Supreme
Court noted that:

disclosom of peer-review materials will be necessary in
order fOr the lEEOCI to determine whether illegal discrimi-
nation has taken place. Indeed. if there is a "smoking
gun" to be/011U(l that demonstrates discrimination in
tenure decisions, it is likely to be locket! away in peer-
reviewliles ( p. 58.t

Imposing a requirement on the EEOC that it demonstrate a
specific reason for disch)sure beyond a showing of mere
relevance, the court reasoned, would place a substantial
litigation-producing obstacle in the way of the EEOC's
efforts to investigate a n d remedy alleged discrimination: a
university laced with disclosure might use the privilege to
frustrate the EEOC's missum. The Supreme Ccmrt was reluc-
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tant to place a potent weapon in the hands of employers
who have no interest in complying voluntarily with the act
and who wish instead to delay investigations by the EEOC.

The Supreme Court also rejected the University of
Pennsylvania's second claim: that it had a First Amendment
right of academic freedom against wholesale disclosure of
the contested documents. The university contended that it
exercises the right of determining, on academic grounds,
who may teach through the process of awarding ien6:-.2
The peer-review process is the most important element of
the tenure system, and it requires cardid and detailed evalu-
ations from internal and external reviewers. Because evalu-
ators traditionally have been provided with assurances of
confidentiality to ensure candor, requiring disclosure of
peer-review evaluations without compelling reasons would
undermine the tenure process, thereby infringing on
academic freedom. Furthermore, the university claimed that
disclosure of this information would result in a "chilling
effect" on candid evaluations and, as a result, the quality of
the evaluations would decline and tenure committees no
longer would be able to rely on them. Disclosure of peer-
review materials also will lead to divisiveness and tension
among the faculty, placing a strain on faculty relations and
impairing the "free exchange of ideas" that is the "hallmark
of academic freedom" (pp. 585-6).

The Supreme Court disagreed. First, it believed that the
university's argument was misplaced. The cases ensuring a
First Amendment right to academic freedom involved gov-
ernmental attempts to control or direct the content of the
speech engaged in by the university or those affiliated with
it. The EEOC was not attempting to regulate the content of
the university's speech; it was not providing criteria the uni-
versity must use in selecting faculty members, nor was it
preventing the university from using any criteria it wished,
except those prohibited by Title VII. The court determined
that the university's claim "did not fit neatly within any right
of academic freedom," and what the university sought was
an expanded right of academic freedom.

The court also rejected the university's contentions regard-
ing the impact of disclosure on the peer-review process,
referring to these arguments as "extremely attenuated,"
"remote," and "speculative." The court, in other wwds, was
not convinced that disclosure would undermine academic
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freedom or the peer-review process, noting that confidentiali-
ty is not the norm in all peer-review systems, and that some
disclosure also would take place if the university's request
was adopted. Furthermore, the court was not convinced that
academicians would be less candid or honest in evaluating
candidates for reappointment, promotion, or tenure:

Finally, we are not so ready as /the university/ seems to be
to assume the worst about those in the academic commu-
nity. Although it is possible that some evaluators may
become less candid as the possibility qf disdosure increas-
es, others may simply ground their evaluations in specific
exainples and illustrations in order to deflect potential
claims of bias or iiiyairness. Not all academics will hesi-
tate to stand up and he counted when they evaluate their
peers( p. 588).

It can be argued that this ruling is limited to the specific
issue before the court: whether the EEOC in a Title VII
investigation was required to show a "particularized necessi-
ty" to have access to tenure-review files rather than merely
demonstrating that the information was "relevant" to its
investigation (Olswang and Lee 1992; School Law Rej)w-ter,
December 1994, p. 2). Furthermore, few faculty members
actually will find in these materials the type of information
they need to conclusively prove discrimination, and courts
are highly deferential to academic decisions anyway, espe-
cially if the peer-review committees voted against reappoint-
ment, promotion, or tenure (Olswang and Lee 1992).

Nevertheless, the lIniversity qf Pennylvania case is
important because it appears to permit access to confidential
peer-review materials upon the filing of an EEOC complaint.
and it gives the EEOC the right to discover confidential
information contained in other faculty members' files.
Clearly, colleges and universities no longer can assure peer
evaluators total confidentiality, and they shoukl guarantee
that these evaluations are N.N;e I 1 documented and supported
by ample evidence (Olswang and Lee 1992). Furthermore,
even though this case involved an EEOC subpoena, faculty
plaintiffs also are likely to be entitled to peer-review infor-
matk)n, including letters from outside evaluators, written
recommendations of departmental or other committees, and
other relevant informatkm (Kaplin and Lee 1995).

....colleges and
universities no
longer can
assure peer
evaluators
total
confidentiality,
and they
should
guarantee that
these
evaluations are
well
documented
and supported
by ample
evidence.
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This case also is indicative of the courts' belief that the
interest in preventing discrimination outweighs the institu-
tions' interests in keeping peer-review information confiden-
tial. Many scholars still believe that disclosure of
confidential peer-review materials will prevent candid evalu-
ations of candidates, an argument the Supreme Court reject-
ed by indicating that potential disclosure will only force
evaluators to provide specific examples in support of their
recommendations. Regardless, courts are reluctant to privi-
lege this information in discrimination cases, believing that if
any evidence of discrimination exists, it is likely to be found
in peer-review materials. Research indicates, however, that
in the few cases in which faculty members prevailed in dis-
crimination cases, the information contained in peer-review
files was not vital to the resolution of the cases (Olswang
and Lee 1992). Furthermore, the research does not support
the perception that granting greater access to peer-review
materials will significantly increase the tenure rates at many
colleges and universities (Bednash 1991).

Some scholars believe the University of Pennsylvania's
academic freedom claim, if accepted, would have actually
hindered academic freedom. Frost contended that the uni-
versity's insistence on a confidential peer-review process
actually works against academic freedom (1991). Academic
freedom. Frost argued, was devekTed within the context of
individual rights and stressed the importance of open and
free inquiry, and it was:

convoluted to structure the tenure process so as to restrict
open debate el d on the assumption that an Open
process might reduce candor and then use academic
freedom doctrine to support that /Qr.; it-. A confidential
peer-review process makes open debate impossible because
it restricts relevant infOrniation, and thus five aye-Intro,.
to et limited group ef scholars. A more open procedure.
with participants vpressing and supporting responsible
opinions, would seem to be more in harmony with the
scholarly mission ofthe totirmity(p. 3.t9).

Access to committee deliberations and actual votes
Faculty members have been gi en access to prcImotion and
tenure committee deliberati(ms and the actual votes of
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reviewers. In Re Dinnan (1981) dealt with this very issue,
and the court indicated very little patience for an argument
claiming that disclosure of a promotion and tenure vote
would undermine the peer-review process. and for those
who claim such a privilege:

No one compelled Professor Dinnan to take part in the
tenure decision process. Persons occupying positions qf
responsibility. like Dinnan, Oen must make difficult
decisions. Me consequence o f such responsibility is that
occasionally the decisionmaker will be called upon to
explain his actions. In such a case, he must have the
courage to stand up and publicly account for his decision.
If that means that a few weak-willed individuals will be
deterred from serving in positions ql public trust, so be it:
society is better off without their services. lf the decision-
maker has acted for legitimate reasons, he has nothing to
frar. We find nothing heroic or noble about IDinnanSI
position; we see only an attempt to avoid responsibility for
his actions. If IDinnanl was unwilling to accept responsi-
bilityjbr his actions, be should never haiv taken part in
the tenure decision-making process. Houvver once he
accepted such a role of public trust. he subjected himself to
explaining to the public and wry afli?cted individual his
decisions and the reasons behind them (p. -132).

Some courts have denied access to committee deliberations
or the actual votes of conmlittee members. For example, in
Desimone v.r. Skidmore College ( 1987), the court refused to
grant the faculty member access to committee deliberations
because the committee twice had ruled in the Faculty mem-
ber's favor, and it was the dean who denied the faculty
member tenure. Despite Desimone, courts have been will-
ing to grant access to these materials because they are con-
sidered necessary to sustain charges of discrimination. In
Gray( 1982), discussed previously, the court determined that
disc losure of committee members' v(Aes was necessary in
light of the institutkm's refusal to provide meaningful rea-
sons for a negative prom()tion decision. In the Franklin
and Marshall College ( 1985) case, the court granted access to
this material citing In Re Dinnan as persuasive. In jacksnr,
(1986). the court granted access to the deliberations of the
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tenure committee. And in University of Pennsylvania (1990),
the Supreme. Court indicated that such information should
he available to the EEOC if it determines it to be relevant.

Committee members who refuse to disclose their votes
when ordered by a court face the same consequences that
Dinnan faced: a contempt citation, fines, and jail time. In an
interesting note, despite the ruling in the case Dinnan still
refused to disclose how he voted, and the court ordered him
jailed; he arrived at the jail dressed in full academic regalia
(Kaplin and Lee 1995).

Alternatives to full disclosure
The Federal Rules of Evidence also permit courts to issue
protective orders that protect a party from annoyance,
embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden or expense
(Barrow 1990). Even if the institution must disclose peer-
review information, it may seek a court order allowing limit-
ed disclosure. A protective order, for example, may allow
the institution to redact the files or to limit access to those
individuals directly involved in the litigation (Barrow 1990;
DeLano 1987; Partain 1987; Weeks 1990). A protective order
allows faculty members a fair opportunity to prove their
charges but not be too broad.

The University qf Pennsylvania case did not address the
issue of whether identifying information can be redacted.
Colleges and universities may be able to redact the names
and any identifying information of peer reviewers before
permitting the EEOC access to the files. Therefore, a de
facto qualified privilege still may exist (Frost 1991).
Although, as Kaplin and Lee pointed out, the court's lan-
guage upholding the EEOC's need for "relevant" information
suggests that if the EEOC asserts that the identifying infor-
mation is relevant, access would have to be provided (1995).

Redactkm might serve the purposes of all parties in a
discrimination litigation (Barrow 1990): The faculty member
and the EEOC would have access to the evaluations, and the
institution still would protect the identities of the reviewers,
maintaining some level of confidentiality. Furthermore, one
can argue that the identities of reviewers are irrelevant in a
discrimination lawsuit. The identities of external reviewers
may be particularly irrelevant because even if there is proof
of discrimination in these evaluations, it is the institution.
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not the reviewers, who actually make the decision (see
Baglione 1987).

Redaction, though arguably preferable to full disclosure.
does not solve all the problems. As Barrow indicated, facul-
ty members in small departments probably would identify
the evaluator by the writing style, handwriting, or print type
of a document (1990). Redaction: therefore. may not protect
the identity of reviewers in all cases. Furthermore, colleges
and universities may redact more than the identities of
reviewers, making discrimination more difficult to prove.
On occasion the EEOC may be able to argue that redaction
is useless; this is particularly true if the faculty member
believes that specific people intentionally discriminated
against him or her, and the faculty member's attorney wishes
to interrogate them.

Courts are reluctant to allow institutions to protect peer-
review information when allegations of discrimination are
made. Since the Supreme Court has made it clear that no
conlmon-law or academic freedom privilege exists, an insti-
tution's only recourse may be a state law protecting the
disclosure of this kind of information. As we will discuss in
the next section, some states provide some protection, hut
many states do not. Institutions wishing to avoid disclosure
of confidential peer-review materials may have to lobby
their ,state legislators for statutory protection (Barrow 1990).

State Law and the Peer-Review System
For many public institutions (and some private ones as
well), University qf Pennsylvania has little significance since
their states' laws have been interpreted to permit access to
personnel files. Administrators and faculty members
involved in the reappointment, promotion, and tenure
process shoukl understand the extent to which their states
pr()tect confidential peer-review materials. Many states have
employee "right-to-know" laws which grant employees the
right to inspect their personnel files. These laws. hoWever.
usually exempt "reference letters." Many states also have
Open records laws (often referred to as "sunshine laws")
which permit access to public documents unless the docu-
ments are exempted from disclosure. One exemption might
be pers(mal information which, if disck)sed, would vic
an employee's right to privacy (see Olswang and Lee 1992).
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Employee right-to-know laws

Employee right-to-know laws have been used successfully to
gain access to a faculty member's personnel file. For exam-
ple, the state of Pennsylvania's law guaranteeing faculty
members the right to inspect their personnel files was used
successfully in two 1988 cases to gain access to peer-review
materials, In Pennsylvania State 1Tniverqty vs.
Cbmmonwealth of Pennsylvania. Department of Labor and
Industry. Bureau of Labor Standards ( 1988), the court held
that the Pennsylvania Personnel Files Act requiring the dis-
closure of "performance evaluations" includes tenure
reports. Although the law exempted "letters of reference,"
the court determined that tenure reviews are performance
evaluations. Also in 144yette College vs. Commonwealth of'
Pennsylvania. Department of Labor and Industry, Bureau of
Labor Standards ( 1988), the court determined that a faculty
member denied tenure was entitled not only to his tenure
file but also to the letters by externa. scholars evaluating a
manuscript authored by the faculty member. The bureau
determined that these materials were performance evalua-
tions. The court upheld that bureau's determination and
rejected the college's arguments that the tenure reports and
the letters of evaluation were "letters of reference" and thus
exempted from the Personnel Files Act.

fn other states, these casts may be decided differently.
For example, in Aluskovitz vs. Lubbers (1990). a Michigan
court exempted some peer evaluations from disclosure, ml-
ing that a letter from a dean to the provost regarding a facul-
ty member's performance was exempt from the state's
right-to-know act (Kaplin and Lee 1995). The Court charac-
terized the letter as a "staff planning document," one of the
exemptions to the law. It also ruled that the names of peo-
ple who prepared the evaluations, and other identifying
information, were exempt from the law as "employee refer-
ences supplied to the employer" and could be redacted from
the documents submitted to the faculty member (Kaplin and
Lee, p. 336).

In California, faculty members would have a more diffi-
cult time gaining access to their personnel files. In Scbay'
is. Regents of tbe lInivemity Qf Ca 1116 r n ia (1991), six faculty
members denied tenure and promotion and the American
Federation of "l'eachers sued the t iniversity of Calitiwnia
claiming that the state's Education Code gave faculty mem-
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bers complete access to their personnel files. The court held
that given the University of California's constitutional auton-
omy, the state's right-to-know law was inapplicable. The
court also held that faculty members involved in the peer-
review process had a state constitutional right to privacy --
in effect, the right to privacy protected peer-review materials
from disclosure. Furthermore, the court was persuaded that
the faculty members were provided xxith a comprehensive
summary of the peer-review material.

As indicated in Schad; a state's right-to-privacy laws may
protect peer-review materials from disclosure, but this right
is not absolute. In Board Ql'Irustees vs. Superior Court
(1981), the court denied a former Stanford professor's
request to inspect the personnel records of certain faculty
members on the ground that the professor had not demon-
strated sufficient relevance or necessity outweighing the
faculty members constitutional guarantee of privacy. The
court indicated, however, that legitimate claims of discrimi-
nation or violations of free speech may provide the "necessi-
ty" outweighing other faculty members' right to privacy.

Allegations of defamation or other torts do not outweigh
the right to privacy. In Kahn vs. Superior (burl (jibe

qf Santa Clara (1987), Ivor Davies was denied the
McDonnell Chair of East European History by the history
department at Stanford University, even though a search
committee had recommended him for the position. The
provost agreed to provide Davies with a written summary of
the grounds for the decision, but Davies filed a defamation
lawsuit against Kahn (who was a department faculty mem-
ber), other faculty members of the history department, and
unnamed people who submitted references to the commit-
tee. Davies sought to have Kahn and others disclose how
they voted, the motives for the votes, and the contents of
comments made during a faculty meeting (during which
Davies claimed he was &Fame(l). The court found that
California's right to privacy protected Kahn and the peer-
review files from discovery. California's right to privacy, the
court held, protects against both public and private inva-
sions of privacy, hut it is qualified courts will not enforce
the right against compelling state interests that outweigh the
right to privacy (torts such as defamation are not compelling
enough, but violations of constitutional or civil rights might
be). The court also was convinced that Davies was suffi-
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ciently provided with a comprehensive summary of the rea-
sons for the denial.

Employee right-to-know laws, therefore, guarantee faculty
members in some states access to their personnel records,
which may contain confidential peer-review materials. In
some states, ho,vever. the right to privacy (of peer review-
ers) may prevent faculty members challenging a negative
reappointment, promotion, or tenure decision from having
access to confidential peer-review materials. But even in
these states, the right to privacy may be outweighed by
legitimate claims of constitutional or civil rights. In all cases,
institutions should provide faculty members with a compre-
hensive summary of the reasons for the decision.

State sunshine laws
Faculty members also have used state open-records laws to
gain access not only to their files but to the files of other
faculty members to determine whether they were trv,ited
fairly in an employment decision. Some state courts have
interpreted these statutes as permitting access to the sub-
stance of the peer-review decision, although the names and
other identifying information of the reviewers may be pro-
tected from disclosure in some states (Olswang and Lee
1992).

In Slate Ev Rd. James ts. Ohio Slate l'nipersily (1994). the
Supreme Court of Ohio held that materials contained in pro-
motion and tenure files maintained by the university are
public records subject to disclosure under the Ohio Public
Records Act. William Calvin James, an assistant prefessor in
the department of geological sciences, sought access to and
copies of records contained in promotion and tenure files
maintained by the university. The dean of the college of
math and physical sciences offered James access to a redact-
ed version of James' own promotion and tenure file but
refused him access to any other faculty member's file. The
clean also refused to provide James with access to the chair-
person's evaluatkm letter and any infmmation that might
reveal the identity of persons evaluating James' work. James
sued to compel disck)sure of the disputed infwmation.

The university claimed that the records should be redact-
ed to protect the evaluators names, and that disclosure
woukl substantially infringe on the university's constitution-
ally protected right to academic freedom. The court rejected



the university's academic freedom argument essentially for
the same reasons that the U.S. Supreme Court did in
University (y. Pennsybania; specifically, the court determined
that the issue was not whether the university is permitted to
decide on academic grounds who receives promotion and
tenure but whether the records of those decisions are public.
The ccnirt rejected the argument that the integrity of the
peer-review system would be undermined by a faculty
member's access to personnel files. The court noted that
scholars routinely evaluate each other's work in such public
forums as conferences and journals, but even if the system is
undermined by disclosure of peer-review materials, this was
a matter for the legislature to correct, not the courts. The
coun aku noted:

hi ac fditi(m. it is imnic that the university here armws that
academic livedom is challenged hy the disclosure (y. the
documents. It seems the antithesis qf academic freedom to
maintain secret files upon which promotion and tenure
decisimts ae made, unatailable eivn to the perwm who is
the Stayed (y. the etaluation.

The James decisk in is important. The court was strongly in
la or of disclosure of promotion and tenure files, and this
has been the trend in recent years. This case also may have
granted more rights to faculty members in Ohio than those
required bv the I .niversity (ye Pennsylvania case. Actually,
this case is striking because it allows public access to public
university files tany<ole can review these files because they
are ;I\ ailable under the state's sunshine act). Furthermore,
nr it oily dties this case Inild that faculty members are enti-
tled ni see unredac ted versions of their own promoticm and
tenure files tan issue the Supreme C( murt did not address),
hut it also suggests that they may be entitled to see the files
of their c olleagues.as well (School taw Reporter, December
199i ). Iames also highlights the "delicate balancing that
imist be kept between the interests of individual professors
and the general public in disclosure of public documents
and the interests of universities in ensuring the integrity of'
theit on ow Hi( HI and tenure proi.esses" (p. 3). Whether oth-
el states follow the reasoning uf the ohio Supreme Court. of
it Hirse. remains to be seen.

A (Alegi: or university facing either a request for disclo-
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sure of peer-review materials or a request to keep those
documents confidential should review certain internal docu-
ments prior to acting on the request. For example, many
faculty collective-bargaining agreements may contain provi-

sions relating to personnel records and evaluations. In addi-
tion, the internal policies, rules, and regulations of the
institution may set forth obligations with regard to the reten-
tion and disclosure of personnel records.

The current trend in courts is toward disclosure. Even the
AAUP, which previously had contended that a qualified privi-
lege can be invoked on a balancing of factors, including
access to a statement of meaningful reasons and review pro-
cedures, issued a report calling for broad disclosure in litiga-

tion as well as internal reviews. The 1992 report, "Access to
Faculty Personnel Files," reaches the following conclusions:

1. Faculty members should have access to their own files,
including unredacted letters, at all times:

2. Faculty members should be afforded access upon request

to general information about other faculty members such
as is normally contained in a curriculum vitae;

3. Files of a faculty complainant and of other faculty mem-
bers, fm purposes of comparison, should be available in
unredacted form to faculty appeals committees to the
extent such committees deem the information relevant
and necessary to the fair disposition of the case before

them; and
4. A faculty appeals committee should make available to the

aggrieved fitculty member, in unredacted form and with-
out prejudging the merits of the case, all materials it
deems relevant to the complaint, including personnel files

of other faculty members, having due regard for the pri-
vacy of those who are not parties to the complaint
(Academe, July/August 1992).

Siudent Evaluations and Other Evaluation
Tools Used by Peer-Review Committees
Reappointment, promoticm, and tenure decisions usually are
based upon the quality of a candidate's scholarship, service,
and teaching, which is determined largely through
judgments of many people. Many negative tenure decision:4
ore based on deficient scholarship, which often is measured
in terms of the number and quality of publications. Some
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negative decisions are based upon inadequate service com-
mitments. Although some aspect of the service criteria (the
number of commitments, for example) can be quantified,
this also can be subjective (whether service on an institu-
tionwide committee is more important than on a department
committee, for example).

Poor teaching also is a common basis for a negative deci-
sion probably more so in recent years. But what consti-
tutes effective or ineffective teaching is highly subjective as
well. Institutions, however, often attempt to measure teach-
ing through observations, portfolios, or student evaluations
(see Centra 1993 for a discussion of the research on the
validity, reliability, and utility of these measures). Student
evaluations, in particular. increasingly are being used in
tenure and promotion. The ease of obtaining these data and
the extensive research supporting their use have, no doubt,
contributed to their acceptance.

Despite the subjectivity of measuring the quality of a
faculty member's scholarship, service, and teaching accom-
plishments, courts will rarely, if ever, question the appropri-
ateness of an institution's criteria (or how they measure
them) for granting reappointment, promotion, or tenure.
Peer-review committees have great discretkm in how they
measure these criteria and what weight they give to each
criterion. Courts hold that faculty members and administra-
tors involved in the peer-review proct ss are experts, and
they will rarely substitute their judgments for those of peer-
review committees*. Peer-review committees, theref(ife.
may evaluate faculty candidates using student evaluations,
observations, portfolios, citation counts, external evaluators,
and other information. Although these evaluation tools all
have strengths and weaknesses (see Centra 1993). peer-
review cotninittees may use them as they see fit so long
as they do not violate the candidates* civil, constitutional, or
contractual rights.

Faculty members who challenge an institution's reliance
on a panicular evaluation tool rarely succeed. Course con-
tent. teaching methods, grading, and classroom behavior all
involve issues of academic freedom (see Section Three). and
courts often determine that they are not qualified to make a
better judgment than peer-review committees even if these

'Although juries may hac less cleicience (Lee 199i).
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matters were not protected by academic freedom (see
Kap lin and Lee 1995). In Wirsing vs. Board of Regents of doe
Ufrarenity of Colorado (1990), a tenured professor of educa-
tion refused to administer the university's standardized
course-evaluation forms for her classes, and the dean of the
department denied her a pay increase because of her
refusal. The.professor sued to have the university grant her
the pay increase and to prevent it from requiring her to use
the form, alleging that the university was violating her
academic freedom. The court rejected her argument, hold-
ing that although the professor had a right to disagree with
the university about the use of standardized evaluation
forms, she had no right to fail to perform a duty imposed
upon her as a condition of employment. Because she had a
right to openly criticize the use of such forms and the uni-
versity's requirement was unrelated to course content, the
court found that the institution did not violate her academic
freedom (Kaplin and Lee 1995).

There have been studies indicating that women and peo-
ple of color may be evaluated lower than white males (in
student evaluations, for example), thus creating the possibili-
ty of a disparate-impact claim. The research in this area,
however, has been inconsistent (Centra 1993). Although this
area of study deserves more attention, there are no legal
obstacles to the use of any evaluation tool. And the incon-
sistency of the research will make it unlikely that a court will
sustain such a claim of disparate impact.

So long as peer-review committees do not act arbitrarily
and use the evaluation tools consistently and fairly, courts
are unlikely to interfere. Institutions, however, should use
multiple methods for evaluation (see Gillmore 1983). And
evaluators should be trained to judge effectively and to use
specific and detailed examples for their decisions.

Defamation Liability and Other Claims
Against Peer-Review Evaluators
Administratcws and Faculty members involved in the peer-
review process may be sued fm defamation tOr comments
made during an evaluatkm, and some administrators may be
held personally liable for the violation of a faculty member's
contractual, civil, or constitutional rights. Probably, the most
common tort claim against peer reviewers is defamation. A
defamation is an intentionally or recklessly false published
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or spoken communication that injures another person's rep-
utation or good name (Black's Law Dictionmy 1991). There
are two types of defamation claims: slander (the communi-
cation is spoken) and libel (the communication is published
in writing or broadcast in some manner through the elec-
tronic media). Sin:e the statement in a defamation must be
false, the faculty member bringing the lawsuit must prove
falsity. Truth is a defense for those accused of defamation.

The communication must be serious enough that it would
injure the faculty member's reputation, and it must be more
than just "offensive" or "unpleasant" (Howard Univeisity vs.
Best 1984). Furthermore, the communication must be.dis-
closed or published to a third person who has no legitimate
interest in the matter. In Howard Unicmity vs. Best, the
chair of the department of pharmacy practice was denied
reappointment and sued the university for, among other
things, defamation. Best alleged that she was defamed by
reports prepared by outside consultants containing state-
ments that she was actively opposed to, and failed to coop-
erate with, the present administration.

The court held that a publication is defamatory if it tends
to injure the faculty member in her profession or community
standing; lowers her in the estimation of the academic com-
munity; is more than unpleasant or offensive: and makes the
faculty member appear odious, infamous, or ridiculous. The
court held that the report was not defamatory., and even if it
was, Best failed to prove that anyone received or circulated
the report. As this court indicated, even if the statement has
the potential to injure the faculty member's reputation, it
must be "published"; that is, a third person must be made
aware of the statement.

Defamation also requires that the statement be false.
Therefore, opinions usually are not considered defamatory
because they cannot be "false." Opinions, however, can be
ccnisidered defamatory if they are based on facts that can be
verified as false. This can he difficult too. In Baker vs.
Lafayette College ( 1987), a faculty member in the art depari
merit, who had talked about the department chairperson's
behavicwal problems witli certain administrators and staff
members, was denied reappointment. I le alleged that eval-
uations made by the chairperson and an outside wnsultant
were defamatc wy, and .1 ccimmittee reviewing the matter
determined that the evaluations were faulty and should be
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reperformed. The court indicated that for an opinion to be
defamatory it must imply the existence of undisclosed
defamatory facts justifying the opinion. The court held that
none of the statements in the evaluation were defamatory;
the reports included frank opinion void of innuendo and the
information was not based upon any undisclosed facts.

Institutions and peer evaluators usually can successfully
avoid liability for comments or statements made during the
peer-review process under a number of theories. High-level
administrators at public institutions sometimes can claim
"official immunity" from tort liability (Kap lin and Lee 1995).
For such immunity to apply, the individual's act must be
discretionary and within his or her scope of authority. In
states with such immunity, presidents, provosts, department
chairs, and deans enjoy immunity if they acted in good
faith that is, without malice or ill will (see Koerselmun vs.
Rhynard 1994; Stabeli vs. Smith 1989).

Administrators at public institutions, on the other hand,
cannot escape liability for violating the civil or constitutional
rights of faculty members. Section 1983 allows faculty mem-
bers to sue state and local employees for violations of con-
stitutional or civil rights. In United Oiro lina Bank vs. I3oard
of Regents q Stephen E Austin State Univemio,(1982), a pro-
fessor denied tenure sued several administrators, claiming
that the negative decision was based upon allegations he
had made concerning misuse of funds. The faculty member
claimed that these allegations were an exercise of his First
Amendment rights. The administraugs claimed immunity,
arguing they did not know that their actions would violate
the professor's First Amendment rights. The court rejected
their arguments and held them personally liable (Kaplin and
Lee).

In Dube tw. State Univemity (y* Neu' York ( 199), also dis-
cussed in Section Three, the court also refused to grant
immunity to administrators \vho may have violated the First
Amendment rights of a faculty member. Ernest Dube, an
assistant prossor of Alrican studies at MIN-5' Stonvbrook,
developed a course titled 'Hie Politics of Race," in which he
interpreted Nazism. Apartheid, and Zknlism as three forms
of racism. Controversy arose over the course, which was
removed from the currinilum, and the institution postponed
Dube's tenure review. A year later, the first-level tenure
committee voted unanimously in favor of pit am Akm and
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tenure, but the second-level committee voted narrowly for
tenure but not promotion.

The dean of humanities and fine arts recommended
against promotion and tenure, citing Dube's weak scholar-
ship. The provost also recommended against tenure, citing
the unusual vote for tenure but not promotion and Dube's
meager publication record. Dube appealed to the chancel-
lor of SUNY, who appointed a three-member committee.
The committee recommended that Dube be granted tenure
but released their findings to the press before the chancellor
could consider the matter. A second committee was
appointed, which recommended tenure but not promotion,
or in the alternative, that Dube's contract be extended for
another three years. The chancellor denied Dube's applica-
tion for promotion and tenure. Dube sued SUINY and all of
the personnel involved in the promotion and tenure process,
alleging violations of Section 1983 and the First Amendment,
among other issues. Although the court held that the 11th
Amendment of the Constitution. which gives states immunity
from lawsuits, protected SUM', it did not protect state offi-
cials who are sued in their personal and individual capaci-
ties for violations of First Amendment rights. Accordingly,
the court determined that the individual defendants in this
case are not immune from liability under Section 1983 nor
are they immune from liability for violations of the First and
14th amendments of the Constitution (see Bickel and Bulbin
1990).

Although individual peer reviewers may be found liable
for violations of faculty members constitutional and civil
rights, courts generally will grant them a qualified privilege
against defamation because the interest of peer evaluators in
effectivel evaluating faculty members for reappointment,
promotion, or tenure is so important that some latitude
should be made for mistakes. Even negative employment
references and performance evaluati(ms are privileged,
therel(we, if they are made in good faith and distributed only
to those with a legitimate interest in them. In Bvers
Kolodziej( 1977), evaluators stated during the tenure-review
pmcess that "neither the quality or the quantity'. of a faculty
member's scholarly work justified granting him tenure. Such
a statement wa,, I iek. privileged in the setting of faculty eval-
uation (Olswang and Lee 1992).

Also, in Skibeli vs. Smith (1989). an associate pmfessor ul
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geology and geological engineering at the University of
Mississippi sued the dean of the engineering school, who
had recommended against tenure and a pay raise in a letter
commenting strongly On the faculty member's performance.
The faculty member sued for defamation. The court held
that the dean enjoyed a qualified privilege against defama-
tion liability when there was no proof that he intentionally
stated a falsehood, acted with malice (that is, with intent to
injure another person), or greatly exceeded his authority.
Furthermore, the allegedly defamatory remarks were not
communicated to people who did not have an interest in the
matter.

A qualified privilege also has been applied even when
the communication does not relate directly to the faculty
member's qualifications. In Komelman vs. Rhynard (1994),
Rhynard, a faculty member at the music department of Sam
Houston State University, was denied tenure. Koerselman,
the chair of the music department, had written a letter to the
dean recommending against tenure and stating that some
students had complained that Rhynard had made "inappro-
priate comments," some with "sexual overtones." Rhynard
sued Koerselman and others for defamation. The court held
that the chairperson at a state university has official immuni-
ty from defamation (and other tort claims). Furthermore,
defamatory communications, the court held, are privileged
when made in good faith (honest or without malice) on any
subject matter in which person has an interest or duty to
perform.

Courts, however, will not grant an absolute privilege in a
defamation lawsuit. It would be unfair to grant such a privi-
lege because the faculty member whose reputation is injured
would have no legal recourse. In Goodman vs. Gallerano
(1985). a professor of economics sued two faculty members
who stated orally and in writing that he had mismanaged
funds, plagiarized research, and violated professional ethics
while he was being considered for tenure at the I Iniversity of
Dallas. The two faculty members had filed charges of
"unprofessional conduct" against Goodman, and these were
forwarded to the Rank and Tenure Committee, which denied
him tenure. The court held that these allegations were not
absolutely privileged since to do so would unnecessarily
deny innocent victims the right to seek compensation. The
court indicated that these faculty members would have a
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qualified privilege if they acted in good faith and without
malice.

This qualified privilege, therefore, can be lost if the per-
son being accused of defamation made the statement on an
improper occasion, acted in bad faith, or excessively "pub-
lished" the statement (Kap lin and Lee 1995, p. 130). The
institutions should informits peer reviewers, therefore, that
they should investigate the "facts" that provide the basis for
the potentially defamatory statement to ensure that the state-
ment is true or that it is reasonable to believe it to be true.
Peer reviewers also should not consider innuendos nor
should they communicate their findings to people who have
no interest in the matter. And any opinion must be based
upon disclosed and truthful information.

Institutions and peer reviewers also may avoid liability for
defamation and other liability claims on the grounds that the
faculty member consented to the evaluation. By agreeing to
have his or her credentials evaluated for the purposes of
reappointment, promotion, or tenure, a faculty member
consents to others commenting on those credentials (Kap lin
and Lee 1995; Olswang and Lee 1992).

Finally, if a faculty member at a public institution is
denied reappointment, promotion, or tenure based upon a
negative evaluation, he or she may be able to claim a "liber-
ty interest" under the 14th Amendment, thus requiring the
institution to provide him or her with due process proce-
dures (notice and an opportunity to be heard, for example)
to refute the evaluation. The statement must be such that it
imposes on the faculty member a "stigma" or prevents him
or her from getting other employment (Board qf Regents vs.
Roth 1972). But as the Supreme Court indicated in Bishop
vs Wood (1976), liberty interests are not implicated if the
statements were not publicly disclosed. Faculty members at
public institutions subject to sunshine laws, apparently, may
be able to sustain a claim of defamation if stigmatizing or
defamatory statements are contained in their personnel files,
and these files are subject to public review.

The Scenario
Let us return to the hypothetical situation mentioned at the
start of this section. You sought to learn how the peer-
review committee voted on your promotion application,
fearing gender discrimination may have occurred. Are you
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confident that you can obtain the information you seek?
Much of your case depends upon whether you have some
evidence that discrimination has occurred (comments over-
heard by you or others or statistical evidence, for example).
It is unlikely that your institution will voluntarily inform you
how particular members of the committee voted. If you
have some evidence of discrimination, perhaps the institu-
tion will provide you with a redacted copy of the committee
deliberations. But is a redacted copy of the committee's
deliberations sufficient? What if you have reason to believe
that specific members of the committee discriminated against
you? If you file a claim with the EEOC, then the EEOC is
likely to get the information from the institution, and if not,
it is likely to convince a court to compel your institution to
turn over the information.

As a result of University of Pennsyliania vs. E.E.O.C.
(1990), the institution is not likely to prevail by claiming a
common-law or academic freedom privilege. If you sue, it
also is likely that you can compel the disclosure of the infor-
mation. If your state's laws permit you access to this infor-
mation, you can obtain it just by asking. Your state.
however, may have other laws that protect the privacy of
peer reviewers. If this is the case, perhaps you successfully
can argue that the need to disclose potentially discriminatory
information outweighs the peer reviewers' right to privacy.

Summary
Peer-review committees have great discretion in evaluating
candidates for reappointment. promotion, and tenure. They
may use any method of evaluating candidates as long as
they do not arbitrarily or capriciously. Faculty members
denied reappointment, promotion, or tenure often are left
with very little understanding of the basis for the decision
and without a meaningful opportunity to challenge any neg-
ative information. As a result, a faculty member or the
HOC may be able to obtain access to peer-review materials
t( 1 discover prix)f of discriminatkm if either initiates a suit
against an institution. Furthermore. in some states. peer
cvaluatk ins generally are made available to faculty members
under employee right-to-know or sunshine laws (Olswang
and Lee 19921.

Despite the trend in c(mrts of granting access to peer-
review materials. they have been very deferential to the sub-
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stance of peer-review decisions and have constantly refused
to substitute their judgments for those of peer reviewers
(Hendrickson 1991; Lee 1985). Although faculty members
alleging discrimination have been given access to their per-
sonnel files and the files of other professors, courts generally
have been concerned with the impact this disclosure has on
the peer-review process. As a result, courts continue to
search for a balance between the importance of confidentiali-
ty for the peer-review system and the need to prohibit dis-
crimination in higher education (Hendrickson 1991).

The peer-review system likely will not suffer from disclo-
sure of confidential peer-review materials. Peer evaluations
based on sound and fair reasoning will always withstand
challenges. For example, in Bina vs. Providence College
(1994), the faculty member of Iranian descent lost his dis-
crimination case because the tenure-committee minutes
clearly showed no evidence of discrimination. Furthermore.
in states in which sunshine and employee right-to-know
laws include personnel files, the peer-review system does
not appear to suffer.

Even though courts will compel disclosure in some situa-
tions, the decision of whether to release peer-review materi-
als to the faculty member is one of institutional policy
(Olswang and Lee 1992). Some institutions provide faculty
members denied reappointment, promotion. or tenure with,
at a minimum, a redacted copy of the peer-review materials,
and recent data indicate that the peer-review system is not
greatly affected by disclosure of peer-review materials
(Olswang and Lee 1992). All institutions, however, should
inform peer reviewers that confidentiality cannot be guaran-
teed.

Altlmugh faculty members and administrators involved in
the peer-review process can be sued fm defamation and
other torts, they usually are protected from liability by state
law or a qualified privilege. Also, most institutions have
insurance covering this type of matter. Of course, peer
reviewers can lose this protection if they act with malice,
bad faith, or disclose the informatkm to people with no
legitimate interest in the matter. Peer reviewers, however,
should understand that as long as they acted honestly and
fairly and ph wided detailed examples for tla..ir conclusions,
they are protected from liability and the integrity of the
peer-review system is maintained.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR POLICY AND PRACTICE

As we have indicated, courts provide institutions with a
great deal of autonomy from judicial review in employment
matters. Faculty members usually have lost their lawsuits.
Lalloue and Lee pointed out that only one in five faculty
member prevailed in Title VII suits (1987)*. This does not
mean, of course, that fitculty members will not continue to
sue institutions when they are denied reappointment, pro-
motion, or tenure, even if the decision is valid from a legal
standpoint. A decline in enrollments at many colleges has
led to serious staff reductions, resulting in fewer teaching
positions. Given the financial expense of tenure, some insti-
tutions also are establishing tenure quotas. Lawsuits, there-
fore, are likely to increase.

Financial constraints and legal obligations create a need
to validate criteria and procedures so that institutions can
make fine distinctions between generally competent faculty
members (Biernat 1987; Centra 1979). I3y reviewing their
policies and practices to ensure that they are within legal
parameters, institutions can do much to minimize lawsuits or
at least to demonstrate to courts that they did not act arbi-

trarily.
The following suggestions are intended to minimize the

risk of litigatkm, but they should not be read as legal advice.
Each institution has its own special needs, particular legal
obligations, and political climate. Each institution should
consult with its attorney if it wishes to change or modify its
current policies and procedures. These recommendations.
however, may clarify particular concerns at some institu-
tions, and they may provide administrators and faculty mem-
bers with intOrmation that may assist them in consulting
with their attorneys.

Institutions should involve legal counsel in setting
policy and procedures for reappointment, promotion,
and tenure decisions. Regardless of what kind of legal
services institutions have (fi)r example. in-house counsel,
state attorney, or a private law firm), legal counsel performs
two basic roles: treatment and preventive law. Treatment
law focuses on actual challenges to the institution's policies
or practices. such as when lawsuits are filed or threatened:
w hen the instituticm is cited for nonconnpliance by a govern-

dm-, not take tuft, Account settkluctits.
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ment agency; or when the institution wishes to sue (Kap lin
and Lee 1995). Preventive law, on the other hand, focuses
on initiatives an institution should take to avoid litigation.

Preventive law should he emphasized. The attorney may
help administrators and faculty members involved in reap-
pointment, promotion, and tenure decisions by identifying
the legal consequences of proposed actions, pinpointing the
range of alternatives t'or avoiding legal problems, identifying
the legal risks of each alternative, sensitizing administrators
to legal issues and the importance of recognizing them early,
and determining the impact of new or proposed laws, regu-
lations, and court decisions on institutional practice (Kap lin
and Lee 1995). Administrators, faculty members, and attor-
neys should perform legal audits periodically. These legal
audits involve surveying each office and function to ensure
that policies and practices comply with legal principles.
Furthermore, a legal audit can serve as an early warning
system that alerts administrators, faculty members, and legal
counsel of potential legal problems long before they lead to
litigation.

The reappointment, promotion, and tenure policies
and proc edures should be explicit, unambiguous, and
consistent. Administrators shoukl exercise great care in
drafting employment contracts and institutional policies
because courts will first look to the actual language or
words of these sources to determine the rights and responsi-
bilities of both parties. All terms shoukl be defined and
written in a manner that is easy to understand. Institutions
should ensure that all employees receive a copy of the poli-
cy, and administrators should be trained to administer the
policies appropriately. All employment applications, con-
tracts, handbooks, policies. procedures, guidelines, and
work rules should be periodically reviewed to ensure that
they are consistent with each other and clearly delineate
each party's rights and responsibilities. Carelessly drafted
policies and procedures lead to confusion and litigation.
Furthernuge, courts would be ft vced to res(wt to inft)rmal
sources (institutional practices and verbal assurances of key
administrators, for example) to resolve the issue.

Institutions should pay careful attention to those prac-
tices or customs that are not specifically addressed in
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the institutions' written policies. Courts have looked to
these informal practices when the language of a contract is
ambiguous or inconsistent. Some practices have evolved
despite written policies. Institutions should put in writing
those practices that are to be part of the faculty contract of
employment and eliminate or cease those that are not.
Once put in writing, it is extremely important for administra-
tors and faculty members to adhere to the written policies or
they will not be able to justify any decisions based upon
those policies.

Institutional officers and key administrators should be
informed that their actions and words can bind the
institutions to a contract. Presidents, vice presidents.
deans, and department heads should he informed that their
actions and oral assurances or promises can create contrac-
tual rights for faculty members. although oral modifications
of written contracts generally are held to he invalid and
unenforceable. Nevertheless, some courts have upheld such
contracts in a few instances in which the actions of adminis-
trators clearly warranted such findings. Institutions should
clearly and explicitly state which officer or administrator
mav bind the institution to an enlplovment contract. For
example. the institution may indicate in the contract or the
faculty handbook that only the president may bind the insti-
tution to an oral contract. This kind of statement not only
protects the institution but faculty members are put on
notice that they may not rely uptm the assurances of those
who cannot keep their promises.

Policies should indicate clearly and explicitly how
reappointment, promotion, or tenure is to be acquired.
Policies that are silent or unclear as to I,(Av tenure is
acquired may result in a judicial finding of tenure by default
or de facto tenure. Clear and explicit policies protect the
institution's right to reward those faculty members deemed
to have earned it, and faculty members are clearly informed
of the criteria and procedures for the acquisition of promo-
tion or tenure. Of umrse. some instituticms have automatic
reapp)intment, pn)motion, and tenure i'M)licies. and they
may not want to change their policies. All institutions, how-
twer, should consider relevant state laws, cc Alective-bargain-
ing agreements. and the impact on faculty recmitment and
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morale prior to initiating any kind of significant change in
their policies.

All units in the institution should be governed by a
single reappointment, promotion, and tenure policy.
Colleges or universities should adopt a single policy that
specifies the minimum eligibility requirements for reappoint-
ment, promotion, and tenure. This policy also should gov-
ern the process, procedures, and timing of the decisions as
well as any notification and appeals guidelines. This way,
all faculty menthers are treated in a consistent manner,
regardless of the department to which they belong. At large
university systems, a single policy governing these employ-
ment (.1(.cisicns may seem difficult, especially when the indi-
vidual colleges, schools, and departments all have different
standards (McKee 1980). But inconsistency promotes litiga-
tkm. The single policy is not meant to take away discretion
but to ensure fairness for all faculty members. Although
such a policy would prescribe minimum eligibility require-
ments (excellence in teaching, research, and service, for
example), it still should allow each department or discipline
to det'2rmine whether and how faculty members qual4 for
reappointment, promotion, or tenure.

The criteria for reappointment, promotion, or tenure
should be specific enough to provide guidance to the
faculty member. Institutions enjoy extensive deference
from the courts in determining the criteria for employment
decisk)ns. Many institutions also provide little concrete
information about its criteria and how faculty members satis-
fy them. Ambiguous criteria lead to confusion, uncertainty,
and, ultimately. litigatkm. The criteria should be specific
em)ugh to pn)vide faculty members with guidance as to
what is expected of them and flexible em)ugh to allow
administrators and peer-review committees to consider the
faculty members' total accomplishments. Institutions, for
example, may inform faculty members that "service" must
include departmental and institutionwide committees.
Institutions also may base reappointment, promotion, or
tenure on such considerations as the priorities of the institu-
tk )n. new and developing disciplines, interdisciplinary and
collaborative work, and special assignments (see Diamond
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1994). Faculty members, however, should be made aware
of the specific criteria used by the institution.

Faculty members should be provided with as much
information as possible as they prepare for their reap-
pointment, promotion, or tenure review. The more
information the candidate receives as he or she prepares for
review, the easier the process will be for the candidate, the
committee, administrators, and the institution. Ideally, facul-
ty members should receive information in four areas: the
type of documentation expected from them; the specific
steps that will be followed by the committee; the criteria that
will be used to assess the quality of the materials that are
provided; and how the various activities of the faculty mem-
ber will be weighed (Diamond 1994).

Faculty members should be entitled to procedural safe-
guards before they are released from their contracts.
Although the Constitution does not require colleges and
univerSities to provide untenured faculty members with min-
imal due process requirements, most institutions do provide
them. This is sound practice, as it ensures that faculty mem-
bers are treated fairly and insulates the institutions from
allegations of arbitrariness. Institutions should provide fac-
ulty members with adequate reasons for the negative deci-
sion and appropriate notice, and faculty members should be
entitled to an internal grievance mechanism. The AAUP's
Standards for Notice of Nonreappointment (AAUP 1990)
requires 12 months' notice in advance of dismissal for a
faculty member employed for more than two years. This
practice provides faculty members with time to relocate or
to seek reconsideration of a negative decision before their
existing appointments have expired (Brown and Kurland
1993). Such procedural safeguards allow institutions to
avoid mistakes or rectify them, protects the faculty members'
academic freedom and other rights, and decreases the prob-
ability of lawsuits. If a lawsuit occurs and some will
courts will look favorably upon institutions that have these
safeguards.

Institutions should provide orief Aation and career
development for new faculty members. Orientation and
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career development for new faculty members helps them
understand and deal with institutional expectations and
helps to ensure their success (l3oice 1992). Furthermore, by
providing these services, institutions show faculty members
that they want them to succeed. Senior faculty members
should he encouraged to become mentors for young faculty
members, giving them advice, collaborating with them on
projects, and evaluating their performances (Boice 1992;
Leap 1993). Of course, faculty members who become men-
tors should be rewarded by the institutions.

Institutions should develop a process of annually eval-
uating faculty members. Faculty members should be eval-
uated before the tenure decision is made. An annual
performance evaluation would be useful for everyone
involved. The institution benefits from alerting faculty mem-
bers to potential problems, and it develops a written record
should litigatkm later arise. The faculty member benefits
because he or she is alerted to potential problems and has
an opportunity to improve. These evaluations should be
meaningful and constructive, accurate and timely, relevant
and candid and provided in both formative and summative
settings; otherwise, no one benefits. The institution should
use multiple methods of evaluation such as teaching portfo-
lios, student evaluations, and peer evaluations (Centra 1993).
The information used in these evaluations also should be
job-related and nondiscriminatory.

The faculty member should be apprised of any perfor-
mance problem with enough time to improve. The fac-
ulty member should not be surprised by his or her
colleagues' negative evaluatkm at the time the tenure deci-
sion is made. Such a surprise leads to anger and is unfair.
If the faculty member is alerted of any performance problem
before the summative evaluatkm is made, he or she has the
opportunity to improve. At the veiy least, the faculty mem-
ber is put on notice that his or her performance is inade-
quak.. This practice should be intended to improve faculty
performance and to assist in making reappointment, promo-
tion, or tenure decisions. but it also provides a written docu-
mentatkm of the problem and the Ili }lice >1 ii to the faculty
menil)er slamld litigation arise.
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Faculty members should have the opponunity to review,
comment upon, and sign the performance evaluation. In
this way, if the faculty member has any Objections, he or she
can state them at that time. The institution then may con-
duct an immediate investigation which would promote the
resolution of the matter within its borders (Biernat 1987).
Of course, anv information that may hurt the faculty mem-
ber's reputation should he investigated. All facts forming
the basis of any allegation must be true: innuendos should
not form the basis of any allegatkms. And the information
should not be released to noninterested parties.

Faculty members denied reappointment, promotion,
or tenure should be provided with, at the very least, a
redacted copy of their performance evaluations and
peer-review material upon request. Evemme involved
in the faculty-evaluation process shoukl understand that
peer-review materials may be subject to disclosure, especial-
ly in employment-discrimination cases. These materials.
therefore. should be prepared with care. Although peer-
review materials need not be disclosed unless a lawsuit or
HOC claim is initiated, institutions shoukl have internal
policies governing the disclosure of peer-review materials,
personnel records, or performance evaluations. Institutions
should consider releasing these materials upon request, at
least in redacted form, to a faculty member subjected to a
negative employment decision.

The number of people with access to this ink wmation
should be limited, of c(mrse. But pnividing this ink )rtnation
to the faculty member may prevent extensive litigation. espe-
cially if the faculty member does not have a legitimate claim.
Colleges and universities should consider having a "gatekeep-
er" who is trained in the fundamentals of state and federal
law as well as institutional policies (Cunningham. Leeson. and
Stadler 1988). Thk gatekeeper is responsible for these types
of requests and may provide the facuhy members with a com-
prehensive summary of a decision and, if there is enough
evidence to indicate that the decisk in may have been motivat-
ed by illegal fact(ws, nu we information may be released to the
faculty member. Faculty members also shoukl have access to
their lx.rsonnel files and redacted copies of ()tilers' files if'
necessaty when they file an internal grievance.
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Institutions should commit themselves to ending dis-
crimination and take whatever steps are necessary to
achieve this end. The commitment to end discrimination
may lead to a complete restructuring of the decision-making
process (Biernat 1987). But colleges and universities must
be able to defend their practices, and the best defense is to
eliminate discrimination. Toward this end, an institution
may establish educational programs and sensitivity training
and prohibit openly biased people from participating in
reappointment, promotion, and tenure decisions.
Establishing mentoring programs for women and people of
color also will assist these faculty members to succeed.

Institutions should be conscious of the important legal,
political, and social interests associated with affirmative
action. The conflict between institutional and individual
rights is most greatly illustrated in affirmative-action cases.
The institution's right to use race or gender, not to harm
women or people of color hut to assist them, appears to have
recently given way to the individual rights of faculty members
who are not part of any protected groups. Affirmative-action
programs have been justified on important institutional and
societal interests such as to remedy the effects of past discrim-
ination and to increase diversity. These justifications do not
appear to be sufficient today.

Although some affirmative-action plans are currently legal,
the viability of these programs is in a state of flux in today's
political and social climate. Arguably, without affirmative
action women and people of color may be subject to discrim-
ination, leading to a violation of their individual rights. So,
the battles about affirmative action may involve determining
whose individual rights are more prominent. Regardless of
how this plays out in the political, social, and judicial arenas,
the institutions likely will be in the difficult position of strug-
gling with very important interests: the need to repay certain
groups of people for previous discrimination and to increase
the diversity in its fitculty ranks and the need to judge faculty
members solely on the quality of their performance.

Individuals involved in the evaluation or review
process must be made aware of the fundamentals of
employment-discrimination law. Faculty members,
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administrators, and even students involved in the reappoint-
ment, promotion, or tenure process should understand the
legal principles of employment discrimination. This is not to
tie their hands or take away their discretion but to make
them aware of potentially illegal practices.

Institutions should establish grievance procedures that
are easy to use. Most institutions have a grievance process
that permits faculty members to challenge negative employ-
ment decisions. Grievance procedures should be known
and available to all faculty members. These procedures
should be easy to use and provide faculty members with a
fair opportunity to be heard. Furthermore, the decisions of
grievance committees should be consistent and fair.

Institutions should consider adopting binding arbitra-
tion or other methods of dispute resolution. Arbitration
is common in collective-bargaining agreements. And as
some of the cases indicate, arbitration can be useful in pre-
venting protracted litigation. This type of nonjudicial resolu-
tion may be less adversarial than litigation and may
minimize the legal, financial, and emotional expenses
involved in litigation. Arbitration, however, also can be
burdensome and complicated. As with grievance proce-
dures, arbitration and dispute-resolution policies and proce-
dures also should be easy to use.

Some Final Words
Faculty members do not always prevail in lawsuits against
institutions because of a legitimate legal claim but because
judges or juries believe they were treated unfairly (Olswang
1992). To ensure fairness, institutions should evaluate facul-
ty members realistically and accurately. They should discuss
any problem or potential problems directly with the faculty
member, and these discussiuns should be completely and
accurately documented. Faculty members should receive
constructive criticism and be permitted to improve prior to
being discharged, and they should be warned that if they do
not improve they may be released (Olswang 1992). If a
faculty member must be released from his or her contract,
an institution shoukl be 1-)repared to show that there are
good reasons for the decisicm (inadequate teaching or schol-
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arship, for example), and these reasons must be substantiat-
ed with credible evidence. This is not only sound practice
from a legal standpoint, but it also is fair.
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vs. Catholic Bishop of Chicago (1979), 34
vs. Florida Memorial College (1987), 39
vs. Stephens Institute (1980), 39
vs. Yeshiva University (1980). 36-39

National origin based discrimination, legal basis for lawsuits
against, 77

Native American faculty members, percentage of full time, 102
Nazism, Apartheid, and Zionism as three forms of racism, teaching

of, 62
neglect of duties, court upheld dismissal of tenured faculty for, 6
Neiman vs. Kingshorough Community College (1989), 34
New Jersey State College, 35
N.L.R.B. See National Labor Relations Board
notice of nonrenewal, faculty members require adequate, 32

0
Odessa junior College, 47
"official immunity." 142
Ohio Public Records Act, 136
Olson vs. Idaho State University (1994), 22, 50, 56, 57
Omlor vs. Cleveland State University (1989). 54. 65

on its face" claim. See prima facie claim
opinions usually are not considered defamatory because they

cannot be "false," 141
oral promises not sufficient to create "property interests," 52
Orbovich is. Macalester College (1988), 125
orientation and career development for faculty, institutions should

provide. 153-154
outside jobs, faculty members can hold, 67

Palmer vs. District Board qf Dmiees of St. Petembuig junior College
(1984). 111

Pa rate is. Isibor (1989), 63
Parnes. Rochelle, xv
part-time faculty members & adjunct professors. 1940 Statement

does not apply to, 25
peer-review

evaluations. rationale for maintaining confi dentiality of.
120-121
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evaluators, defamation liability and other claims against,
140-145
faculty members and administrators protection from
liability, 147
information disclosure, required a balancing of competing
interests, 123
materials

release decision is one of institutional policy, 147
courts appear to be moving away from granting qualified

privilege in, 124
rationale in favor of disclosure of, 121-122

process, court stressed importance of confidentiality in, 124
system and state law, 133

Pennsylvania
Libor Relations Board, 39
Personnel Files Act, 134
State University, 134
State University vs. Commonwealth pi Pennsylvania, etc
(1988), 134

People with disabilities discrimination, legal basis for lawsuits
against , 77

performance
evaluations and peer-review material should be shown to
faculty, 155
problems, faculty members should have enough time to
imProve, 154-155

permissible subject under collective-bargaining agreement, 35
Petry vs. Sindermann (1972). 26, 27, 47, 47-48, 53, 55, 56

de factor tenure based upon constitutional principles
established in, 26

Pickering vs. Board qf Education (1968), 65
Pime is. Loyola University of Chicago (1986), 97
Podberesky vs. Kirwan (1995), 107
The Politics of Race," 142
poor teaching as a common basis for negative tenure decision, 139
poor training as a cause of faculty litigation, xiii
positions, guidelines on elimination of tenured, 31
preventive law, importance of, 150
prima fade claim, need to establish under Title VII of the Civil

Rights Act of 1964 , 79
privilege of confidentiality in discrimination cases could not be

claimed at HOC, 122
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probationary service length of period required before tenure
decision, 4

procedural
protection of untenured professors, call for. 7
safeguards, faculty entitled to before being released from
their contracts, 153

process of annually evaluating faculty members, institutions should
develop , 154

prohibited subject under collective-bargaining agreement, 35
promotion and tenure

decisions, primary criteria for, 5
policies and practices, study highlighted variabiity in, 3

Property Interests, 50-53
in their employment, tenured-faculty have, 46-47
oral promises not sufficientl'io create, 52
tenure as, 8

Providence College 80. 147

Race discrimination, legal protection against. 77
Rajender is. Unit'ersity of Minnesota (1983), 93
re appointment, promotion, or tenure, policies

recommended nature of, 150
same one should govern all units, 152
should indicate clearly and explicitly how one acquires,
151-152

reason to deny tenure, lenient grading policy, 22
redacting information, issue of whether identifying information can

be, 132
Redaction

deficiencies of, 133
value of, 132-133

Regents qf the l'nirersity of Michigan vs. Eteiwt (1985). 59
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 77, 96-97
Rehabilitation Act ... of 197,1, Section 503, 106
Religion Discrimination, 97-98
Religious based discrimination, legal basis for lawsuits against , 77
religious institutions, issue of whether subject to NLRB jurisdiction,

33
rep(irt, subject of. 1

retaliation claim, example of evidence fin-, 87
"reverse discrimination," 103, 105
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may need to prove position not within a "traditionally
segregated job category," 110

Rhode Island School of Design, 20, 21, 54-55
Riggill ltS. Board of Trustees of Ball State University (1986), 6

Right-to-know laws for employees, 134-136
Romer vs. Hobart and William Smith Gollews (1994), 23
Roos vs. Smith (1993), 66

Roth, David, 47-48
Rothstein (1991) recommends policies defining illegal "disability"

discrimination, 97
Rutgers University, 35

Sam Houston State University, 144
same re appointment, promotion, and tenure policy should govern

all units , 152
San Antonio Junior College. 47
San Jacinto Junior College 65-66, . 67
Salsa vs. City University qf New Ibrk (1992), 116

Scharf vs. Regents of the University cf Califirnia (1991), 131-135

School of Allied Ifealth Professions, 53
Scott vs. University glDelaware (1978). 76, 87
Section 1981 of the Civil Rights Act of 1866, 77
slander, definition of , 141

Snitow vs. Rutgers University (1986). 35-36
sociology defined as a "traditionally segregated- field, 110
Sola vs. Lafigette College (1986), 29. 116

Soul vs. Board qf Trustees (il. the l'nivelsity (il* Tennessee (1915). 20,

27, 52
Southeastern Massachusetts 17niversity.
Stabdt vs. Smith (1989), 142-144
"staff planning document" exempt from disclosure requirements.

131

Stanford I, 1niversity. 135
Stale Ex Rel. James vs. Ohio Stale ( Wirer:city (199)), 136-131

state law superse(k.s institutional autlowity with regard to tenure
rights, 21

Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure of 1910.
1, 7, 60

does not apply to part-time faculty members and adjunct
professors. 25

as evidence c)f academic custom. 15
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State sunshine laws, 136-138
State University of New York, 142-143
statistics, use in disparate-impact cases of, 89
Stephen F. Austin State University (1982), 142
Stephens Institute, 39
St. Petersburg Junior College, 111
"strict scrutiny"

applies to affirmative action in public and not private
institutions, 108
constitutional standard of 107
test, requirement of, 113

student evaluations
significant increase in the use for tenure decisions of, 5
used by Peer-Review Committees. 138-140

subjective decision
-making practices, can be attacked under disparate-impact
theory, 89
courts rarely question, 10

"sunshine laws," 133
Sunshine vs. Long Island University (1994), 81, 86-87
SUNY Stonybrook. 142
Sweezy, Paul, 58
Sweezy vs. New Hampshire (1957), 8. 58, 121

Talledega College 17, 28

teaching portfolios, use of, 5
Tennessee State University, 63
tenure

alternatives to, 2
at public institutions, established by Supreme Court as a
"property interest," 8
benefits to institution of, 2
by default, 26
by grant, 25
costs to institution of. 2
court recognized methods of acquiring, 25
"Density," 28-30
determined by niles under which indivklual originally
hired, 28
did not exist in its present form before the 1940s, 6
does not guarantee lifetime employment, 5-6
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policy, reluctance of courts to alter when written policies
are explicit, 54-55
reluctance of courts t-3 mandate, 93
reviews as performance evaluations and so available for
faculty inspection, 139
systems, percentage of colleges and universities with, 3
ultimate authority to grant , 4

tenured positions, guidelines on elimination of, 31
Texas Southern University, 28
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 96
Thiel College (1982), 40
Thurgood Marshall School of Law of Texas Southern University,

27-28
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, 94

allows faculty members direct access to a court, 94
permits faculty to receive uncap, .-!.d compensatory and
punitive damages, 94

Title VII

First Amendment prima cy over, 97

"manifest imbalance" affirmative-action cases more likely to
succeed under, 114
permits voluntary private colleges and universities
affirmative-action plans, 108

Title VII and Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, 77
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 73, 77-81

claims categories, 81-82
Mister vs. University of Mississippi (1969), 67
Tung, Rosalie, 126

unfair labor practice, failure to bargain in good faith about
mandatory subjects, 35

United Carolina Bank vs. Board o f Regents Stephen F. Austin State
Univ. (1982), 142

United States vs. Paradise (1987), 112-113
Unity College, 31
University of Texas, 47
iniversity of Arkansas. 64

University of Californi.1 59, 134-135
University of Califbrnia Regents vs. Bakke (1978), 59, 112
Iniversity of Central Oklahoma, 55

University of Cincinnati, 84
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University of Colorado, 140
University of Connecticut, 76
University of Dallas, 144
University of Delaware 76 87
University of Georgia, 123
University of Maryland, 107
University of Massachusetts System, tenure density as a factor in, 30
University of Michigan, 19, 59
University of Minnesota, 6. 23, 83 , 93
University of Mississippi, 67, 144
University of Notre Dame Du Lac 124, 127
University of Pennsylvania, 122, 125-130
University qf Pennsylvania vs. E.E.O.C. (1990), 122, 126-132, 137,

146

academic freedom would have actually hindered
academic freedom, 130
access to confidential peer-review materials upon filing of

an EEOC complaint, 129
decision, 132, 133

University of Pittsburgh. 38-39
University of Pittsburgh (1990) , 38
University of Richmond. 95-96
University of Southern Colorado. 32
University of Tennessee 20, 27, 52
University of Texas at San Antonio, 22
University of Wisconsin

-Milwaukee, 53. 91-92
-Stevens Point. 29

untenured faculty rights to due process, 47
untenured professors, call for procedural protection of, 7
-up or out" nile, 15-17

V
Valentine vs. Smith (1981), 113
verbal assurances on employment or tenure, validity of, 20-21
Vermont State colleges, 35
Vietnam Era Veteran's Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974, 106
violation

of basic rights as a cause of faculty litigation, xiii
of written agreements as a cause of faculty litigatkm, xiii

voluntarily adopted affirmative-action plan, court will force
following of, 116
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Washington vs. Davis (1976), 77
Waters vs. Churchill (1994), 67
Watson vs. Fort Worth Bank & Trust (1988), 89
Weber vs. Kaiser Aluminum Co. (1979), 108
Wharton School of Business, 126
white faculty

employment - discrimination cases against historically black
institutions, 74
lawsuits against historically black institutions, 88

Whiting vs. Jackson State University (1980), 88
Wilde, Oscar, work in progress on, 85
William Smith Colleges, 23
Wirsing vs. Board of Regents of the University of Colorado (1990),

140

Wisconsin State University-Oshkosh, 47
women

bringing cases against employment discrimination, 74
faculty members, percentage of full time, 102

Wygant vs. Jackson Board of Education (1986), 114

Yeshiva University, 36-39

Zimmerman vs. Minor College (1972), 31
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ARM-ERIC HIGHER EDUCATION REPORTS

Since 1983, the Association for the Study of Higher
Education (ASHE) and the Educational Resources
Information Center (ERIC) Clearinghouse on Higher
Education, a sponsored project of the Graduate School of
Education and Human Development at The George
Washington University, have cosponsored the ASHE-ERIC
Higher Education Report series. The 1995 series is the
twenty-fourth overall and the seventh to be published by the
Graduate School of Education and Human Development at
The George Washington University.

Each monograph is the definitive analysis of a tough
higher education problem, based on thorough research of
pertinent literature and institutional experiences. Topics are
identified by a national survey. Noted practitioners and
scholars are then commissioned to write the reports, with
experts providing critical reviews of each manuscript before
publication.

Eight monographs (10 before 1985) in the ASHE-ERIC
Higher Education Report series are published each year and
are available on individual and subscription bases. To order,
use the order form on the last page of this book.

Qualified persons interested in writing a monograph for
the ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Reports are invited to sub-
mit a proposal to the National Advisory Board. As the pre-
eminent literature review and issue analysis series in higher
education, we can guarantee wide dissemination and nation-
al exposure for accepted candidates. Execution of a mono-
graph requires at least a minimal familiarity with the ERIC
databa5e. including Resources in Education and current
Index !oJournals in Education. The objective of these
reports is to bridge conventional wisdom with practical
research. Prospective authors are strongly encouraged to call
Dr. Fife at 800-773-3742.

For further information, write to
ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Reports
The George Washington University
One Dupont Circle, Suite 630
Washington, DC 20036

Or phone (202) 296-2597; toll free: 800-773-ERIC.
Write or call for a complete catalog.
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Please begin my subscription to the 1995 ASHE-ER1C
Higher Education Reports at $98.00, 31% off the cover
price, starting with Report 1, 1995. Includes shipping

Please send a complete set of the 1994 ASHE-ER1C
Higher Education Reports at $98.00, 31% off the cover
price. Please add shipping charge below.
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BENJAmtri BAEz is an instructor of higher education at Syracuse
University. He received his law degree in 1988 from Syracuse
and will complete his doctorate in higher education in sum-
mer 1996. From 1988-93, he served as the university's judicial
adviser, administering the disciplinary system. Baez's teaching
and research interests include student-discipline matters and
faculty-employment issues, including the legal implications of
faculty recruitment and retention and the special issues asso-
ciated with minority faculty.

Jo mg A. CENTIta is professor and chair of the Higher Education
Program at Syracuse University. He served as senior research
psychologist at the Education Testing Services in Princeton,
N.J. Centra has published extensively and performed consult-
ing work in faculty development and evaluation, program eval-
uation, and student achievement. He is the author of Reflective

Faculty Evaluation: Enhancing Teaching alid Determining
Faculty Effectiveness (1993). He received his doctorate from

Michigan State University.
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